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SPORTS. 
Manufacturers o' f Official Licensé ed Product 

THQ INTERNATIONAL LTD, 4 THE PARADE, EPSOM, SURREY KT18 5DH 
© 1997 ELECTRONIC ARTS. EA SPORTS AND THE EA SPORTS LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF ELECTRONIC ARTS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

OFFICIAL FIFA LICENSED PRODUCT. THO IS A LICENSED DISTRIBUTOR OF ELECTRONIC ARTS. 

© 1997 THO INTERNATIONAL LTD.
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EVERYTHING HAPPENSIOVER 
PAGES eas        

     bag freshness. Place your nose 
somewhere around the middle of the 

mag, inhale.and enjoy the tangy whiff of a 
gaming gourmet’s delight. Each page has been 
individually prepared and lovingly presented 
to fickle your taste buds. We've smothered 
them in a rich sauce of nine free gifts 
blended together and then 
allowed to mature on your 
newsagent’s shelves. 

Normally, we wouldn’t 

condone playing with 
your food but how can 
you resist with stickers, 
vouchers, advent 
calendars and a badge 
of the delightful Ms. 
Lara Croft! 

And as for the 
succulent GamesMaster 
Readers’ All-Time Top 100 be , a 
games — entries have = or = es 

been flooding in for 
months. They’ve been <f 
roasted together, diced, 
flambeed and collated to bring 
you the greatest games ever 
according to you, the 
readers. There are a few * 
surprises in there, we’d love md 
to hear what you think of 
the results. 

Of course, as with any 
Christmas feast, we're all 
waiting for the sticky, sweet, 
icing-smothered afters. And they 
don’t come much sweeter than the 
charms of that posh-adventuress (how 
does she ever turn cartwheels with a 
figure like that?), see review on page 24. Final 
Fantasy 7 is threatening to eclipse even Lara’s 
selling figures, find out why on page 35. 

Gorge yourself on this gamer’s feast. 
Marcus Hawkins 

Airs the benefits of sealed-in, boil in the 

peightost stan 
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We always put the considerations of you, our readers, 
first — from the fairness of our game reviews to the accuracy 
of our tips and cheats. 

Here at GamesMaster we're all devoted game players 
and put together a magazine which we think others like us 
will enjoy. 

We always give scores as percentages and will not stop 
doing so - it’s the most precise way there is to assess the 
various aspects of a game, and allows you to compare 
games accurately. 

We read every letter you send to us, and always answer 
the best ones in the magazine. 

GamesMaster is brought to you by the sound people that 
produce The Official PlayStation Magazine, Edge, N64, 
Saturn Power, PC Gamer, PC Format, PlayStation Power, 

Amiga Format, Essential PlayStation,.net, Connect... and 
arseloads more specialist mags. So we get to call on the 
talents of the most knowledgeable peo i in the business — 
our reviewers are the best there are. They knows their stuff! 

GAMESMASTER #64 — ON SALE 
FRIDAY 19TH DECEMBER



accessories direct 
FOR THE LATEST SUPER CONSOLE PERIPHERALS 

PLAYSTATION™ e SATURN e NINTENDO®64 (ester 

CALL OUR ORDER HOTLINE: 0845 6010015 

FEEL THE NOISE 
WITH THE INTERACTOR BACKPACK 
BRINGING FORCE FEEDBACK TO YOUR BODY 

NOT JUST YOUR THUMBS 

WORKS WITH N64® PLAYSTATION™ AND SATURN 

-_EVEN WORKS WITH N64® RUMBLE GAMES 

MEMORY CARDS 

PLAYSTATION™ 

      
   

   

  

    
   
     

        

“Le NINTENDO®64 
   

    

      

1Meg Memory 11.99 

: ‘\.4Meg Memory 24.99 
) 1Meg Memory 11.99 ¥ y 

' 8MegMemory 16.99 
- 24 Meg Memory 24.99 . % 

48 Meg Memory — 39.99 > 

  

    

  

- SATURN™ 
8 Meg Memory 24.99 

40 Meg Memory 39.99 

      

          

CHEAT CARTRIDGES    

   
   ee cr ol NINTENDOO64 

     

      

     

    

PLAYSTATION™ es gaits 
Action Replay 39.99 ne 7 Action Replay 39.99 

Game Killer -. Game Killer 29.99 

Racing Champion : 
Combat Champion 19.99 — ion Replay 39.99 
   

  

      

  

eee ith 
card slot to allo 
easy access to 
dozens of cheats 

JOYPAD ADD-ONS 
SHOCKWAVE FOR N64® 

brings your joypad to life ONLY 
£24.99 

biggest and best games plus 
loads of additional features 

  

    

  

      

          

     
     The shock sensor in ShockWave 

brings force feedback to ALL games 
not just Rumble games PLUS built-in 1 meg memory card     

    

   
     GET THE FIRST ISSUE ae 
Prices quoted do not include postage & packing 

Sega & Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. FREE! WHEN YOU ORDER 

PlayStation™ is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Co. WITH ACCESSORIES DIRECT 

NintendoG4 is a trademark of Nintendo Inc.
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First there was — Find out why this a, | 

Duke Nukem, has sold out all 

now Saturn’s over the Jz . 

Christmas world. We . 

double expose A sd 

whammy is — Square’s f    complete... record breaker... 

We've playtested the demo version - 
find out what we reckon! 

JERSEY DEVIL 
Looks like Crash 2 and Pandemonium 2 
have a new platformer to worry about... 

Can It really be as good In 3D? Find out 
In our explosive review... Spapepsrr 

OTHER MIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE 
SONIC R SAT 16 MDK 
PANDEMONIUM 2 

    

    
       

    

          

  

        
PSX 17 MADDEN NFL '98 

DIDDY KONG RACING N64 18 NIGHTMARE CREATURES 

FIFA: ROAD TO WORLD CUP '98 PSX/SAT 20 RAPID RACER 
NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS PSX 20 TENNIS ARENA 

WCW NITRO NG4 21 MASCAR '98 
BATTLEZONE Pc 21 FELONY 1178 
WORMS 2 PC 40 ROSCO MCQUEEN 
SEGA WORLDWIDE SOCCER '98 SAT 42 DYNASTY WARRIORS 
TIME CRISIS PSX 46 MHL '98 
STARFLEET ACADEMY Pc 48 FROGGER 3D 

68 ACE COMBAT 2 
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    old you so. 
We 

were , 
the first to 
break the 
news that 

Nintendo were 
about to lower the 

prices of both their 
games and the N64 
itself. But Sony have hit 

       

        

   

   

   — trick of their own to pull. 

the price of the    

  

back straight away with a new PlayStation bundle. 
The N64 will be available now for an astonishingly 

low £99 with games now costing you between £45 and 
£50. Just imagine it, for less than £150 you could get a 
machine and GoldenEye 007 or Super Mario 64. As 
Nintendo were revelling in the glory from this move 

though, arch rivals Sony had a 

Instead of lowering — 

  

avedog, the team responisble for C&C killer 

Total Annihilation - currently riding at the top 

completely frag any opposing forces that may be close, 

HiGalGs 
GM covers all the latest news from home and abroad 

enough zombies to exhaust your 
ammo in seconds. It ends, some 30 

minutes later, with a tantalizing glimspe 
of a mysterious woman and a ‘To Be 
Continued’ message. In between there’s 
bloody bucket-loads of gore, staggering 
legions of the undead and enough pulse 
pounding moments to suggest Resident 
Evil 2 is going to be quite simply the 
Best Thing Ever (TM). 

The demo version of RE2, included with the re- 
jigged Director’s Cut version of the original game, 

is a cruel trick to play on anyone waiting for the 

| t starts with burning streets and 

March release of next year’s biggest sequel. It 
succeeds in its mission of making you want the 
finished game even more. Without so much as an 
intro scene, your character, rookie cop Leon 

=) 

— 

Oh, be still my pumping heart! Zombies rattle 
fences and your nerves in Res Evil 2. 

MORE TOTAL ANNIHILATION 
Cavedog are planning 
on releasing more new 

yourself because 

  

Walker, is thrown straight into Racoon City, a 

veritable Butlin’s for zombies. There’s a mess of 

crumpled cars, destroyed buildings and urban 

disaster everywhere Then out of the flames stagger 

the new improved members of the unliving 

Packed with more polygons, they now attack in 

threes and fours, soak up a worrying amount of 

bullets and refuse to stay dead, twitching on the 

deck before getting up to leap at you again. The 
hoards of blood-lusting zombies you'll encounter 

are unpredictable blighters which means that even 
veterans of the original won't be able to take 

anything for granted. This is characteristic of a 
sequel that, in this demo at least, flies along ata 

relentless pace, squeezing in more action alongside 
the original’s razor-edge tension 

And it's not just our zombie mates who've had 

a makeover. Graphically this is one of the most 

+ + 

There's a shotgun hidden somewhere in the 
demo. It's got predictable blood-spilling power. 

   

    

ee 

    of the charts, have released a load of new units each month . — . aa 

units to bring new features and extra gameplay to If you haven't 5 ; s eens . 

your favourite realtime PC wargame. already got a. ado? Z = — 

Already available on Cavedog’s website, the new the game then eee : 
units include Flakker anti-aircraft guns, Toaster-heavy you should be => > 
cannons that appear to rise up from the ground ire) ashamed of Salas < fe    it’s the best 3D 

realtime wargame out there 

Defender NS naval missile towers that protect your naval 

units and a Spoiler 
mine layer which is 

PlayStation, Sony have 

—— put together a start-up 
bundle consisting of a 

    
       

        

   

  

    
     

       
   
   

    
   

  

    
      
     

   
   

, a® machine plus two — an g capable of turning 

/ joypads anda memory a a a seemingly 
card. The bundle is still - al harmless field into eo 

at the old price of : &i is om real murder mile r rom 

£129.99. While the e id To keep Total 
price war heats up Annihilation fresh, 

we can enjoy its 

price heat!
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Die and this is the grizzly fate awaiting 
new rookie cop character Leon... 
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Beautiful flame effects. (Inset) That mysterious girl... 

impressive things we've seen since Final 
Fantasy 7. The backdrops are beautifully 
detailed with a greater 3D feel than 
before and lit by the flickering flame of 
fear wherever you look. And lead 
character Leon now looks just as well 
animated as those night creatures who're 
travelling on that slow, demonic train to 
eternity. He certainly looks more realistic 
and smoothly animated than the S.T.A.R.S 
team. Shoot down a zombie and he'll 
look at it as he wanders past. A wise 
move given their tendancy to haul 
themselves up and shuffle after you. 

The other elements that made 
Resident Evil the scariest game ever are 
still here; from those unsettling camera 
angles to that spine-tingling music score 

  

What in the name of the Lord is this, long-tounged 
shuffling mass of muscle? Get back you beast! 

           
potentially blockbusting movie. 

    

    

currently in production. 

..dombies pile on and start chewing 
his jugular. It's gorier than ever! 

  

selling games in history in the form of Final 
Fantasy 7, Square have announced plans to 

turn the hugely successful Final Fantasy series into a 

Final Fantasy: The Movie is going to be a fully 
rendered Toy Story-style affair rather than a live action 
shoot — but don’t expect the jolly bright colours and 
comedy aspects of Disney’s huge money maker. Square 
will want their outing to keep the dark mood of the 
games. One surprise is that the movie won't feature the 
characters from the seven games, although we have heard 
that the hero is going to look a bit like Brad Pitt (that 
should make it appeal to the girls then). The team working 
on this sci-fi extravaganza includes Disney animators, 
people from the Fifth Element movie and the man 
responsible for the jaw-dropping intros to Tekken 2 and 
Soul Blade. No dates have been set for the films release. 
Final Fantasy joins Doom as games with movie spin-offs 
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You start admist the flames with blazing zombies. 

mingling with nearby moans. There's the 
same nerve-rattling atmosphere mixed 
with horror film shock tactics and some 
frightening moments, even in this half 

hour demo. It all goes to suggest that 
Resident Evil 2, due out in March, will be 

everything we're hoping for. As an 
enticing preview of what to expect, this 
taster is stunning proof that Capcom have 
been right to take their time with such 
important gaming property as the sequel 

to Res Evil. See the next issue of GM for 
the review of Director’s Cut and whether 
it's worth the £35 asking price but in the 
meantime, rest easy that, on present 

evidence, Res Evil 2 is going to be great. 
If the demo can arouse this much 
excitement in the GM office it has to be! 

  

You meet this... this thing in a sequence that 
starts with a pool of dripping blood. 

FINAL FANTASY: THE 
BIGGEST GAME ON PLANET GOES HOLL) 
N ot content with having one of the biggest- 

3} 

huge in Japan. 

Splaat! The blood flows like a shaken 
up bottle of Vimto in this sequel... 

    
Toy Story crossed with FF7? 

  

The movie is AL wameteerearomace 
guaranteed to 5, >,»., ~~ 
be absolutely Mes Bs, 

  

obvious. You Died. No, really? 

   
  

  

  

  

Beware dripping blood! WwW é     
       
   
Leon looks down at bodies. 

om
 ae 

i 
Zombies look deader than ever. 

   
   

      

       
     

...Jalk about stating the bleeding 

    

    
f° N64 SET TO RUMBLE! 
Datel are set to finally release the 
Shockwave add-on for N64 controllers. 
This useful gizmo makes the pad vibrate 
like a Rumble Pak, except it works on 
every single game, not just those 
compatible with Nintendo’s rumbler. It’s 
on sale for £24.99. 

t€° MADDEN GETS A KICKING! 

In a recent survey in America, Acclaim’s 

N64 American football outing NFL 
Quarterback Club beat EA’s Madden 
NFL ’98 in the polls. Madden was 
outvoted 3:1 by American football fans. 
We've got NFL QBC for review next 
month so we'll see why then. 

i: AT LAST, AN RPG! 

The first RPG to hit the N64 will be 
THQ’s Quest 64. The game features two 
characters who have to save the Earth 
by manipulating the elements. The 
release is still a long way off though. 

®€ OCEAN FIRING UP RELEASES! 

Ocean have two more games ready and 
waiting to come out for the N64, but 
you're not going to see them until next 
year. Space Circus is being developed in 
France and to quote our man at Ocean 
is, “French and weird.” Chameleon Twist 

isn’t French but is certainly a bit on the 
freaky side. Any game where you use 
your tongue as a weapon and a way of 
getting across gaps has to be weird. 

f€! MERRY CHRISTMAS FOLKS! 
Not only are the hardware and software 
prices dropping but Nintendo have a 
strong release schedule in the run up to 
Christmas. By the time you’re ripping 
open your pressies on the 25th they will 
have added GoldenEye 007, 
Bomberman 64, Top Gear Rally, Duke 
Nukem 64, Diddy Kong Racing and 
Mischief Makers to the growing list. 

2 N64 CHARTS! 

The top five best-selling games in the UK 
at the moment on N64 are top blaster 
Doom 64, the amusing Blast Corps, the 
ultimate racer — Mario Kart 64, one of 
the most popular GM office games — 
Super Mario 64 and the ultimate soccer 
game /SS64, in that order. 

® WELCOME TO THE GAME! 

Publishers are now rushing to jump on 
the N64 bandwagon thanks to the 
recent changes by Nintendo. The latest 
to join are BMG who have six projects 
in development but won't talk about any 
of them (but we know one of them is 
Gex 64). 

  

     

  
   
    
   

Diddy Kong Recing (18), 
Nagano Winter Olympics ‘98 
(20), G.A.S.P (20), F Zero 
(21), Virtual Chess 64 (21), 
Bomberman 64 (44), Readers 
Alt Time Top 100 (51), 
GoldenEye 007 Playing Guide 
(90), Consoletation (98), 
Secrets Service (102)... 
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Hudsonsoft in Japan are currently 5, f 

working on a new version of 

  

on it’s ace. 

Our mates at Sega have obviously been 
getting a bit miffed about the mammoth 
success Sony have achieved with 
Parappa the Rappa because they’re 
coming out a with a similar game in 
Japan during the next couple of months. 
Called Jungle Rhythm it features six 
stages of rap (with a silent C) and hip 
hop-related antics. 

om weeks after Sega and Eidos 
presented a united front and declared 
that 3D thumper Fighting Force would 
be released on the Saturn in the UK, the 
situation has been thrown into turmoil 
once again. Sega are claiming that the 
game will not be out until after 
Christmas, and that if it slips to far after 
Christmas they won't release it at all. 
Eidos have now claimed that the game is 
impossible to do on the Saturn anyway. 
Ho hum. Don’t hold your breath for it. 
Go and get Die Hard Arcade instead. 

he Virtua Fighter series has 
long been the benchmark by 

which other fighting games 
are measured, especially on the 

Saturn. But now, Tecmo have 

@Pundle of the month award has to go to - 

Dixons this month with their ten-game 
effort which includes Manx TT and Sega 
Rally for only £169.90. They take it even 
further with a 12-game bundle which 
includes WipEout and Fighting Vipers 
for a.measly £199.90. The stand alone 

machine is still only £99 and there’s a 
four game bundle for £129.95. So you 
know where to point Granny this 
Christmas. Better still leave lots of hints 
lying around, including this page. 

va 

@hey may be trying to keep it quiet for 
the time being but news has leaked out 
that certain key developers are being 
shown Dural demos and development 
systems. Tomb Raider producers Core 
Design are among the lucky few who : 2: 

have seen it and are rumoured to be Ste 
one of the first to start work on a Dural ne 

game for the launch of the system. Early 
signs are promising as a lot of 

developers are impressed by the system 
and the ease of which games can be 
converted from PC onto it. 

Mystic Tania magically makes Bruce's head disappear 

  

   
     

     

rom a galaxy not too far 

F away, comes something 

that could improve your 

copy of X-Wing Vs TIE fighter. 

LucasArts have put together a data 
disc called Balance of Power which 

> introduces a series of new battles in 

Sea two full campaigns which are story- 
- driven, rather than the hit and miss 

affair of the original's one-player 

game. All the missions can be played in 
multi-player over a network or the Internet 

There are loads of other enhancements 

in the game, including support for the new 

breed of 3D cards and some amazing fully 

    

news from around_the globe 

  

THE EMPIRE STRE 

    

      

    

   

    

        

   

                              

     
   

                  

   

come with a game that many are 
calling a Virtua Fighter killer, 
and from what we’ve seen, 

we’re not about to argue. 

To make matters worse, when Dead or 
Alive hit the arcades last year, it turned out 
that developers Tecmo had actually used 
Sega’s own Model 2 board to produce a 
potentially superior game. Graphically, it 
looks similar to the VFster but features a lot of 
original touches that set it apart 

The most obvious of these is the addition 
of the ‘Danger Zone’. Just before you hit the 

‘Ring Out’ area you cross into this zone 
which sets off a series of explosions that do 
your character damage, but can also harm 
anyone moving in for a quick kill. 

The fights are more aerial than in most 
games, with lots of 
impressive high impact 
moves and throwing antics. 

Motion capture has been 
used to make the fighters 
move as fluidly as possible. 
To cover up the Saturn’s 

lower polygon count Tecmo 
have used gourad-shading 

rendered cut-scenes. There 
are even new fighters to 
try out-including a new B- 

Wing and a Super Star 
Destroyer for you to use as 

target practice 
Balance of Power will 

be in the shops before 
Christmas and will cost 

£14.99. If you want to get 

hold of a 3DFX patch for 
the original X-Wing Vs TIE 

Fighter then go to the 

LucasArts web site at 

www.Lucasarts.com 

  

    

    

        

  

Bomberman for the Saturn. This time it’s = g @ 

going to be a 3D game, but don’t panic. é : 

They've learned a lot of lessons from the 2 i 

mistakes made in Bomberman 64 and oes: 
are making a Q-Bert style game with 
one whole level on screen at a time. Let's Yorks. looks like we ve hit the Danger Zone. That should | don't think much to this new chiropractor. More spine- Come on then someone. Sign Dead or Alive 

add a little planning to the rucking busting than spine-straightening released will ya? It looks bleedin great 

DEAD OF ALIVE 
techniques to fill the gaps. 

The game is out in Japan now, where it 
has been well received by adoring crowds of 
beat-em-up freaks. As we speak no-one has 
signed up to handle the UK release of Dead 
or Alive, although Sega are hot favourites to 
handle the Saturn version. PlayStation owners 

can also look forward to a 
version of their own, 

although no-one 
knows yet who'll 

be responsible for Ys Ps 
publishing it in the 4 4 % 

UK. Acclaim, who 5 
were responsible for 

distributing the 
arcade machine, 
have decalred 
that they will 

not be 
handling the 

home version. 

  

    

   

  

   

   
      

      

   No doubt we'll get 
limited edition 

boxed sets of this 

as well     
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iT’S TENNIS, 
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It’s the toughest, fastest, mygcdest tennis game ever. In this 7 —y 

not so sporting battle of the sexes, your racket is your weapon ie “sau / 

and the score is far from love. Take on everyone.from Sumo eee yp 

wrestlers to the spiciest of chicks as you senvelfor your life. Ree A 

  
Ubi Soft Limited. Vantage House, 1 Weir Road, Wimbledon, London SWi9 8UX. 
Tel: 0187 944 9000 + Fax: 0187 9449400 + e-mail: aeneral@ubisofi.co.uk » htip://wwwAlbyp 
©1897 Ubi Soft Entertainment/Smari Dog. All rights reserved. Sony Gomputer Entertainment loys 

PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Sa 
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360 STORES NATIONWIDE
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ding brands, c 

biggest sports retailer. 

  

     For your nearest Ir 01933 677355 or to 

ith us on:     fhat’s new, get J 
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Supersonic Racers 2XS from Mindscape 

has been delayed until March next year 
so that the developers can give it a bit of 
a valet job. The game, which will be 
renamed Circuit Breakers will come back 
with twice as many 3D tracks than 
before (now up to 16) as well as new 

modes and features. Blast, we were 
looking forward to that. 

pg POLITICAL THRILLER GOES ON-LINE! 

Politika, the game based on Tom (Hunt 

for Red October) Clancy’s new book is 

RSONIC GOES SLOW! 

set to be launched and will feature some |. 
major on-line gameplay features like 
being able to strike pacts with other 
players and forge alliances to attack 
others. It’s a game of political intrigue 
and back-stabbing which some are 
saying is the most original use of on-line 

gaming yet. 

B WINDOWS 98 DELAYED AGAIN! 

Is hardly a surprise but we'll tell you 
anyway. The release of Windows ‘98 
has been delayed until the second | 
quarter of next year as Microsoft are 

having trouble making it compatible with | 
old Windows 3.1 programs. 

BGO OUT WITH JO GUEST! 
Fancy your chances with page three } 
regular Jo Guest then do you? Well 
now's your chance because she’s the star 

in a new Tamagotchi style game. She’s | 
your virtual pet and you have to feed 
her and keep her happy. If you mess up, 
she'll dump you for someone else. Love 
Bytes features 600 new Jo Guest pictures 

and video sequences along with a Guest 

screensaver. It’s sad, but we've still got a 

copy for, er, review purposes of course. 
@® CIV 2 STRIKES BACK! 

Fans of the rather swanky Civilisation 2 
will be in raptures to hear that z 

MicroProse are working on a new 

version to be called Ultimate Civ 2. The 
pack comprises the original game, 
the Conflicts In Civilisation add-on a 

pack plus the new multi-player i 
additions. You'll be able to play 
over a network or the Internet using 

pacts, dirty tactics and all the strategies 
you learned in the original game to 
become the ruler of the world. 

(® BABYLON 5 ON THE WAY! 

Warner Bros have teamed up with 
Sierra to produce two new CDs based 
on the popular TV show. The first is a 
strategy game featuring all the 
characters and ships from the show. The 
second is an encyclopedia-style disc with 

details of the episodes and the 
Babylon 5 universe.      
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news from around the globe 

QUAKE HITS 
  

fter many months of 
denials, maybes and can’t 

A be dones - GTI have 

confirmed that PC monster hit 

Quake will DEFINITELY be coming 

to the PlayStation. 

Developers have been arguing for ages 
that the PlayStation simply didn’t have 

  

Please Sony, let it use the analogue pad. It'll be ace then. 

    

enough RAM to run the game's complex 3D 
polygon engine fast enough to make the 
conversion worthwhile. But with versions 
about to appear on both the Saturn and the 

N64 GTI took the game back to the 
drawing board and came up with some 
ideas that would make it work. 

The game’s still in the early stages so 
it's unclear whether any corners 

will be cut or whether 
anything will be missing 
from the final version, but 

this news will take some 
serious amounts of wind out 

of Sega's sails after they stuck 
their fingers up at Sony with their 
own version of the game 
Quake will appear on the 

PlayStation sometime next year, 

many months after the Saturn and 

  

Mario-tastic 
platforming fun! 

4 
Games, official! 

2 » 
}; 

AR 
NY 

  

Woodland folk sell 

— 

obviously had enough of 

  

i \ , 
N64 versions hit the 

High Street. 

This is almost a 

complete reversal of the Doom 
situation when the PlayStation 
had its version out months 

before they finally got around to 
releasing it on the Saturn, but 

remember how bad the Saturn 
version of Doom was. Surely GTI 
wouldn’t make the same mistake 
twice would they? 

  

Olympics, Snow Speeder, and Pro Baseball 

No pee Bo L__ fre | a Weird name. great game. 

people saying that a lack of 

games could well kill off the N64 
before it has a chance to fight 
the PlayStation on equal terms. 

At the forthcoming Nintendo Space 
World ‘97 show they'll show off 

40 games in all their glory. 
By far the biggest games on show will be 

Legend Of Zelda: Ocarina Of Time, Banjo & 

Kazooie’s Big Adventure and the long awaited 

F-Zero X from Nintendo themselves. Games 

from third party developers will include a 

fighting game called Super Robot Spirits and 

two wrestling games (Virtual Pro Wrestling 
and New Japan Pro Wrestling) 

Sports games include titles like fatboy sim 

Sumo 64, dunk-em-up NBA Courtside, Vertical 

Edge Snowboarding, Augusta Masters ‘98, 

NBA In The Zone ‘98, Nagano Winter 

King 2. 

Surprisingly, board games seem to be 

making a it of a comeback. There are N64 
versions of Pro Mah Jong, Kiratto Kaiketsu 64 

Detective Group, Morita Shogi 64 and 

Everyone’s Tamagotchi World. The chances of 

those ever seeing the light of day in this 

country are slim to say the least 

The lack of top notch fight-fests is also 

being addressed with titles like Fighting Cup, 

G.A.S.P. and Dual Heroes all vying for the 

heavyweight title. Whatever your favourite 

type of game, 
it looks like 
Nintendo are 

going to be 

catering for >y 

your tastes “Ss 

next year. 

  

Fl 37   
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fter a few days of earning 
the title of the best-selling 

A PlayStation game ever, FI 
‘97 from Psygnosis has been 

pulled off the shelves because 

Psygnosis don’t actually own the 

rights to some of the names and 

logos used in the game. 
While the legal wrangles between 

Psygnosis and FIA (the people who run 

Formula One) are sorted out the game is not 

supposed to be on sale anywhere, although a 

few unscrupulous shops have been cashing in 
and unloading all their copies. Psygnosis are 

at the moment recoding parts of the game to 
remove the offending logos and hope to get 

the game back on the shelves in time for the 

Christmas rush 

So, if you've already got hold of a copy 

of Fl ’97, hang onto it! You've got something 

pretty unique there. As for the rest of us, we'll 

have to wait! 

 



    

   
hat red- 

blooded male 

in his right 

mind could resist the 

chance of getting his 

joypad hand on the fab five 

Spice Girls this Christmas? 
Sony are obviously hoping that no 

one will be able to resist as they've 

become the latest in a long line of 

companies who've signed up the girls to 

help promote their gear 

Spice World is the name of the game 

and it'll be out by Christmas. You get to see 

exclusive video footage of the girls at play 

along with music tracks (including 

Wannabe, Say You'll Be There, Step To Me 

and Spice Up Your Life) and interviews. It 

goes a little further than just video and 

music though You can make up your own 

Spice Girls tracks by fiddling with the songs 

  

NEW GAMING CBAZE 

that are provided on the disc 

Or why not put the girls through 

their paces and choreograph their dance 
routines? The mind really does boggle, 

doesn’t it? The game has been released to 
coincide with the hype from the Spice movie 

HITS THE UK 
orget your five minute 
wonder pet Tamagotchi. 

That’s already an old 

fashioned thing with about as 

much street cred as your 

grannies’ surgical stockings. 
The new gaming craze to emerge from 

Japan is the 55 in 1 mini console. Instead of 

your boring, feed it, play with it until it dies 

and then do it all again Tamatgotchi, you get 

fe) slug it out with 55 games in a unit the 

same size as your cyberpet, but a lot more 

fun to use 

These are already selling like the 

proverbial hotcakes in Japan (they are 

actually selling more than Tamagotchis now) 

Ra ASTER 

  

and are all set to take the UK by storm. The 

games on the console include versions of 

Tetris, Pole Position, Galaxians and Tron 

As a special offer to GamesMaster 

readers, the company responsible for them is 

offering you the chance to get hold of one of 

these mini consoles before they hit the 

playgrounds in the UK, and get them for half 

price. The first 1000 readers who send in this 

form will be able to pick up their 55 in 1 for 

£3.99 plus £1 for postage and packing. The 

normal price will be £7.99 plus £1 P&P. 

You can call the mail order hotline on 

01302 830515 

only way you'll get your hands on these 

For the moment this is the 

palm-top consoles 

Jalllts 

SPICE UP YOUR PSX 

  

   

  

   
and the inevitable Christmas single If you 

want to escape Spice fever this year we 

suggest you spend the festive period with 
relatives in Mongolia! 

é 
Be ye 

BR Vi, 
‘i (la hp 

So why not be the envy of your buddies and 
get your hands on them right now. Fill in the 
form below and send it off. If you’re one of 
the lucky 1000 you're going to join in the 

latest gaming craze for half pric e 

SPECIAL READER OFFER 

news from around the globe    

    
hemonthin. .. : 

PlayStation 

Sony are set to announce record profits 

for the last year and the main cause isn’t 
going to be their flash range of 
expensive TVs or even their movie 

studios or music antics. That grey box 
under your TV is responsible for the 
explosion in profits for one of the world’s 
biggest companies. 

Top horror murder mystery game Clock 
Tower has slipped until February next 
year. No reason was forthcoming but it 
means that what could be a surprise hit 
for the PlayStation won't get lost in the 
Christmas rush. 

If you thought Final Fantasy 7 was 
looking good after two years in 
development, Square have a litle 
surprise for you. Xenogears is another 

3D RPG which has been in development 
twice as long as FF7. It won’t be around 
until early next year but the word is that 
it’s looking fantastic. 

Now that they have finished the 
disappointing Bomberman 64 Hudson 
have their next project in Japanese 
arcades and it's coming to the PSX. 
Called Bloody Roar, it’s a 3D beat-em- 

up where your character has two forms, 
one human and one monster-like. The 
early versions we've seen certainly look 
promising, more on this one soon. 

\, Activision have scrapped plans to 

MN convent their PC hit Interstate 76 to the 
Y PlayStation and have decided instead to 

turn the PSX game into a multi-player 
Twisted Metal-style game. You'll still get 
to use the cool cars from the original 
but it will be set in a different 
environment, although the cheesy ‘70s 
music will probably stay the same. No 

release dates yet so stay tuned for 
more news. 

Now there’s a name from the past. One 
of the greatest shoot-em-ups ever, R-Type 
is currently being given a dish of 
development treatment in Japan for a 
release on the PlayStation next year. The 
game puts you against hordes of alien 
invaders that conveniently drop power- 
ups and new weapons when they die. In 
the arcades and on the SNES it was a 
her-uge hit and there’s no doubt that a 
PlayStation version would have little 
problem in copying that success, 
providing they get the playability spot- 
on. We can’t wait for this one. 

 



It’s just what I’ve always wanted, honestly! 

As inevitable as pine needles in the carpet 

and another showing of the Snowman this 

Christmas is present disa ypointment You 

remember, last year you asked for Tomb 

Raider but your Gran bless her, picked up 

Room Shader — an interactive interior 

decoration program for the Atari ST 

With this yuletide season wrec king 

experience in mind, GamesMaster presents 

a new innovation in games. buying a   100% Gran proof way of getting what you 

want Simply cut out the voucher and hand 

it to the appropriate relative or loved one. It 

should work but don’t blame us if you end 

up with an ite hy home-knit jumper 

y 

FOR THE SATURN 

Gran, this is another tricky one ripe 

with potential PC confusion. Ask for 

Duke Nukem on the Saturn and everything will be 

alright. Don’t, whatever you do, get the PC version. 

It won't work! 

Yep, one copy of Duke Nukem 3D of the Saturn, 

please mate. Don’t palm them off with a PC one. 

Dear Nan, please buy me the above game. Simply 

go to a reputable games dealer and ask for the 

~ name written above. Any problems and |ll settle 

_ for the equivalent in hard cash. No book tokens, 

, remember, my name is 

1e format specified for the appropriate amount 

cash. Otherwise, I'll be forced into watching 

t watching pap on TV and feigning gratitude for 

lazenger Sport gift packs. Thanks. Your services 

>| 

news from around-the-globe 

r 

FOR THE PLAYSTATION/ PC 
Nees AS APPLICABLE) 

‘A 

FOR THE PLAYSTATION 

~~ r 

FOR THE PLAYSTATION 

~ - 

FOR THE N64 

FOR THE N64 

r 

FOR THE PC 

~ Fe 

FOR THE SATURN 

Take this voucher to any reputable 
games dealer and exchange it for a 
copy of Tomb Raider 2. That's t-w-o, 
1+1=2. Just like Noah and the ark! 
Ill have a picture of girl not wearing 
warm clothes on it. Don’t confuse it 

with the original Tomb Raider (I’ve 

already got that, thanks). 

Please procure a copy of Final Fantasy 7, 

that’s sev-en, this yuletide season. Oh 

and a memory card wouldn’t go amiss 

either. Don’t confuse it with: any Final 

Fantasy game on the SNES, Fantasy 

Island - the video collection of the TV 

series with the dwarf in it or any top shelf 

videos of a similar name. (Or then again...) 

It might have Police in the title but please 

don't confuse this with the Heartbeat 
Christmas Collection you secretly want 
for yourself. It's set in 2097, by which 

time Nick Berry will be dust. And please 

don’t buy me a policeman’s outfit. You 

bought me one of those when | was five and 
didn’t make me very popular. 

You remember James Bond, don’t you? That 

lovely Roger Moore? Well, your mission 

is to go and buy a game about him. It’s 

called GoldenEye 007 and it's for the 

Nintendo 64. It'll have a smart young 

man in a suit on the cover. Not to be 
confused with: Golden Fly - a holiday firm 

for OAPs seeking wrinkly pleasures. 

Nan, this one’s got a bit of a ‘queer’ name. 

Don't get it confused with anything 
sanitary items with wings. 

Give a copy of Lylat Wars to this person. 

And wish them a Happy Christmas, if it’s not 

too much trouble. 

You know Gran, Star Wars. 

But don’t buy me a 

Darth Vader nylon play 

suit, get me a copy of 

Jedi Knight for the PC 

and you'll be my favourite 

aging relative. 

Quake for the Saturn. Learn 

that sentence and you 

can’t fail. Make sure 

you don’t get the PC 

one (the box’ll be 

bigger) or a ‘70s disaster 

movies about earth tremors 

and folk trapped down holes. 

Look, there’s no room 

for any mistakes. 
Ignore what the 

person who gives 

you this voucher 

might say and 
give them a { 

copy now. 

Hand over a copy of 

FF7 forthwith. Explain 

that it’s one of the finest 

games ever then try 

and hit them for an 

extra memory card. 

I'll need it. Ta mate, 
oh... Merry Xmas. 

Whack a brand new copy of 
G-Police on the counter and, 

if you know what's good for 

you, suggest they get 

an analogue pad as 

well. “Unparalleled 

sensory control,” 

should convince ‘em. / 

Please give this person a 

copy of GoldenEye. 

And try to get them to 

stump up fora Rumble a 

Pak too. Be patient 

with her, she’s losing 

her marbles and 

tends to dribble. 

Now don’t confuse this with any 

_ other Star Wars related tat you're 

| trying to flog. I’ve already got all 

the figures and an ace Light 

_ Sabre so | don’t need any more 

cluttering my room. I'm after a 

; copy of Jedi Knight for the PC 

> 
Give the possibly befuddled person 

who stands before you a copy of 

Quake for the Saturn. In return 

they'll furnish you with the correct 

money. This is important. Only 

with your help will | avoid another 

Christmas of toiletries and sensible 

nightware. My fate’s in your hands. h  
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FROM Sega ) 

WHEN December ) 

DEBUGGING FINAL VERSION 

  

INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING 

years. Developed in conjunction with Travellers 

Tales, a seven-year-old development house whose 

first game was Leander for the Amiga (published by 

Psygnosis), it combines elements of platform 

exploration (as Sega’s Sonic Team requested) with a 

first-person racer. In traditional Sega style, 
each of the five basic courses 
- designed around 

recognisable Sonic 
© xones, bubble with 

secret bits, each offering 

a variety of ways to 
complete a 

lap, hidden short 

cuts, characters as 

well as chaos 
emeralds. This really 

isn’t an ordinary 
racing game. 

T his is one of the most intriguing Sonic titles in 

  

   

   

   

        

      

   

    

   
    

  

Collect the rings in true Sonic tradition. 

The Travellers Tales team doing all the coding for Sonic R is 
made up of three programmers and three graphic artists, with 
Sega staff having retained most of the creative control. They 
actually supplied comprehensive design documents, detailing 
the layout of the courses and the like, from which the Tales 
guys worked. They were already working on a racing engine 
for the Saturn anyway, so this helped smooth the process. All 
that was needed was to refine it to ensure there was the 
freedom for the player to roam anywhere. 

Knuckles, Miles ‘Tails’ Prower, Dr Robotnik and Amy join 
Sonic as initially selectable 
characters, each with their 

own distinctive top speed, 
acceleration and cornering 
abilities (as you'd expect). 

While the three ‘lads’ leg it 

Will you look at the tension here... . 
a 

ov"00.0 

  

" FIRST IMPRESSIONS I 
" Our mates on Saturn Power Magazine reckon this is the 
« best thing to happen to the Saturn in ages. There are even 

whispers coming from their office that they think it could 
topple Sega Rally from its throne as number one 
Saturn racer. It’s certainly a polished little thing, but | 

1 really wouldn’t want to stick my neck out that far yet. ‘| 
I'm still to be convinced by the speed and controls. 

aster unleashes the new hits 

Officially the fastest thing on 
two legs, ole Spikey’s back... 

Your position’s indicated by the ‘head’ bar. 

Robin Alway | 

Shoot-em-up © Microprose © Summer '98 

Due out next summer, the license of the 
imminent mega-bucks sci-fi flick from Basic 
Instinct/Total Recall Director Paul Verhoeven is 
a 3D blast-em-up which also contains wy. 

What a festive feast 
we’ve prepared for you 
all... That hedgehog with 
a blue rinse and Ninny’s 
Diddy Kong both have 
their own take on 
cutesy-racing games. And 
Pandemonium 2 and FIFA 
‘98 are both readying 
themselves for Chrimbo! 

         

      
It takes a while to build Sonic up to top speed. 

round the courses on their great plates of meat, Amy gets to 
drives her rather slinky car and Robotnik fops about the place 
in his eggy-mobile. Of course there are hidden racers, but 
there’s no confirmation yet on how many or who they'll be. 
Read the review of this Xmas top tip next issue. 

   
   

      
    

    

    

Sonic can spin as usual. Watch out for secret routes... 

a aS 

+ . 7 eee 

      

STARSHIP TROOPERS f 

simulation, adventure and RPG elements. Set 
a few years after the film, you start off ~ 

Rest em merry gaming folks, let nothing you 
dismay. ‘Cos Lara’s back, she’s in our sack and 
there’s more that’s on its way. We’ve Jersey Devil 
‘n’ Bomberman, tips and gifts to give awayyyyyy..- 
$o get reading now and don’t delayyyyy don’t 

controlling 
a lowly 
power-suit encased soldier, working his 
way across different planets blasting 
armies of polygonal fies There are loads 
of the bug(ger)s to, and there’s real 

PF: A 
1 ons ° “gt emphasis on giving your soldier plenty of 

delayyyy cos it’s all in our pages... peaneae? we : ej experience and taking him up through the 

SayyYYYYYYY--- Merry eczema, one and all! 4 ranks. Watch out for the 25-player 

deathmatch mode too... 

 



lhe NG this month © 
Pandemonium 2 @ Starship Troopers @ Klonoa @ Peak Performance @ Sonic Rk @ 

Yusha @ Battlezone @ Diddy Kong Racing @ FIFA ‘98 @ Virtual Pool 2 @ GASP @ 
Elric @ Adrenix @ Seven Kingdoms @ WCW Nitro @& Nagano Winter Olympics ‘98 @ 

he game that, not 12 

months ago was taking on 

* the might of Crash 

4 +8 Bandicoot gets a sequel. 

e , \@» That's about to go up 
Je re against Crash Bandicoot 2. 

Bad timing, or just 
absolute confidence 

   

   
   from BMG in the 

improvements , , j 3 i : 
distdpere cryait Never listen to fish, They're cold liars. _ It's a;psychedelic world alright. 

Dynamics have up, with Nikki almost as generous in the figure as a certain Se 
made? The latter —_ tomb raiding lovely. But it’s the structure of the levels and the 
seems fo be correct puzzles that throw themselves in between you and your goal 

  

             
      
      

so far. that'll have you in knots. The characters have had their moves Hae 
Taking place during the Year of the er gt } y 

Cheese (what variety is unclear), the ; 1 a | ‘ . 

sequel once again follows the fortunes ‘ FIRST IMPRESSIONS I Sellliend 

of the young Sorceress Nikki and freak- |. We're not going to be short of 3D platformers on the FOR i p ) 
» boy jester, Fargus. The Comet of Infinite PlayStation this Christmas are we? But as the majority work a |_NEs 

Possibilities has returned to the skies of _« their plums off trying to ‘be’ Crash Bandicoot 3 or another 1 cau 
| Super Mario 64, Pandemonium 2 is content to make more use F ROM BMG i h 

a gy : of its 3D environment and dazzling with its breathtaking level - 
design. Still, whether it's enough to steal the likes of Crash 2s « WHEN December ) 
thunder is a matter we'll have to take up in our review... I 

to unlock the source of magic — which 
gives the wielder everlasting power — 

les Ellis a __ INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING FINAL VERSION 

trapped within its core. It’s a race 
against time, as the evil Goon Queen 

Zorrscha’s currently building a fleet of 

—
 

_
      

     
  

   : Grown up and with the added interest of 
a partially clad, foxy-ladeeeee... 

   
rockets to whisk her to the _ upgraded to cope with the more 
comet and steal its power. demanding environments, so now 

What you can expect in you'll be climbing ledges, jumping 
real terms is an identical _ on trampolines and shooting things 

  

      
      
      

    
    
      

       
             

style of game to its with the best of them. Perhaps most 
predecessor, only this importantly, there seems to be a 
time with even lusher greater freedom of movement than There are about four bosses in 
graphics and a serious in the original. The first game was a _ the game. This one’s an egg. 
ramping up of the huge hit, so there'll be an awful lot of 5 5 ; 
difficulty level. The two hungry eyes on the much beefier sequel. Including ours when Tigh beds Ct hess facohabeails A 

The scenery’s certainly... big. heroes have now grown _ we get our grubby mitts on it next month. comes to pyrotechnits. Crispy jester anyone’ 

  

  

KLONOA : PEAK PERFORMANCE @) 
Drive-em-Ragged © JVE © Summer ‘38 

    
Platformer Namco © TBE     

    
   
    

    

    

  

    

  

For a company that’s made its mark on the A driving game. 
t e | & PlayStation with quality conversions of their 4 For the 
a= brilliant coin-ops, Klonoa marks a bit of a PlayStation. 

‘ transition for Namco. Its first platform game in a Developed by 
years sees you controlling a rum-looking fella el tee ___ Atlus. The juicy 
with wings, Klonoa, who's on a quest to find the ae -e- stuff? A staggering 
legendary land of Phantomile. Although the . _ < newwteeae 28 vehicles to 

choose from (seven 
of which are hidden), five tracks in time trial and 

ee three in one- and two-player mode. Four hidden 
ones too. The opportunity to tear round each 

=, course with either sunny, sunset, misty or 
' midnight conditions. Four modes of play. A 

~~ chance to save your finest replay moments onto 
memory card, to live and live again. A handbrake to 

get you round the corners like a professional. Enough? 

backgrounds and camera views 
combine to give the impression of 

that special third dimension, this is-essentially a traditional 
2D game. There are some lovely touches, such as the 
chance to interact with the game's characters (including 
a fairy-like ty, called Huppi) and this is the only way 
to gain essential clues that are needed to complete the 
game. You can also use your magic ring (snigger) to 
attack enemies. 
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INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING DEBUGGING FINAL VERSION 

    

KI Gold, Blast Corps, 

steaming towards its December Ist release date 
as we speak. Rare’s Mario Kart-em-up, Diddy Kong 

Racing, which in line with Nintendo’s new pricing policy 
will sell at a full one new penny under £50, has been 

one of the best kept secrets in videogaming. 
The brightest game to appear on the N64 so far, DKR is 

a joy to sit through, even for anyone peering over your 

shoulder. “That's nice, dear... ooh, look at the rooster with the 
crazed eyes... ooh, look - there’s no pop-up, you can see so 
far into the distance. Isn’t that nice.” Your mum'll love this 
game. Whip it out at Christmas and watch everyone's tears at 
not being able to sit in cosily flatulence through the afternoon 
film turn to floods of joy as Banjo, Conker, Diddy and co slide 

T he most under-publicised major title in years is 

mm i 

"FIRST IMPRESSIONS I 
From the hours we've spent with this beauty, one thing's 

1 already clear — as a one-player game, this moons in 5 
Mario Kart 64’s plump face. The adventure mode is a 
tremendous idea that certainly adds a neat twist. But as a 
multi-player game? Well, that’s the element we're keen to a 

, test out more. And by Simon Mayo we will! 

Marcus Hawkins . 

VIRTUAL POOL 2 
It pool! © Interplay © December aos = 

One of the most popular sports games in 
the GM office a year ago was the 
impressively 3D Virtual Pool. No other 
pool sim captured the seedy allure of the 
sport, or gave you quite as many camera 

angles to fiddle with. VP2, as you'd 
expect, features numerous refinements to 
add depth. The graphics have been truly 
rein with a texture-mapped table, 
backgrounds and cue complementing 
the now shaded balls. The sim side of 

2 
© 

Look atit! = 
things have also been tweaked, with Much better 
miscues, jump shots and an adjustable than the 
table (pocket size and speed) forming flat-looking 
the highlights. And with 128 opponents —_ polygons of 
to play against you won't get bored! old, eh? 

     

The one-player game 

no end to Rare’s talents? Doesn't look like it... 

The backgrounds 
throughout are nothing 

__ Short of stunning. 

Tit 
01:03:96 

   

is where Diddy Kong 
Racing excels. 

LAP 5" 

  

eet tl te      
Powersliding’s 

used to. 

GoldenEye O07 - is there 

  

across the screen. 
As in Mario Kart 

64, you'll soon develop 
a preference for one of 
the cutesome drivers, 
and like Nintendo's 
flagship racer the field 
can be separated into 
fast, middling and 
slow(er) styles. Pipsy, 
despite her irritating 
mouse ways, is the 
nippiest rodent we've 
ever come across — she’s 
definitely the evil Princess 
Peach of the piece and we hate her, WE HATE HER! Ahem. 
Banjo, on the other hand, is almost codger-like in his trawl 
around the tracks. The chance to drive vehicles other than a 
kart, and the fact that there’s a seemingly endless flow of long 
courses also ensures there’s variety by the fistful. 

We've still to complete every single race in every 
conceivable form and we're dying to reach the end - it's 
promised to be something Never Before Seen In A 
Videogame. No, not never. Review coming up next issue — 

keep your wallet firmly shut until you've read it. 

  

The cheeky chimp of the title. Only 
he’s an ape! That's nature for you. 

DEPTH 

‘ft ™ 

a) 

® 
A 

endl € 
- - 

eval interacting with 

sculptures and tunnels and 
collecting sample loops for 

that dream is reality! A 
popular title with Japanese 
clubbers — for obvious 
reasons — you simply lark 

Le.)   

pretty easy to get 

  

  

Indescribable  SCEE © December =~%e 
Ever wondered what it'd be 

1 like to fin your way through 
the Briney as a bottle-nosed     your eight-track mixer? Well 
wonder no more, fish boy — 

    

‘SS - 

  

The least fun of the three 
vehicles. the hovercraft are OK. 

The sickly sweet line-up. Things 
soon become ugly on the track... 

  

© Ee 

Playing a dolphin is Marcus’ dream. Bless. 

about as only aquatic mammals can, building up a bank of loops, whose 
oe variables (pan and the like) can be altered. The samples stretch from ambient 

to drum ‘n’ bass, and once you create a piece of music you're particularly 
taken by, you can save it out to memory card. Nice. 
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FROM FROM Electronic Arts ) 

WHEN Late November ) 

INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING PLAYTESTING © DEBUGGING ° IMAL VERSION 

FIFA game, if actually tracks the qualification 
process leading up to next year’s finals. Plucking a 

team from a total of 172, you get fo kick and splutter 

your way through the initial qualifiers for one of the 

coveted 32 positions in the final round. But you don’t get 

to compete in the Finals. Oh no. That'll be saved for a 

later game. 
There was a Summer Bay High term’s worth of lessons to 

be learned from FIFA ‘97 and EA are confident that FIFA: Road 
To World Cup will be the biggest and best FIFA to date. For a 
start, the 150-strong team has been swollen by ‘experts’ to 
ensure FIFA: RTWC carries as much weight as possible. As well 
as the formidable bulk of Des ‘Deslie’ Lynam, Andy Gray and 
John Motson returning to the fray, cheeks heaving with new 

commentary, a Kinesiologist 
~«< (an expert on human 

ieee “= movement) was ‘persuaded’ 

to check that each animation 
frame's spot-on. Even Fantasy 
Football's Statto was 
choppered in to supply 

/ pro-standard stats for each 

FIFA started the trend for shedloads player. Other 

U nusual one, this. An extremely early France ‘98 

  

GamesMaster unleashes the new hits 

  

“And the atmosphere here, Brian, is electric.” “Quite so, : é 
Trevor. | haven't felt quite this rum since | took out Pete «we're hopeful for the final game. 1 
Sissons at the Variety Club Charity Shield match.” 1 

   
    qualifying stages of France ‘98... 

FIFA 

   

FIFA: Road To World Cup ‘98 

    They don't look so much like turkeys when they move. 

‘FIRSTIMPRESSIONS 
The competition’s talented than the jumpers for 
goalposts days when FIFA first arrived and this 
has got lots to do to rescue the once-proud 

1 FIFA name. ‘Attention to detail’ has been high 
on the developers’ agenda, although we found 
it was a tad slow and the ball movement a bit 

# jerky. Still, it's an early version we've gotand = # 
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Marcus Hawkins 

    

wd sey 

ROAD TO ‘WORLD 
CuP ’98 

series that RTWC will bring with it are a 3D physics model with 
15 animation frames (compared to FIFA ‘97's two), a refining 
of the Al glitches from FIFA ‘97 (with particular concentration 
on volleys and headers) and an increase in the detail 
of the players, you'll be pleased to hear. EA — « 
also listened to the complaints of — ; 

gamers, opting to include details as 
weather which interferes with 
the run of play, pitch 
damage, linesmen 
present to call off-side, 

the chance to transfer 
players between clubs 
for money and an 
increase in the 

special 

    

    

  

   
   

          

   

Look at them! On the road to 

the World Cup there. 

moves. 

Lovely lens flare. It's got a lot to do 
to match Actua 2's realism though. 

  

  

- of camera views in a footy game. enhancements to the FIFA bel 

NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS G.A.S.P. © @) 
Stalom-em-up © Konami © Spring ‘98 Smack-em-dahn © Konami e Summer ‘98 

Okay, it’s not the first time Konami’s semi- We first mentioned Shin Kakuto (‘New on 
sequel to International Track & Field's been in P IB Fighting’): Battle Dancers way back in issue 
the lush pages of GamesMaster — it was even Re B57. ANWedlinctditbotionad ShiasKodlaton|ttyest 

Sir wisi enti ely tee Ip 2 ight tle Dayana Pr 
Konami, well, we just had to print them. Split | changisdu&&xamdtecnedctian ofchrg Spsied 7 : 

into 12 Winter Olympics events | and Pdlrcen thy sofs sor8® distHesttiarthetorsin'f, YY \e 
(including the four-man bobsled, Tekkerhanctngschbigh tera ggeny Renamed —_ 
snowboard half-pipe, curling and, 
you'll be aletie6a to hear, both the 
Ke 90 and K=120 individual ski 
jumps), it’s sure to add even more 
credibility to Konami’s formidable 
reputation in the sports field. And it's 
four-player compatible, well it would 
be, wouldn’t it? 

  6: 

(Gentitvartidrhahdth- 
iz,  BpadckamlbPowenethievithdhDoHet-Gtstert thatvein cf 

|  dekkbe oped GstaovFeghten, Yoingdordisaddieatd hard- 
=e 2°" s@baodadrghter falteolgithhtadreeldoab ject that con 

cs a. * 2 fretiseofters weayehtovbe confatsed}esteeour own 
ad figiteottdtoootlollbe faledad tid stedtwowndters has 

yettontate‘s hi rane! theave: theomathoosbntpller pak 
and whisk it round your mate’s to give them a sound. 

   



   

  

       
      
      

    

    
     

   

    

   
GamesMaster unleashes the new hits 

BATTLEZONE 

Strategy shooter © Activision © February 

The name may be old but this modern day version is destined to be as much 
of a classic. Take a pinch of Quake and a hint of C&C and the result would 
certainly have the tangy taste of Battlezone. You manage your resources and 
get more hands on control when you take control of your attacking vehicles. 

Beat-em-up ¢ JVC © November 
The game formerly known as Heaven's Gate is finally being released over 
here in late November. It’s a budget Tekken 2 game (it's going to be on sale 
for £35) with loads of polygon characters using loads of moves to beat loads 
of, er, 3D shakola out of each other. It’s one of the fastest paced smakers 
we've seen in recent history. Packed to Betsy with lightning quick specials 
we'll be reviewing it next issue. 

  

EAT RY “0 

  

WCW NITRO 

Grope-em-up © THO © Early '98 
Those old blokes in tights are back as THQ : ag 

- 4 

ADRENIX 

Shoot-em-up © Playmates early ‘98 
      

    
    

The world is a nuclear wasteland and 
now there’s a new virus that’s wiping      

         

   

follow up WCW Vs The World. This one features Y 
a gaggle of wrestlers from the WCW as well as eX out the human race. Looks like we're 
a Hock of managers and valets too. Fights can e 2: ee a all up botty creek then. But wait! ig) g = = AE - ' He = . : = You've been given a cure to the virus    

   get out of hand when outsiders interfere as 
things hot up. Some of the moves featured in this 

game are said to 
= e@ =——— be illegal in 

   
       

which is causing weird side effects 
and it’s up to you to go out and save 
your daughter (and quite possibly the 

a        
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= a certain states in the world as well). There’re 20 levels of 
*, US, the mind boggles. Music for Nitro is solid blasting action with 12 unique 

°a being provided by bands like White Zombie, a combat situations. Of course, 
€ =§. ~ © Pantera and Korn. Ouch! The last game there'll be all the usual multi- Sf 

EG player options and the    ¢ ~~, ~-- = didn’t exactly make a huge impact in the 

    
   

  

—— _=*= PlayStation charts but THQ are hoping that ¥ developers are promising some : ~ ~ Play coe coe bi: pers are promising 
Bi this new and improved version will do the ea spicey gameplay to keep 

Ss 4 trick for them. Ss : everyone happy. 

    
   
     
   
   

ELRIC SEVEN KINGDOMS 

RPG © Psygnosis © Release TBE Strategy © Interactive Magic ¢ November 
Psygnosis are following the success of their If you combine Civilisation 2 with the mighty Warcraft 2 and tweak the 
Discworld games with another book-to-game big S prapiics Seven Kingdoms is the kind of game you'd be left with. You have to 
conversion. This time they’re using the Elric Hiss 2 ib sey PC 
series written by Michael — 2% =3 OS 

uild up a kingdom, at the expense of the other players or computer 
opponents trying to do the same. You could just wade in and fight but you 

Moorcock. The game is going to ro. gehie 
be an RPG in the style or “ f i nk a) 
Legacy of Kain with you A : 

won't get your arse caned quite as quickly if you use strategy, trading and 
diplomacy. It’s one of those games that will last you for months. 

hacking, eae puzzling 
your way through nine worlds 

SS Sk ee el el Sa aaveonbe Se aa | 

in your search tor the Cross of : 
Chaos. You'll be able to use the 9 === % es 7° “f 
souls of those you dispatch to 84 
increase your power. And there'll be a two- 
player mode where a friend can join in and 
take on the role of an archer to help you of 
those tricky spots.. 

      
   
   
   

     

      

     

    

   

   
    

  

    

         

  

    
    
    
     
    

      

   

      

F-ZERO 64 VIRTUAL CHESS 64 

Racer © Nintendo © Release TBE A Mate-em-up © Titus Interactive © February '98 
One of the all-time classic racing games 

  

Rs. 4m ee ; . 
gets its long-awaited 64-Bit outing as & Viriual CI Drer ie 
Nintendo roll out F-Zero on the N64. S § / aE a, ‘ata 
The SNES version is still rated as one of ae fat Eee ae 
the best racers ever, and this looks set to & c a . NS E Ha 

top it. You get to race six different ee 2 nal 
hovercraft over 20 mindblowing tracks. Am 47     You can expect some amazing speed ; 
and tracks that'll make Se : a2 6 
your stomach churn : 
when it’s finall 
unleashed in the UK 
next hae Extreme G 
was fast, this — 
amazingly enough — 
could be even faster. 

It may not seem the most obvious choice of game to appear on the same 
console that has the amazing GoldenEye 007 and the classic Super Mario 64, 
but Titus are putting their money on Virtual Chess 64 to be wowing players 
early next year. This will teach you the rules of one of the oldest strategy 
games on the planet and then go on to challenge you to a real game. You can 
play the game in 2D or 3D, with different character sets and animations for 
each. Throw in plenty of sound effects and a bunch of zoom and gameplay 
options and you may be looking at a surprise-hit right here. 
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m= For Nintendo® 

THE ULTIMATE CHEAT CARTRIDGE 

HUNDREDS OF PRE-PROGRAMMED CHEATS FOR THE GREATEST 
GAMES, AND A FULLY PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY, MEANS YOU CAN 
ADD, STORE AND DELETE YOUR FAVOURITE CHEAT CODES 

   
THE ULTIMATE ACCESSORY FOR THE ULTIMATE GAMER. 

COMBAT CHAMPION 
A CLASSIC COLLECTION OF THE BIGGEST & BEST 

COMBAT CHEATS 

Gain extra weapons, maximum power and access those 
warriors you only dreamed of fighting and much more 

RACING CHAMPION 
A CLASSIC COLLECTION OF THE BIGGEST & BEST 
RACING CHEATS 

\ 

) 
) 

) 
a Gain best times, maximum scores and access those 

" vehicles you only dreamed of driving and much more 

TA GAAY SP ORYSMEN! 
) AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD INDEPENDENTS AND... 

  

  

2 FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STORE CALL 01785 810800 
] ALTERNATIVELY, YOU CAN ORDER DIRECTLY FROM DATEL'S MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT ON 01785 810818 

__—_Nintendooes is atrademark For the latest cheats call our CODE LINE on: 0891 516355 

  

of Nintendo Inc. , 

} PlayStation™ is a trademark (Calls are charged at 39p per minute cheap rate 49p per minute at all other times). GAME PRODUCTS \ 
___ of Sony Computer Entertainment Co. Or visit our website at http://www. datel. co.uk — = 

Bre ( la =) (D> ac (yr ga 
y yy VA ENG fee y 7 _ LENGE Pry Be f hes fL ( pay 9 ay f2% Gre, . ain, 6



    
    

Re Ye MOSTQPINIONATED PLAVTESTERS AROUNDI 

emma 

7 ny Tim 
Robin’s getting really 

| "excited about Christmas. — © 
He's written his letter to | i 
Santa and sitshumming § |) 
carols at his desk all day. 
bin mosely singin’. 

| fear t wait to start roasting: = 

| "his chestnuts on an open 

| year, boy-Hawkins is now 
| seeking medi 

E 

2 Q 
SS j 
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WORMS 2 
poe ona     

jot ion rw his soot F | 
‘fo all men, even young 

Leslie has designated a 
place for his stocking at th 

d of his coffin. Ahh blessf 
mosely singin’. 

fire. Full of festive cheer all” i 

I help! 

O Little Town of Bethlehem,’ || 
12 Days of Christmas, etc... | 

| Jingle Bells, Little Donkey | Silent NiGHT, The Holly an at 
| Kong, Rock ‘n’ Roll Xmas — | __ the Ivy, White Christmas 

      

   
   
   

      

   

4) Time crisis | PSX 46 
brainbusting © Te oes tri 
Enemy Zero lain | F of Rosco ENEMY ZERO SAT 68 
went racket ci spinon Ra 

pees veer MADDEN NFL‘98. SAT) 74 
_Tennis Arena. 

RAPID RACER PSX 78 

ine Wile dooms NASCAR '98 PSX 80 
‘ come true in 

ee all ROSCO MCQUEEN PSX 82 
_he recreates ° 

| sicean 95-44) ‘ NHL ‘98 PSX 87 
( 2. 

ACE COMBAT 2 PSX 89 

        

  

    

   

   

se ce We. fp | 
SHESS ‘BAGKE=. AlRMER APPEARING \} 

IN “CLASSY MENZS: MAGAZINES’ & \ , 
AINDVAGFAILEDVATGTE MP.T,. ATaPO)P. 
STARDOM; PARAPRETURNS 10 
WHATESHESDOESSBIESiT rE. bd 7 
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Stop dribbling, it’s here. The 

biggest release of the year 
and the return of gaming’s 
brightest star... 

  

lo the polygon posh girl is back with her new 

found media stardom, the same impossibly 
pleasing proportions and absolutely no sign of a 

knee length fleecy anorak. Of course, we knew Lara 
when she was on the tills at Tesco. Or, at least when 

she was just the shapely lead character in a game 
called Tomb Raider. Now look at her: on stage with 

= U2, plastered across the covers of style mags, 
am exposed in the tabloids, a pop single set to storm the 
fa hit parade and a Hollywood film in the offing. Not 

bad for someone who needs gourard shading fo look 
good in the morning. 
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B lew Clothes, new locations... 

Venice:is.stacked with baseball bat and gun-wielding "As lovely 26 if all looks in Venice, you'll be 
thugs with their charming Doberman pets. things*to-climb rather than admiring the a 

Underwater 

On the underwater levels you need to fend off sharks -- It’s that classic Tomb: Ra 
: while temembering to breathe-every now and again. running jump and-grab 

uy But this is what really matters, ~_legs-anticipation than-any other: in living 
; the make or break sequel ~you can stop now because vie don’t 

fo Tomb Raider anda __ bigger than Tomb Raider 2'and, have a sigh 
us, they don’t get much better either. Yes, this. 
triumphant return for Lara and exactly what aise 
from a sequel. Put simply, it's like the first one but better. ~ ” 

Amazing as if'seems fo us now, fully under the grip 
of one of the year’s best games, we Weren't always so 
sure. To, begin ‘with, TR2 didn’t appear to have made 
enough of a'running leap past the first game to be truly 

. There’s no denying that this is’ More Of The Same, 
a the Further Adventures of Lara Croft rather 

Sy than.a radical rewrite. But then 
halfway through the second 

stage, the old magic was 
rekindled as the fantastic level 

design started to make its presence 
_ felt in exciting new locations and-it seemed like 

. Lara-had-never been away. 
x The ancient artefact destined for 
the mantelpiece in the Croft stately home 

this time around is the Dagger of Xian, 
a mystic blade hidden somewhere 16 
massive levels away in China. If 
Indiana, Jones was a good 
reference pointfor the original, in 

this sequel there's a subtle shift 
to 007. So where once it was 

all pegging around dark caves 
and stone temples, Lara now 
cavorts in picturesque 
Venice, hitches a ride on a 
mini-submarine, gets taken 
to.a fop secret base on an 
oil rig-and chases around 
in a speed boat; There’s 
more sharp-suited-+human 
baddies trying to. gun:you 

e
S
 

Te
 
D 

Now there're far mo re human baddi Shoot at. Check their corpses for a . 

Let's go through the keyhole! 
Who lives in a house like this? The ay 
full army assault course, cavernous 

rooms and a large number of ledges 
to cling onto would suggest a 
fabulously rich, female adventurer 
who climbs like a chimp. Even Lloyd 

Gross-person would appreciate Tomb 
Raiders 2's new improved training 
level set at Lara's recently 

re-decorated gaff and featuring her 

doddering butler. 

Still no motor bikes to ride, we're afraid 

This shows off Lara's speedboat and those lovely but the boat makes up for it 
flare igniting realtime lighting effects.  



    

SPEEMIOALESURRISE! Put her in a tight wet suit and give her a harpoon gun. More 

inspired innovation from Tomb Raider developers. Core. 

   
The speedboat's great. Find it on the first Venice level and you 
won't want to leave the driving seat for a good few hours. 

(Above) There's the same sense of 
vertigo. (Below) Shoot windows in. 

, Batidies leave behind medi-kits, 
‘atmo and keys when killed. 

everything together into a block-busting, action-stacked 
adventure. You'll love the speed boat too. 

Don’t get us wrong, the new lighting effects and 
graphic enhancements look superb. Much of the game 
now tal outdoors with sunshine and blue skies 
overhead as well as some cavernously huge indoor i 
locations. Noli enna bach li Rirned of, oF 
texdure uni , as the game attempts to out-dazzle the 
original. Everything's beautifully lit with the flash of your 
guns piercing-the shadows and the introduction 
of flares that you can drop into black pits to 
see just how many spikes lie below. Lara 
herself looks ad hes ever, with a 
larger number of polygons filling out her 

improvement 
single finest enhancement is the way you can save 
whenever you want. This is im; t shes of the 
knock-on olfacts it's had. There’re no elusive blue crystals 

to find and memory cards will glow red with over 
use becouse citys been tweaked to 

even out any advantage this gives you. 
Levels are now tightly packed with deadly 
traps and human enemies. Whereas the 

<i original's opening stage was a gentle 
walk around a cave, here there're 

species leaping at you and a 
series of spike filed, rolling boulder, 

Arggh-the-walls-are-closing-in traps that 
test even the most experienced tomb raiders. 
So although it’s less forgiving and deaths are 

more sudden, new found saving freedom actually makes 
your progress less frustrating. In fact, generally TR2 is 
easier on Lara's legs and your patience. There's not as 
much running from one side of a vast level to another 
searching for the door you've just opened. The action’s 
been packed in tighter and the game proceeds at a giddy 
pace not only in each of the 16 stages but also as you 
travel the world in the game as a whole, propelled by 

ts and exciting new hair news to one side, the 

Ge > 

    

       

      

    

    

@ Look carefully and you'll spot 
some mines lurking underwater 

Leap Lara! Leap like a gorgeous 
salmon! Or, erm, die. . 

    

Time it right and your boat will 
explode the mines. Don't worry. 

there's a replacement around. 

puzzles that make this 
one of the most 
involving games going. 
If anything, it’s better this 
time because the 

    

<n 
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(Below) The-first level in China features 
enough endangered species killing to make 
David Bellamy:-Weep into his facial growth. 

The amount of shooting 
and all-out action is 
higher than in the 
original Tomb Raider. 

(Left) Be on the look out 

for walls and ladders 
that you can scale. 

(Below) Lara’s new furry 
coat keeps the cold out 
in Tibet. Looks itchy. 

Scuff those boots a little more by 
sliding down slopes. 

different challenges. There’s hours of jumping at 
rooftop level and:a full.scale gun battle on the top 

— of the opera house before exploration finds the right 
designed to enhance the best bits of Lara’s debut switch and you drop down into.an.awe-inspiringly huge 
game. Your new climbing move, which sees Lara _ location, have more gun battles, swim under the stage by 
shimmy up any wall with handholds, has allowed flare light, slide down trap door shafts, get savaged by 

for bigger levels that are more interesting to explore. The mietior: haul yourself up ledges some more before, 
come aa puzzle design can be seen everywhere. On ny hours and hundreds of saves later, making it to the 
levels like the Opera House you get a dizzying amount of ond ef level finale with ea a bullet or inch of fealth’ 

r to name. 
You'll soon zon notice that 
two of the original 
Tomb Raider’ | best 

belay able to save 
your exact position 

when you. want, 
those running, jumps 
and ledge-clinging 
landings haven't lost their 

Crivens! Tomb Raider 2is a game to make you Make it to the Tibetan temples towards the end of le chs Mid I call 

giddy as this ledge-clinging escapade proves. the game and this is what you face. belare you' hikthiotcall iio 

space. The line between making 

Half woman, half monkey... Lara perform catlike feats of 
agility and falling to the floor with 

Lara's got some brand new moves that make the Spice Girls’ backflips and high kicks look like the work of a sickening crunch is as ; 

crisp-flogging duffers. Particularly noteworthy is the new hand-over-hand monkey-girl move... treacherously thin as ever, making 

The auto-aiming's been carried across from the original 
meaning plenty of backtracking as,you shoot. 

TR2 breath holding, heart-stopingly tense as ever. 
Then there's the moment when you enter’ vast, 
cavernous location and you"see question marks before 
your eyes-as you look up or down.and fry to figure out 
exactly what acrobatic feats Lara’s going to have to pull 
off fo reach the top-or get down: safely. And the fact that 
this-happens in Venice or Tibet is a damn sight more 
interesting than the original's stone built levels. 
Mind you, there are some parts of TR2 that by staying the 

same as the original game spell missed opportunity in 
bold caps: Although Lara can perform a 

satisfyingly spectacular range of acrobatics, 
she’s still. liability to control at times, 
running into walls with that delightful 
“Oof” sound if you're not careful. The 

*} game’s not someile with the analogue 
pad, making it feel unresponsive 
compared to the silky pin point accuracy 

of Super Mario 64 and irritating when you 
have to laboriously sidestep into position to 

*. throw switches. The other problem from the 
original, officially certified’ by the-GM Institute of 

Faults, is the auto system of aiming which hasn't been 
touched here and at times feels a bit uninvolving, There's 
further annoyance in the form of shoulder high fences you 
can't scale, some ‘difficult’ camera angles and graphical 
glitches that suggest your PlayStation’s running at the 
limits of its powers. 

But ultimately, none of these faults matter because 
you'll be too wrapped up in Lara’s adventure and what  



Flarey nice! 
TR2 sees the introduction of flares (the light 
producing kind rather than the mid ‘70s fashion 
crime) as a significant new gameplay element. 
In some places, particular in the sewers of 

Venice, things are so dark you can't see Lara's 
hand in front of your face. By lighting flares (and 

they work underwater) you can throw a bit of 
light on the situation and start hunting for those 

all-important levers and Medi-Packs. 

SED Gaze down from the top level of the opera house and you can 

she’s going fo be expected to do next to care. Completing _see the sort of scale Jomb Raider 2's operating on. 
it will takes months and, as with the first game, be a 
badge of honour fo impress friends and surly game shop _ pleasingly familiar and surprisingly different. 
proprietors with. Denying Lara this finesse-filled follow-up 

TR2 is an unqualified success and one of this years would be like suggesting James Bond should 
must buy games. You need it like you needed the original _ have retired after his first film. So roll on 
Tomb Raider. Any doubts that its too much like the first Tomb Raider 3. 
one soon vanish as videogaming’s coolest character is ° 
thrown headlong into a new and exciting adventure that’s Robin Alway @ 

I The roof of the opera house is 

an out and out gun battle... 

..Drop inside and there's plenty 

more action available. 

Drop dead gorgeous 3D Tension assistin 
levels lit by God’s own orchestral, fy, file 
Zippo. Even better than music, good effects and 
the original. Lara saying “A-ha!”. 

  

Death in Venice? 
Remember to save. 

There's a staggering variety of things trying to kill you in Tomb Raider 2. (Above) A 
vicious Doberman leaps into your bullets and (below) walls with spikes that close in. 

Fast jes. Extra 
Hs fo discover.  



      

   

   

POU ORE EE Sve 25 pee eee Th 
YOUWORFErive 5 HEALTH 

When the ammo runs out, you'll just 
have unleash your chopper out and do 
‘em the hard way won't you? 

  

These switches can be operated by 
running into them or just shooting 
them from a distance. 
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Shambler 

  

The Bio-suit will allow 
you to walk through pools 
without having to breathe. 

Now don’t be silly. The 
first rule of Quake is don’t 
let people get this close. 

The shape of things to come... a = t 
To prove the id boys havent been sat on their backsides since 5 

they ve raked in the squillions of dollars from Doom and Quake. Gin 

here are some shots of their newie. Quake 2. It's due out before 

Christmas on PC. There's no news on other console versions yet 

 



      
    
    
    
    
    

  

     

  

2 Pinar a! - ~*# 

+ sao Tysi 4 : 
ad + Now rh 

have tog go'ba 
throught the abe 
to find a-door that 

it will open sort out anything 

that may be 

hiding under 

the water. 

Get the most from your barrel! 
You could walk through Quake and just admire 

the lovely 3D scenery. but you wont get very far. 

You could try and interact with the characters 

you meet like it's some kind of warped RPG but 

you wont see the second room. So take our 

advice and try out some of the lovely toys for the 

hoys that the nice developers have left in the 

game for you to play with 
   
   Look at him jumping about all over the place. Obviously this guy's been 

  

   

     

hitting the coffee a bit lately. That gun will slow him down a bit though. = — ¢y @ $¢x> = 
The nailgun will put some serious holes The standard shotgun. Not much fun but 
in their clothes. And flesh as well. gets the job done in the end. 

  

ea - | 
a 

ee EE 

Using the look 4 Sa 
up/down feature The double-barrelled shotgun makes a The super nailgun. Even better than the 
means you can real mess of anyone up close. DB shotgun for spoiling someone's day. 
clear out some = 

parts of a level Pe 
without having to 
go there first. 

  

that will provide even Anneka Rice and her challenge it’s still eye-poppingly impressive. 
team with a real fight. A lot of the scenery does look a bit 

Quake is certainly one of the nastiest samey but the cunning level design Sanaa ; 
games on the Saturn. You may have been never gives you time to worry about it, | + ae / 

able to pull off some of evil swine Kage’s Re You tend to be more worried about ks we i f f 4 
sneakiest ninja moves in Virtua Fighter 2, what the game is setting you up for The rocket launcher. Now this is FUN. ; ; F 

but they come well short of the devastating wee next. There are many ‘Sheesh, what's _ife it into a crowded area and laugh. : 
effects of the weapons on offer here. You Agy round the corner®’ situations and the : 
know you're going to get messy with this one eS way things jump out at you can send you not being able to see the damn thing. This is where 
as soon as you off your first foe with the B = into nervous spasms of pad-fumbling idiocy. the 3D really kicks in as you have to constantly 
grenade launcher. They don’t just die, they There’s nothing worse than walking intoa room, _stop and take a quick gander around to look for (>) 
explode! Even if it isn’t quite as polished as the PC game, —_ hearing a monster moaning somewhere in the gloom but _ your nearest escape route. There are plenty of      
    

Looks like that double-barrelled shotgun has made this monster change his 
These doors mind about attacking you. Lamp his arse as he walks off. 
transport you to 

other sections. 

You have to shoot 

special switches to 
reach some levels. 

Quake 2 will have a much You've met a girl and put your Let your newly acquired Time to turn into a party pooper 
stronger one-player game. gun away. Big mistake. hardware do the talking for you. _and kill everyone. Nice. 

C_iy AMM VR 
 



ise the nailgun ts clear tite 

platform,and and then,ti Wet to ge 

Ouch! that hurts’ Get-im-off-me. Things are going ws ge tire gosgesgsimale, wi -Even whe @ bpening leyel select is 
time if the screen goés this colour. . 4 Vi ty y more iffipressive than most. 

Constinaledsin2aWvallelins Wajhos nl 
Oh alright then. It's nol my job. we normally leave this to that xylophone fan who lives in the Consoletation Zone but just this 

once we ll take you through one of the levels. Come on. Ill even hold your hand as we go. There's no need to be scared.       
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Collect your thoughts and pick up that Lob some grenades at these guys and Walk forward to activate this bloke and Run down the stairs and this guy waits Down the lift and deal 
grenade launcher on the floor. It's the sidestep their boney projectiles to lob grenades to kill him. Run away around the corner. Run back and with these zombies in the 
key to finishing this level. clear them out. from his shots, mind. bounce grenades off walls to do ‘im. time honoured way. 

  

x 7 t 2 «© tea tao 
Into the water to get a yellow key and —Don't walk into this room or the roof Sidestep through the doors to clear out + Just one more bit to do. Keep your This is it then. Clear out 
deal with these floaty freaks. Smells will crush you. Shoot the switch and the next area. Then over the bridge nailgun handy to deal with any this room and hit the exit. S 
funny down here. wait until the floor collapses. and you're almost there. opponents long distance. Easy, really. oe a 

secret areas for you to uncover with a spot of soon get fed up with dying because you fell off a time wasters in the office. However, what you 
thorough probing, too. platform even though you just tried to take a will get for your fistful of notes is the most 

Unfortunately the control system doesn’t single step backwards. It’s just too sensitive challenging 3D shooter of the lot. It’s dark, 
give you the freedom of being able to look = / for Quake. Use the old-fashioned joypad, — atmospheric and thanks to some truly scary 
around through 360° while you’re j it works a treat. monsters and artful level drafting, it’s as 
running about, like the PC version does. There are no multi-player much of a puzzle game as a shoot-em-up. 
If you've never played the PC game then _ : deathmatch options in Quake, which is There's nothing mindless about the 
this won't make any difference to you, oe : a bit disappointing as the Quake violence in Quake. 
but Quake veterans will mourn this 
feature’s passing. 

And while we're on the subject of 
controls, don’t, whatever you do, make the 

mistake of using the analogue pad with this. You'll 

Les Ellis, % ; deathmatch is still one of the favourite 

  

   T 
., AMBUSH! : 

When you're faced with the e= 
skeletons, don't rely on your guns. =~ —. 

( They'll simply wobble back to life 

Single-barrel p Pass after a few seconds. The only way to 

shotguns are ‘te ey be sure is to use your grenade 

not good for Nhe cos 'ete | launcher on the suckers. One healthy 

clearing out ee | dose of that and they'll go to pieces. 

long rooms. ae Quite literally. 

  

(Right) If you 
get stuck for 
No reason in 

the water 

you can bet 

something is 
under the 

Now that (as the scary bloke from the Prodigy would say) is how you, 

“Smack your bitch up.’ Eat shotgun you green freak. 
= sient ni Sa agRann 

i VERSION REVIEWED Saturn 0 v E RALL 
r A few problems when Plenty of explosions, Well it’s a Doom clone Huge levels that will 

NO. OF PLAYERS |1 fee thing is tg a long way spot eff tf ecm (7 ain em but youll haves 5 provide plenty of 
FROM Ieuan off but otherwise it mene and weird to have your thinking F challenge, Should kee, 

g looks great. music. Sank it up. head on fon this one.: you quaking for a while. 

PRICE (£35 

AVAILABLE December 

amy cian 

   
  

   
  

JUDGEMENT Not quite as good as Deke bet still rates as one of the star attractions on the Satorn.
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Speech appears in a little 
blue box above folks’ heads. 

Be 

The bi 

Go very mental indeed! 

   What you 

waitin’ for 

fool? 

Read this! 
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game that has sold millions of 
A copies in Japan. A game that’s 

had a team of two hundred 
working night and day for two years. 
A game so chock full of drool worthy 
Silicon Graphics images that 
practically every Silicon Graphics , 

owning company in Ja got ys 

game which comes : 
to-the-rafters CDs. A game h, if 

our Japanese cousins are to be believed, is 

the greatest game ever made. And I’ve got 

a finishe version in my trembling 
in! . 
a ion. Are you a spong? Do 

talk of wielding Enchanted Cress 
Fhan shaving seconds off your dwarf- 
lap times? Do you know what Hit Points 

an
 

   

   

    

      

~ FINALFANTAS 

  
See that bird thing? That's a Chocobo, a regular feature of 
the Final Fantasy series. You visit the Chocobo races later. 
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Only girls allowed? How the LL Cool J are 
you supposed to get inside here? Fngrh!      pl

ac
e 

est game in the world has finally arrived in the UK. 

   

    

are? Understand the importance of Potions and Ether? 
Know where Prince Phlegm has hidden the Golden 
Trouser? | Ort, do you like RPGs? If so then stop 

jbrace Penrie for daylight and get yourself 
‘shops. Final Fantasy 7 is your most pointy- 

| dream come true. The rest of us, however, will 
need more convincing. 

See that number at the end of the Final Fantasy bit of 
the title? That’s a seven. Yup, there have been six games 
before this one. Final Fantasy is a stupendously successful 
series of games in Japan. Ports of the series were treated 
to an English translation for release into the US market 
but up until this, number seven, Final Fantasy has always 
been a bit of a well kept secret. Everyone knew how great 
it was but only a select few import literate game freaks 
knew for sure. FF7 ends the uncertainty. You don’t need to 
know two figs of the previous games, FF7’s masterful story 
telling means that you can just get stuck straight in. And 
what an absolute gem of a story it is. 

You play the part of Cloud, 
who has just joined Avalanche — 
a brave band of eco-warriors 
intent on sabotaging the world- 
destroying, life-sucking energy 
production of the mighty Shin-Ra 
corporation. His mates initially 

don’t trust him as he’s previously 
been a member of Soldier, Shin- 

Ra’s evil fighting force but as the 
fantastic story unfolds Cloud soon 
earns his place amongst them. 
The best way to imagine how the 

You very rarely visit a place twice and 
yet they all look bloody brilliant. 

  
Hitting the circle button lets you skip the talking bits, but 

you won't want to ‘cos the story's dead good. 

ReEanTy Aa



WINERERITEVERVDOLYAGO 
A slightly strange aspect of FF7 play. and one which 
takes a bit of getting used to involves the 
disappearance of your party members. 

S 
= 
A 

  

Ah cross-dressing! Of course! But where's _... He's in the boozer havin’ a pint! Getthe And voila! Short sighted gibbon bloke 
the dressmaker? Where you'd expect... drunken sod to sort you a frock out. fancies the pants of you! Simple.    

              

     

     

     

Arrival at certain places is 

rewarded with some sumptuous 

story-enhancing FMV. Lush. , To keep things simple you only ever control Cloud. 
yisiitia However you may be moving a merry band of four or 

five of your mates around. After conversations and 
action bits. your buddies will step into your body. 
leaving only Cloud visible. Walk Cloud around a bit. 
then at battles or other interesting hits they ll 
magically step out of you and do their thang. Weird. - 
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Cloud, due to being a bit spooky, 
has wierdoid flashbacks fromueuge 

and back into close-up 
again. It’s bloody 

game works is to think Resident Evil. Huh? Well, every 
location has a sumptuous SGI backdrop while all the 

   

    

characters are polygon creations placed on top. amazing. Also the backgrounds are usually much bigger 
‘Fortunately, like Resi, it all looks fantastic. In fact it's even __ than the screen — meaning that they'll scroll around super 

more impressive in that the game is just itching to pull smoothly for a bit before you get a camera switch. How 
impressive camera changes out of its fat bag. One does it do if? Christ alone knows. There's also a 
moment Cloud and crew are in close-up and the next stupendous amount of pre-rendered FMY in there too. 
they're tiny specks in the distance. A D-pad press and Reach certain points in the game and the camera will pan 
they'll charge head-long down the gantry, over the wall, and swoop around showing you an amazing explosion or 
along the train, getting closer all the time, up the ladder spectacular view. However, this is unlike any FMV 

in fion you've ever witnessed before. Somehow the 
F | 0 i \ tel 0 ges: in seamlessly from the playable game. After 
OM ll aG A) 4) ‘the movie the camera settles down to a new position and 

you’re able to control your characters again. See the 
‘But... But... How!’ box, on page 37, for more details. 
It's the work of Beelzebub! 

Basically the game plays like a huge, multi-trillion 
pound movie. Everything in the game is pre-set. The story 
is carved in stone. As you play you simply release chunks 
of it as dialogue appears in speech boxes above 
characters’ heads and often our heroes are wrenched 
from your control and will run round acting out the next 
wodge of the story. This can be a bit disconcerting at first 
as you're itching to get to the next scene and suddenly 
Cloud totally disregards your joypad presses and wanders 

The backdrops 

are gorgeous 
SGI creations 
with chubby 
polygon folk 

seated on the 

top. It looks 
like proper 3D 
mind. ie, ace. 

We've said it before and well 
say it again. The Japanese are FF7 What pervy madness is this? Ever wantei 

girl? Well now you can! Go on. Don’t he MAD! So mad in fact that when they 
caught a whiff of the altered English language version (see 
elsewhere) on sale in the UK and America they got all shirty, 
prompting Square to promise a release of it over there! Yes, 
Final Fantasy 7 International (as they've chosen to call it) will 
soon be going on sale in Japan for all those folk frightened of 
missing something. 

    

      

     
As each character takes a pasting their limit bar fills. When’ 
full they can unleash their own special move type thing. 

eS amma  



Who am |? Where am 

    

off to appease a jealous Tifa. Cloud, you see, is a bit of a 
laydees man and all the birds in the game soon take a 
shine to his spiky locks and whopping sword. The 
Japanese love this | nd of thing, Cloud is ice cool, 

keeping his emotions under wraps, thrashing the pants off 

anyone in a fight and sending those RPG dolly-birds wild 
with snog-intention. The English translation from the 
original Japanese game has Cloud as a Clint 

Eastwood/Snake Pliskin-style cool monger while his mate 
Barret, his built-like-a-truck Avalanche boss, is pure Mr T, 

with his “What you talkin’ ‘bout, fool?” and grumpy bear 
with a sore head demeanour. 

On the whole the English translation is highly 
successful. A few cheesy Americanisms do sneak in but, 
although you may want to make them fly by so as to g 
to the next action scene, you won't as you’re enjoyin 

  

“Hel tm British and therefore stupid 

    

my hair!? Cloud is you. You is cool. 
You is an ex-Shin-Ra soldier who's 
memory has been blanked but 

flashbacks. Now a member of eco- 
friendly, bottle-recycling Avalanche. 

     

   

SONUMOSRVUNO NN? 

Selling flowers one minute then 
pounced upon by Cloud and 
embroiled in the battle against Shin- 
Ra. Midgard City isn’t a nice place to 
be. Streetwise, sleek, spirited and 
word has it she has a thing for 
spiky-pants Cloud, the pervy dog. 

A barmaid with big-on fighting skill. 
Mess with her and she'll smash your 

face in. Whoa! Her and Cloud had a 
thing going on back when they were 
likkle kids. A brutal scratchy catfight 

with Aerith seems like a certainty at 

some stage. 

  

1? What's with “What you lookin’ at fool?” You 

thought Mr T had choked to death 
after wearing one to many 

necklaces? You be wrong! | live! | be 
Barret Wallace, leader of Avalanche 
and big of physical presence. | ain‘t 
flyin’ though, fool. No way. Huh? 

suffers occasional spookoid      

weeping with gil joy at each new se 
turn that if you’re not careful you'll | : Here you have to choose sharpish as the baddies won't 
the game's most important elements ~ the rat wait for you, giving you a thrashing while you're stood 

about. It certainly makes for an exciting bout though. 
Thing is, if you're mad for exploration, and caught 

up in the story there’s a fair chance you'll resent 
the interruption the battles represent. We say 

len owirkglleen and leap to 
them coming, 

action, fights occur as a 
a 3D battle arena, Yor       

    

     

  

A ia 
Here your t (you may We 0 DON'T. Treat them as a vital part of the 
be aloni with one or more 's game and you'll love ‘em. There are 
of depending on who 3a o 3 stacks of weapons to pick up, clever 

when the dreaded battle 
while your foe (there may be 

ue may be a single gigantic ~, 
ble kes stage left. It’s all very 
ggeremanly as you proceed to take turns in . 

combat. When your 
character's time bar is full 
you get to choose an attack (either a 
physical swipe of some description or 
a spot of magic) and which of the 
baddies you want him to duff up. A 
few seconds later he springs up and 
does it. It's dead easy. Beginners can 
plump for turn-based combat, where 
you can take the time to choose your 
attacks carefully, with time frozen, 
while flash Harrys will go for realtime. 

magic attacks to earn and the more 
experience you gain the more explosive 
the battles become. Different baddies 

are best beaten with different strategies 
too. RPG boffins will, of course, love all 

this Hit Point-related madness. The rest of us 
will learn to love it in time. 

We know what you're thinking. Bloke 1: “So if this is 
a pre-set story which unfolds as you play then there’s a 
beginning and an end then isn’t there? And that means 
that the game takes a set amount of time to play through, 
then when you’re done, you'll never play it again, right?” 
Bloke 2: “Yes, you're right? You may want to play through   



       

    

    

Lots of sub games: - - ' 
(often against the clock) ee 
are sneaked insid@ FEZ : 4 
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with a close up of Aerith the 

t is Midgard City. 

re a train is just arriving. The camera settles 

        

    

    

    

   

    

  

FF7 again but then again, with 

  

all its surprises revealed, you may not.” Bloke 1: “Also, experience each of them 

with all trot FMV and graphical lushery it’s not going to just once. I’ve been 

_ last you very long is it? That three CD thing is a mere playing the game for 50 

el How wrong you are Bloke 1. Once again some hours (a built in timer keeps you informed) and I’m still on 
~ form of black magic has been employed to make FZ the —_ disc one. Trust your feelings, this is indeed the biggest and 
most massive game ever. You rarely visit a place twice best game ever. Basically you’ve got to buy it. It’s that 

and yet each location is totally unique and absolutely simple. You own a PlayStation — you buy Final Fantasy 7. 

gorgeous. There are thousands of brilliant bits and you | thank you. Daniel Griffiths \' 

   

  

    

    

  

    
   
   

    

  

   

        

   

    

  The biggest and most 
| varied game we've ever 
| ployed. You'll be at it 

months. 

  

°: 

Second to none. Lavish The sound chip music is Great explo 1 
re-rendered nice enough but a little some frantic 

Fackgroonds and perky Bontempi in tone. Top battles. You 
polygonal poseurs. SFX though. bored of this one. 
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Every platform star must have Mario-like moves. It’s the law! 
   

  

Jersey Devil can jump. Spin jump, push ios throw stuff ana fe 
untold his wings to glide about the place. 

al displ 
rigeliKe IanO 

being made into fists. Disney eyes will water. 
F ur is going to fly. Three fingered hands are 

It’s The Battle of the Cufe Cartoon Platform 

Game Characters! In 3D! Over the next few months 

the PlayStation is playing host to a throng of 
games trying to deliver a Sony-endorsed kick to 

the seat of Mario‘s nigh on perfect dungarees. 
Croc’s already here (and, er not very good), Crash 

is set up for his sequel and now, before the rush 
really starts with Earthworm Jim, Captain Blasto, 

Gex 3D and the rest, comes Jersey Devil. 

He's a pointy-eared exercise in (altogether-now- 

  

ahhh) cuteness from Canadian animation experts 
Malofilm and wears his cartoon influences well, looking 
like a cross between a Warner Bros creation and gone- 
but-not forgotten hero of C-ITV, Batfink. (You remember 
— “My wings are like a shield of steel!”). The usual PR 
guff for 3D platform games is that they’re like being in 
an interactive cartoon and Jersey Devil's certainly closer 
than anything else on the PlayStation. Everything looks 
fantastic with Hanna Barbera style scenery and some 
superb animation. Levels are proper 3D areas, wider 
than Crash’s drainpipe bound action and longer than 

Croc’s walled-in stages. And you've got the freedom to 

(fines ope 

    

     

    

   

   

  

* 

go where you bally well please with those platforming 
staples; box pushing, coin (or in this case, pumpkin) 
collecting and spin jumping into baddies all present and 
correct. To put it simply, this is the first real 3D platform 
game on the PlayStation 

Naturally, this being platform land, the plot involves 
someone called Doctor Knarf and his mutant vegetable 
army. But ignore that because the real emphasis is on 
pure platform action as you collect the five letters 
needed to make the word KNARF ‘and unlock the next 
stage. The jumps-per-minute ratio is offen incredibly 

high with floating platforms stretching right out to the flat 

= a am : S& 

 



        

    
Where would platforming as we know it be 

without the spin-jump? Discuss.         
$e 
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Unlike Croc, JD handles himself well over the fences. There's not the same difficulty in Although its proper 30, you can’t look 
judging where you're landing and the glide move gives you plenty of room for error. around like you can in, yes, Mario 64 
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No @imey <4) SRR) A . 

‘re just a glide A eS : Sinn tp vet ing ir when Sanpete ct fel ey 
from a ne the pointy eared chap has done his stuff. need to make the word KNARF. 

oompown! 

"Leave Jersey Devil alone for a few seconds 
Ee ____.., and he'll scratch his purple arse. Honest. 

1    

     

  

     

—————— Run little devil - a | il type person or Jersey City 
F ry oe fn . : "I will be overun by the evil Dr. Knarf. Yes, 

Eres are 
=     

   
2D backdrops in the middle-distance. Widely spaced Nintendo's sanitary repair operative but nowhere near 3D fairy dust. This is the best true 3D platformer 
restart points make for some tense ledge leaping, one as much sparkling design. Jersey Devil feels a bit sparse _ on the PlayStation but ultimately, despite the 
small slip throwing you back miles. It links together and static, like someone took down Mario’s Christmas accomplished cartoon appearance, 
nicely too. All the levels are accessed froma central 3D —_ decorations, making this look bare by comparison. there's not enough going on oN y 
town square with new stages and bonus bits opening up Baddies are few and far between, puzzles don’t extend _ beyond the age old jump and " 
the further you get. much past flicking switches and generally, there's not collect gameplay to take things to Mario's 4 My ( 8 

But although some off-kilter imagination’s gone into _ much to do but concentrate on your next series of level. The bat-winged devil thing is worth Lf, ; \ 
the look of Jersey Devil and there’s some decent jumping _ breath-holding jumps. a long look for any fan of platform oY ) < 
action to be had, inevitably it suffers when put next to Although he can’t compete with Mazza, Jersey capers then, but wait for the verdict on —= ; 
Super Mario 64. And if you think it’s unfair to compare _ Devil administers a good old-fashioned kicking to Croc, Crash 2 and the rest before bounding iN 
this to The Greatest Game Ever (TM), well, Jersey Devil showing him up for the uninspired reptilian he is by your way to the cashpoint. 
started it. Like Croc, there's plenty of ‘borrowing’ from     packing in more imagination and a liberal sprinkling of Iway aT. 

VERSION REVIEWED |PlayStation 
Lovely Loony Toon-a-like A few spooky flourishes Pure platforming but not It’s got 11 huge level: 

NO. OF PLAYERS |1 str and me roe! ond the or ai boing, cord wre eas ‘ 6 divided into hundreds of 
looking levels. And it’s splat effects you’ve fiendishly clever level stages. It’s il 

FROM |Ocean/Malofilm in ver proper 3D. us to expect design iad us. ion difficult. i Js 

  

PRICE ($44.99 i x 
AVAILABLE December JUDGE ME MT te first full-on 3D platformer for the PlayStation. Looks great, plenty of fevels but still not close to the mighty Mario.
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unlikely heroes. Who would have though that 

a long-haired lass called Lara, complete with 
pendulous polygons, would capture the hearts and 
minds of a gamesplaying generation? And a 

dodgily-moustaschioed, dungaree-clad Italian 
battling it out with a spiky blue hedgehog for the 

crown of platformdom? But let’s face it, heroes 

don’t come much weirder than the slimy wrigglers 
that you stick your hoe through when sorting out 

T:: world of videogames is host to some 

    

        
     

If only | hadn’t 

failed the 
audition for EW), 

| could have been 

a contender... 
      
  

your garden. Yep, the worms are back for another 
round of mad-as-a-pig-with-horns cartoon violence. 

You know the drill (which, ironically, is one of the 
weapons you get to use) by now. Your team of worms 
sits in a level, accompanied by a number of other 
teams. Then you get to use an increasingly bizarre 
range of weapons on your opponent's worms. Last 

worm standing wins. Simple. While the basic concept 
remains the same as the first game, the developers have 
been tinkering with every other aspect to try and come 

    

So do you feel luck ? 
Guess not panel 

ae 

  

OHMS 
Worms? Exploding sheep? Mad 
ewball sequel ahoy! 

#¢ 
f Aue 

ee a ? be wee 

it 
up with a sequel, rather than a glorified data disc. 

The graphics are no longer just ported from the 
Amiga version. This time around they're more ludicrous 
and lush, with bigger characters, more colourful 
backdrops and more animation all round. This actually 
looks like a PC game, rather than a half-baked 
conversion. And of course, Worms wouldn't be Worms 
without the wackiest weapons ever to appear in a 
videogame. Let's talk about exploding sheep, out of 
control grannies, banana bombs or Ming vases. You 

see £ 

~, e < 5 é 

¢ * y . y P = 3 A yk 

e - sia - i Png : 

tar us at / ‘o. SS Fi \ ee - : = 2 4 pan Be : 

+t panie. he's not relieving himself on top of ‘The green team’s worm has a giggle wh Both of these are well protected from an air The backdrops are wonderfully chaotic looki rags bas : = *it's the power gauge. sees the crater and graves fected strike so you'll need to use some skill to win. scenes... real visual can fags c looking 

The two worms perched on the 
edge will betthestirstto go. 

is 

That was Wha you call a | 
accurate cluster bomb, 

  

its ell happening here as some poor 
Spimeless fool\bites the bullet.    

OfONSESEnMONtons}! 
You want to change your playing options? No problem. Just hit 
these two screens to alter any option in the game plus set up 
how many of each weapon you get. It's hard to hate a game that 
lets you change anything you don‘ like. 

   



VOUNNGHALTANSHMEAnONssGataloguel 
You could just use your launcher. But why 
restrict yourself when you have all these cool 
toys to use on your opponents.     
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The worm on the higher ground You can blow the mines towards 
holds a useful advantage here. other worms for a bit of a laugh. 

won't find any of those in Quake. 
The final enhancement comes in the form of new options. 

You can now set up-a one-player or multi-player game 
exactly how you like. The most comprehensive set of options 
ever will let you decide how weapons you get and customise 
every aspect of the game, down to the length of fuse on your 
dynamite or mines. By far the best change is that now you 
can decide which worm you want to control, you don’t have 
to do them all in turn, so if one is in danger you can get him 
out of it instead of just watching him die. 

IERIE SHIGE 
To stop anyone using sneaky tactics, like putting worms in safe places below the surface and leaving them there. 
after a set time the water that flows through all the levels will start to rise. Anyone caught in the rising damp will get 
a lungful and die. Slowly, horribly... And it'll be all your fault. 

6 2 Ban 4 
e x 

  

Do you use your next turn to off one 

of these guys or get the hell out? 

VERSION REVIEWED |PE 
NO. OF PLAYERS (7 to 8 © 
FROM Microprose/Team 17 _ 

  Nothing flash but 
suitably cartoony which 
reflects the siyle of fun 
in this game. 

  

You could teleport to the first aid but 
you'll still be in danger of drowning. 

been better. 

  

Uzi? Dunno who he is 
mate but he hurts. 

A lovely mortar. Takes} 
some getting used to. 

| 
= |-Cluster bomb. Wide 
= _}-range. Very effective. 

Air Strike. Make it raii 
bombs in here. 

Dragon Punch. These 
guys play games too. 

Flaming punch. Much 
the same really. 

Napalm, spreads on 
the floor and burns. 

Grenade. Short fuse 
but a big bang. 

Oh this is getting silly. 
Worms can't punch. 

ls 

  

Look, use the granny 
bomb, it’s more fun. [| 

. 

Plant this on a worm’s 
head and run like hell. 

Shotgun. Two rounds. 
Make a hole in ‘em. 

  Rifle. Watch the recoil 
and get close to use i 

Mines. Put down, run 
away and laugh. 

  

ees | 
This mortar is going to spoil 
someone's day real soon. 

Get up to eight players involved 
and you're going to have a mental, 
fast-paced and vindictive game. 
You end up taking every shot personally (such is the 
calculated, cold-hearted way your opposition generally end 
up picking on one worm), and it really does get nasty out 
there. You only need one machine for a multi-player game 
too, which is something no other ‘more than two-player’ 
game can offer. Worms 2 is stacks of fun and is one of the 
most addictive and competitive games | have come across for 

There's nothing to stop someone 
from a higher level falling down. 

Cutsey worm Sage 
can get redir e 
the effects could have 

Tons aus weapon iS Pi 
some reall) 
Vindictive gem 
make this irresi 

   

  

   

          

Kill two worms at once 
and you get a replay of 

your skillshot 

The sheep bomb. Fire } a The parachute lets you 
ind it bounces. | fall from great heights. 

Blowtorch. Mine into} 
rock and flesh. | | 

| It’s your granny. Fire it 
=* | and laugh lots. 

Teleport to safety 
using this icon. 

The drill. Go down and ; 
hurt someone bad. 

Don't make these up in 
your bedroom. 

The ninja rope lets you, 
swing like Tarzan. 

Weird weapon ahoy. 
You figure it out. ' 

=| Ho hum. This will er, | 
help you out of a jam. | 

t The items on the F8 
key are not weapons. 

Skip a go if you're too 
chicken to fight. 

| 
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Big damage, very —\ 
nasty, but fun! 

Just give it up and 
surrender like a girl. 

  

I 
NINJA ROPE 
Get used to using the ninja rope to 
get out of tight spaces. It will also 

come in useful if you select dynamite 
while you're swinging around and 
use your momentum to drop it on 
someone's head. Make sure you get 
out of the way, mind. 

th 
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ages. The mission-based structure of the one-player game is 
superior to the original and with the constantly changing 
teams and options, it’s a real challenge to beat it. 

Worms 2 doesn’t rely on flash graphics or 3D trickery. 
It’s just good, raw gameplay. One multi-player game and, just 
like a worm on the end of a fishing line you'll be hooked. 

Les Ellis . (\ 
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Everyone is going to lose points after this wild 
shot. Gang up on the shooter. 

  

A metal peaemicedhie 
son and the multi- 
ee mode will never 

PRICE (£29.99 
AVAILABLE | Now JUDGE M ERT 0p mission-based carnage in one-player and an out of control fight in multi-player. Great stuff. 
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ega Worldwide Soccer ’98 is to soccer games 
what Kenny Dalglish is to: Newcastle United. 
Both their predecessors did all the hard work 

and achieved all the success. Regardless of how 
much money they spend trying to convince 

everyone that this incarnation is the best ever, 

neither of them look likely to win any silverware. 
The first SWWS was the only game that ever gave 

the Manchester United-like dominance of the ISS 

  

It’s a game of two halves, naff commentators 
and dreadful goalkeepers but it least it doesn’t 
feature Jimmy Hill... 

  

series a run for its money, but this latest 
version_won’t._ manage to put up.much ofa 
challenge for this year’s title. 

The-main-flaw-in-SWWS’98 lies-with-its-goalie. 
Sega claim that his AL has been improved. Really? 
Maybe they were referring to his tendency to run to the 
edge: of the box; pick up'a loose ball and then just head 
it softly to the feet of an opposing striker. Now that’s 
what we call improvement! That's the kind of keeper that 

c73 BA —_scholes 
a VFa Re — sh gue 
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             cement 

FRIENDLY MATCH   

    

would have Premier league bosses lunging for their 
chequebooks. Especially when the goalkeeper turns 
around and runs over his own goal line into the back of 
the nef, giving the opposition an open goal to shoot at. 
Sign that man right now! Those wacky Sega guys, eh? 

There’s no doubt that the looks and animation are 
Spice Girl-like in their loveliness. Some of the moves are 
more impressive than the likes of Giggs, Beckham and 
Gazza could pull off on their best day. Even for a total 
non-league. noyice the game is extremely ‘pick up and 
play’-able. It won't be long before you're stringing 
together the kind_of fluid moves that provoke 
commentating. gaffs and stutters. 

The commentators provide yet another area of 

deficiency in this’game. In fact both Jack Charlton and 
Gary Bloom should sue fora game that leaves them 
looking like rank amateurs. The game's developers have 

 



  

  

them It's not called the Premier League of course (that would 
shouting, have cost far too:much), but all your favourite teams and. 
“What a players are there. Thankfully, the players actually perform 
brilliant “much tike their real-tife- counterparts which adds a lotto — 
save,” when. the game. Giggs bombs down the wings, Pearce hurts 
the ball has____ people and Shearer terrorises defenders. = 

2 goalie.» ~~» ¢learly gone». Likemost sports sims, SWWS’98 is definitely more 
: over the line and of a two-player game. The goalie Al is a bit of a downer 

keeper didn’t even move. This is surely a slur on their - but if you can ignore their erratic performances i's ; 
professional character. The commentary. is certainly 3 certainly an-entertaining footy outing. This.is slightly... 
entertaining because it’s almost always wrong. Charlton "more polished than the original and benefits a lot from — 
and Bloom will give us a drop of their sporting wisdom, the addition of UK league-players who-you-know- It's 
often quite out of context, late or just plain idiotic. nowhere near as. goods as the ISS games, eae don't let 

So with the few minor tweaks to the player Al out of that put you off You won't find better than this'on the 
the way (and yes, there are some tight refinements that ~~ Saturn, despite its quirks and flaws: 
make computer opponents seem a lot more realistic than les Ellis 3 
before), the main change is the addition of league teams. 

SPE com EN y 2 (oF AE, mete 2 

The comment 
onintention larious 
and the effects are 

fable, 

Orangesvantaralfetime 
earetall\ee 

   



GaSHerathenuninientivagnostl 
When you die in multi-player mode you don’t actually die. It's 
nothing to do with some weird Buddhist belief in reincarnation 
though. You just turn into a little ghosts and can run around and 
jump on people's heads. It messes up their controls and makes 

them even easier to kill than they were before. Our advice? 
Stand in a corner and kick everyone's bombs out of the way. 

DOCH NST IA | OANA A a 

5 Snot ce 1 J See ; } a 

little like SMb&. 

      
      “7 ee aa 
y Here you go, spin the cameras You need to bomb these platforms to You need to slide a homb along to kill Trapped. Can't go back because Hit a creature and you 

around and you can still get stuck reach the higher level, but use a big a creature on this bridge but the there's nothing there. Can't go Then you don't recover in time to 
behind the damned scenery. Great bomb and you're dead. What's the blast takes out bridge sections, and _‘forward because you'll drown. You'll — escape the bomb blast. So you're 
fun, especially when you die. bloody point of that? Bomberman can't jump. just have to die then. dead. That's fun isn’t it? 
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Here are the multi-player levels, but they're all flawed to buggery so 
you won't want to spend too long on them. 

  

    
   SUTGUSED 

Serer,     

        Just stand on the top and lob bombs into Power-ups are in the pool. Sliding bombs _| guarantee that you will fall off the edge of “© 
the pit. Slaggy technique, but it works. while people rush to get them is more fun. _ this level before the time runs out 
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You can't see bombs in the green stuff so 
you never know when you'll die. FUN! 

The opening multi-player stage is a real 
=. dullard level. Where's the split screen? 

    

This level can be won easily by using 
inflated bombs and throwing them. 

learn 18 ia mc 

° blocks and run off 
j the end. You'll find — 

that you bounce 
quite happily onto 
the next platform 
before the bomb 
goes off. 

Ego s6s 
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Throw a bomb 
against a wall aia 
then keep throwing 
more. Instead of 
just sliding off, 
a 
each other. giving 
you a vertical wall 
of firepower. 

Hold a bomb and 
pump away on the 
button to make it 
inflate to enormous ' 
proportions. Then — 
when it flashes 
throw the bugger 
and run like hell to 
escape the blast. 
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es GRAPHICS ) ERD OVERALL 
The kind of cool crisp 3D A multitude of y NO. OF PLAYERS ito we expec rom he Nt 7/72 explains and other single and moliepleyor” > Hey Gets the A'S. 

FROM |Hudsonsoft poset player posite Ceoia take © ; mae it g one player 

        

      

    

  

   
  

  

PRICE (£45.00 
AVAILABLE November J OD 6 EMEN T they've turned an Oasis of a game into a whimpering Bucks Fizz. The worst N64 game yet? It’s close. 
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Light gun-slinging action on the PlayStation has 
reached new heights... 
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ang? Not very realistic. Peeow? Too childish. 

Ratatatat? Sounds like a World War One 
biplane. No, squeeze the trigger on your 

Time Crisis G-Con sidearm and the noise is a 
satisfying BLAMMM! With all three Ms. We know 
because along with “Reload!”, “Aiiieee!!” and “I 
definitely shot him!” it’s been reverberating 

around the office with the UK arrival of Namco’s 
light gun shoot out. 

What a top few months for guns in games. First 

GoldenEye 007 introduced the joys of 
Walther PPKs and sniper rifles and now 
here's a spot-on conversion of the 
arcade beast that sucked coinage out 
of pockets everywhere from Membury 
motorway service station (personal 

experience) to 

downtown Tokyo (not 

personal 
experience). This 

really is classy stuff 
from Namco. 
Graphically, you get 
the feeling that this is 
as close to the coin- 
op as possible and as 
well as having all the 
original levels there’s 

FOMVOUreVessonly| 

   

  

  BLAMMMBLAMMBLAM 
MM and, indeed, 
BLAMM| 

Typical Namco 
reatness. Ace I 

lies, superb settings 
and cut scenes. 

  

! Brilliant 
effects and tense music. 
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Huelkeandieoven! 
Time Crisis stood out from the droves of dire gun based coin- 
ops thanks to it's unique ‘hide’ pedal. By making like a gun 
toting sewing machinist this allowed you to recreate the best bit 
in any cop show shoot out: the moment when the hero ducks 
behind boxes or hides by a doorway before popping up. guns 
blazing. And, praise the lord, it’s just as good in this conversion. 

  

a whole new PlayStation only game with a cranked-to- 
breaking point difficulty level. The bundled G-Con is a 
superbly designed weapon and by far the most accurate 
firearm available for the PlayStation. Get your eye in 
and the only thing stopping you from picking off the ant- 
sized baddies at the back of the screen is poor aim. 

The thing which really made Time Crisis stand out in 
the arcades was its unique hide pedal. It’s been 

  

Time Crisis’ new PlayStation only game is set in the sort of terrorist riddled hotel that has people in action movies saying “Gentlemen 

we have a situation here”. It's got new enemies. robot bosses and a variable route that’s decided hy how quickly you complete each 

stage. A must for fans of the coin-op 

    

      

  
      

    

  

Simple shoot and kill 

ti fyi a Totally ’ istyi 
ection ach see 90 90 A 

  

Won’t take long to 
finish but a new PSX 

e and Time 
mode add life. 

   

recreated here with a button on the barrel of the bundled 
Namco weapon. You can trade precious seconds against 
getting shot down like a dog by ducking out of trouble, 
taking a deep breath and reloading before springing up 
to start shooting again. It makes Time Crisis tenser and 
more of a test of skill than the usual light gun blast-fest. 
OK, so Time Crisis is still just a gun game; a simple, cap 
popping, keep-shooting-till everyone-falls over blaster. 
But some finely tuned pacing means it’s also an exciting, 
sweaty and tense arcade experience. The whole thing 
shifts you along at an action movie pace, packing in 
plenty of variety in what you're sinking bullets into. The 
constant ticking down of the clock makes things even 
more frenzied, particularly in Time Attack mode which 
ranks you for speed and really ups the replay value. 

As a way of recreating a John Woo film in your 
living room there’s litle to touch Time Crisis. There's some 
slowdown on this PAL version 

and unless you limit your continues it 
won't be long before you see the 
end credits. But as a quick, 
razor sharp arcade fix and 
thrilling tension reliever, we 
wouldn't shoot our TVs for 
anything less. SB & 

Robin Alway ¢ %i 

    

    

   

     



   

      Win the new 
Nintendo Gui 
0839 404023 Instant Win 

Win N64 Games! 
Saas 404022 Instant Win 

|Win a Sony 
PlayStation| 
0839 404024 Instant Win 

“Win PSX Games! 
0839 404025 instant Win 

Win the —— 
fay WIN Signed X-Files Picture by — |     ch David he. and Gillian © 
© ogo Anderson! 0839 404032 

Limited Edition Collection - Season 2 PLUS 
Book of the Unexpected _ 0839 404039 | 

| Win Friends} 
“Win this photo signed by all of the stars! 0839 404028 
Win a Fab set = ee videos! — . Seeds eeteds 

       
   

    

   
     
    

  

      
      Wina | 

Pentium PCI 
0839 404037 

Win PC Games! 
0839 404038 Instant Win 

1 Win @ Pocket 
Gamebou! — 
0839 404025 Instant Win 

  

      
are a co Player 
ina Football... e 

_ Win an incredible CD player in a 
_ Football with Bass Boost eae a Radio! 

= 0839 404026 Instant Win 

      
             

   

   

    

   

       

Win ina CO Sister 2 
in a Cohe Sa cs 
40 watts of power per channel 
and full remote control! — : 

| 0839 404034 Instant Win 

       

              Win a Gare Coml 
Win this great Handheld gaming system. It has 
touch sensitive screen and pen-like pointer that 

EERE makes playing and loading software easier. It also 
ry has a ae book and a Internet connection com- 

3 : Be 0839 404033 

: Vin a V3 Racing 
’ a Win this Great Racing Wheel for 
hm) wheell SS N64. — that = are 

the new Damon Hill. And it 
0839 404027 comes with foot pedals too! 

  

    

          

           

   

  

   

   
           

  
   

- Score over 50 points to start winning! 

     

0839 404031 Instant Wnt nuke 0839 404035 Instant 

Zap 3 or more 2 Aliens to win a choice of prizes! _ Arrest all SIX Bovver Bruvvers and win 
choice of prizes... 

Es Sony Playstation! * Sega Saturn * - Nintendo 64 * 14" Colour T * Video Recorder! 
_- * Mountain Bike!! * Snooker Table! * Stereo System! * 
es Z PLUS a: en 4 or 5! 

  

Calls cost up to £3 so > ask permission from the person paying the phone bill! 
Unless otherwise indicated, competitions close on 28/2/1998 after which they may be replaced by a similar service on the same number. Competitions involve multiple 
choice questions with tiebreaker except where ‘Instant Win’ is shown. Instant Win competitions have multiple choice questions plus a game to decide if you are an 
instant winner. The Pop Five-O competition has 10 questions worth 1-10 points each and winners must beat a target score. Most services require a tone phone. For 

rules or winners’ names, send SAE. ° 
InfoMedia PO Box 28 Northampton NN1 5DS. 

www.Infomedia-services.co.uk
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Your mission: To boldly go where no man has gone 
before. Er, back to school then... 

        

   
   
    
   
   

  

   
   
   

STARFLEET 
would ever live long or prosper. But the sci- 
fi serial that once ran the risk of being 

axed in its infancy, is now one of the planet’s most 
popular viewing staples. It’s spawned a host of 
spin-offs (OK, so Voyager is a load of tosh), a 
gaggle of Trek-a-likes and encourages Earthlings to 
dress as Vulcans or Klingons and attend 
conventions from Bradford to Baltimore. 

Mind you, the stories of people turning their 
lounges into replicas of the Enterprise bridge or learning 
to speak Klingon will probably make you think that the 
Star Trek merchandise industry is boldly taking a warp- 
speed eight nose-dive towards the planet Saddo. One 
thing that has always impressed are the games, and 

B ack in the ‘60s Star Trek didn’t look as if it 

    

      

   

Interplay have come up with the best of the bunch. But 
this one isn’t for those.who aspire to being Kirk or 
Picard — who wants to be fat and bald anyway. In 
Starfleet Academy you are the rookie heading back to 
school to learn how to become the best Starfleet captain 
in history (one that won't need to make cameo 
appearances in Robin Hood Men In Tights or star in a 
naff TV series like TJ Hooker to make ends meet). 

Seeing as this is Star Trek, the developers haven't 
wasted any time in packing the CDs out with as much 
video footage as they can. They figure that roping in the 
old actors (Shatner, Koenig and Takei) and slapping on 
a few wigs here and there will attract an even bigger 
audience. Impressive as it is at first, it won't be too long 
before you find yourself smacking your space bar up in



  

   

    Your teacher. Scary heard there mate. 

a desperate attempt to skip it. Still, if nothing else it 
keeps those actors off the streets. 

With you being at school and all, each mission is a 
lesson that takes place in a simulator. In other words, if 
you screw up and die, you can just restart that lesson. If 
you progress with the kind of excellence demanded of a 
Star Fleet officer then you'll graduate and take on your 
first real mission. If you simply scrape a pass (“Dear Mrs 
Kirk, James has tried hard this term but could still do 
much better”), you'll still graduate but won't be given 
your own command of a Star Fleet Vessel. Of course, if 
you're a total loser you'll still be at the academy when 
you're Kirk’s age. Not good. 

The missions revolve around warping into a system, 
locating something and either blowing it up or trapping 
it in your tractor beam. You do get the chance to show 
how much of a diplomat you can be when you hail 
other ships and try to negotiate peaceful solutions to 
problems (cue more video footage starring dodgy 
aliens). The other members of your crew will take care 

& __ STARFLEET ACADEMY 
VERSION REVIEWED [PC 

NO. OF PLAYERS fi 
FROM [interplay 
PRICE (£34.89 

  

JUDGE ME MT one of the better Star Trek games that Trekkies will love and those with a tighter grip on reality will find very enjoyable. 

CROAT <A AIno areal: 

Almost as annoying as Wesley Crysher.    You'll spend most of your time here. 

of all the fine details, although you can flip to their 
workstations and make any changes you want. After all, 
it is your ship and ifyou want to fly at full speed 
towards that planet then why shouldn’t you? 

Alth a lot of the missions are a bit samey, the 
“afmosphere created by the video footage and the 
soundtrack immerses you so you don’t actually realise . 
that this is the umpteenth Klingon you've had the 
pleasure of taunting and then killing. Graphically, the 
main screen — where you do all the fighting — is the 
weakest point. This is set hundreds of years in the future, 
you'd have thought they would have more impressive 
displays by then. 

Starfleet Academy is actually a cut down version of 
Wing Commander. It’s got slightly less video and doesn’t 
even pretend to be an interactive movie (thank Spock) 
but the gameplay is certainly of the same ilk. Fly 
around, talk to people and kill those you don’t like. The 
learning curve is a bit steep which means you’re on for 
the kind of challenge that even the mighty Kirk himself 

GAIT GYITTES GLO Gif)? 
Loads of pent video to 
oggle at but the fighting 
isplay is a little weak 

by Federation standards. 

Could have done with 
more variety im the 
missions but still ver, 
enjoyable and 

Packed with standard 
dialogue gems and the 
traditional Star Trek 
sound effects. 37   
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When you're in the 

middle of a scrap you 

can switch to full screen 

to make it easier. 

The Klingons are after 
your space station. Go 

get ‘em. 

would find demanding. None of this should put you off 
though because STSFA is a top old sci-fi simulation. 
And, for all of those with Klingon uniforms hanging in * 
your wardrodes, it has the ady 
instantly recognisable chai 

OVERALL 

ST 
CHRISTMAS 

Very comme) 
missions and plenty of 
them. Different endings 
to discover. 82 
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So important is this occasion, that we’ve 
even managed to lubricate Les into a = 
suit. So, let’s not delay it. Mother, wheel . 
out those results old girl... 

Psygnosis’ debut in GMs all-tme top 100 

is rather an unexpected one. It’s not the 
most thrilling ride you'll get on the 

PlayStation, despite its off-road leanings. 
The pop-up’s rather ‘in your face’ too. Still 

enough of you rated its fat-tyred ways to 
get it in here. 

Widely adored when itoriginally came 

out, Gremlin’s classic PlayStation footy 
game looks a bit weak around the knees 
now up against ISS Pro. Still, the 
cracking-looking sequel’s imminent and 

could see the Actua series back on top. 
Now on to number 96... 

A-a-a-a-t 100 we have Interplay’s 

polished Doom clone on the PlayStation. 

R MANAGER 

  

It's certainly a rival for the PSX version of 

Doom in the looks department, and dishes 

out almost as many shocks per corridor. 

The futuristic setting also allows for some 

ingenious weaponry. 

Aah, the Saturn’s finest bike racer. A 

great conversion of AM3‘s arcade title, 

Sega's Zelda-style action adventure is still 

fondly remembered by many of you and 
like a swift kick to the plums, it fair makes 

your eyes water to find it as the first entry 
of the ten Mega Drive titles nominated in 

your all-time top 100. The Saturn version 

didn’t really follow the 

success of its 16-Bit 
brother, but that’s 

still an enjoyable : 
week’s worth of Sas 3 
gaming too. E 2 

Straight in at number 99 is the hulking 

great weight of the original and best Psmeseay OOriire2 

wR 

      

  

  

lardy blokes in lycra-fest on the 
Saturn. Some would argue that the 

WWF series is, quite simply, a 

bunch of old toilet, but there’s no 

denying that Wrestlemania is 

packed with moves and a 
rollicking multi-player game. 

The ‘middle one’ from Namco’s PlayStation Racer 

trilogy turns in a good performance at number 95. Not 

4 as big a departure from the original format-as Rage 

\~Racer was soon to be, Revolution nevertheless 

impressed with its link-up mode (with the chance to go 

head-to-head against a mate on Ridge Racer's classic 

circuits), its new courses amd its, er, rear-view mirror. 

Other than that, it’s a 

case of more of 
the same. And 

are we 
complaining? 

No we b’ain’t, as 

Chris would say. It 

The SNES collection of older 

Mario titles storms in at num- 

ber 98. When it was released, 
it actually pulled in reviews 

scores higher than the eye-bleed- 

ingly good Super Mario World. 
But not here. Oh no. 

was one of the most 

awaited games at 
that time, and holds 

its own now. 
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this may not create the same level of 
excitement round the office as Sega Rally, 
but it’s certainly no slouch. As plenty of 
you obviously agree, with it nipping 
ahead of Namco’s Ridge Racer 
Revolution. Great analogue controls, too. 

Les was seriously impressed by 

Microprose’s C&C beater on the PC. And 

  

plenty of you were too. Complex missions, 
lovely detailed graphics and cochlea- 
bursting surround sound make this a 
thrilling experience, whatever the time of 

day. Congratulations 7th Legion! 

Rare’s renderful SNES platformer, which 

certainly put ginger apes back on the 
map (a cause since furthered by The 

Spice Girls). The DKC trilogy has certainly 
had an impact on you. Watch out for 

higher entries... 

Like a swollen gland, you just can’t keep 

a good Sonic down. Arguably the best 
entry in the series, this. Well done. 
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Well, great mates, that old favourite 

returns with the help of your votes. Still 

regarded as the ultimate Street Fighter by 

many, it’s actually 
Robbie Fowler's 
favourite game. So 
we've heard. On 
the street, like. 

    
   
   

   
   

Sonne Jain 

Impressive in its achievements, Saturn 

Bomberman’s equally good in one-player 

mode (the wealth of options makes you 
want to kiss your Saturn) and in the 

plucky multi-player game, which can 

support ten players on one screen! 

Although you will need a hoofing great 

TV to get the most from it. 

A recent release which still had a bit of an 
impact on the all-time top 100, Sonic Jam takes 

four of yer favourite 2D platformers (the Mega 
Drive Sonic series, basically) and squite them 

onto one £35 Saturn CD. Adding a 3D intro 

‘game’ which many assumed Sonic Jam was 

going to be like in its entirety when the first 
shots emerged, and a whole load of Sonic 

The Saturn's clearly regarded as a bit of a 
racing dream machine, with its version of 
EA's super sports car sim romping home 

at 87. We'd have argued that the PC 
version was the definitive one. But we 

can’t. Argue, that is. This is your top 100 
after all. 

Popping its shiny white helmet in at 86, 

we've the Storm Trooper-tastic PC smash 

from LucasArts. The PlayStation 

conversion was less than inspiring, it has 

  

to be said. But as a Doom clone on the 

PC, this ranks as one of the better ones. It 

still has its flaws, mind, and was launched 

before the days of Quake and Duke 
Nukem, but was — and still is — a great 

one-player game. Shame there was no 
lightsabre (something which was 
corrected for the sequel, Jedi Knight), but 
still a fantastic Star Wars license. 

extras (a la the 

AED fo ie PlayStation 

Namco 

Museum collec- 

tion), it soon 

became a hit. 

Especially with 
Matt, who still 

can’t get 

enough. Missus. 

Up the Revolution! Quite literally, pop 
pickers. Namco’s original PlayStation 

conversion, which launched the console in 

  

Japan, still sends shivers up our spines. 

Never before has such a crowd gathered 
in the GM office than when we first got 

hold of a Japanese machine and the 

game — not even when Super Mario 

64 arrived. We'd have to say 

the PAL conversion is a bit of a 

jerksome disappointment when 
put up against its NTSC cousin 

though.We’re honest like that. 

Wa-hey, we're the monkeys! 

Sorry. Hen-hee-way, DKC3 on the 

SNES blows its not quite considerable 
trumpet at 83. But clearly, it’s not qiute 

as good as ‘the middle one’ in at... 
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...here. In at here? Does that make sense? 

  

No, kindly Sir, but your fine choice does! 

DKC2 is certainly the GM choice of the 
series offering, as it did, more challenge 

than the original — you really had to 
switch between the two protagonists to 

make use of their different abilities. 

We're still getting more calls about this 
than any other PlayStation adventure 

game, so it didn’t come as the greatest 
surprise in the world to find it plumping 

its feathers in the all-time top 100. If you 
like your point ‘n’ clickers lenghty (and 

slightly plodding) this is for you. Oh yes. 

The explosive girth of Rare’s N64 

  

    
   
    

    

demolish-em-up 

forces its way in at 

the coveted number 

  

Porsche Challenge 

80 position.Clearly, 
its short lifespan 

didn’t affect your 

decision. Still, 

fine game, f-i-n-e g- 

a-m-e. Play it again, Sam. 

Mirtua\ Righter 
It was the game that 

basically launched the ‘next 
generation’ of consoles 
when it appeared on the 
Saturn in Japan (along 
with a dodgy puzzle game 
called Tama), and 

despite the spunky- 
looking Sega beat-em- 

ups since, its raw 

polygon punches still 
bring a tear to Les’ 
black contact lenses. 

As we compile this all-time top 100, 
SFEX+A is only available on import for 

the PlayStation, which is why it’s peculiar 
to see it spread-eagled like a sunbathing 

mongoose under Les here. Still, anyone 
who hasn’t played it yet can take that as 

a indication of how stupidly good it is. A 
3D Street Fighter has been sorely awaited 

and Capcom haven't disappointed, Gawd 
bless their thumb-chaffing ways. 

Now we weren’t expecting that, it has to 

be said. A decent enough PC racer , 
topped off with lashings of blood, liver 

and kidneys. But one of the greatest 
games of all-time? A choice that some 

would argue is as controversial as the 
game itself. Still, the customer’s always 

right. And that’s you, that is. Now, can 
we interest you in a number 762 Only 

one careful owner you know... 

“But why, why do you like Porsche Challenge so 
much, Robin?” we asked, when the final results 

came in. “Aah, that’s because of its fine 

combination of superior motor, realistically heavy 
handling and the fact that I relish a good 

challenge, of which this so clearly is.” He’s not 

wrong. It’s one of the finest racers on the 

—— 

. 

PlayStation, with 

Q great two- 

player mode. 

The fact that 

the courses 

can change 

as you're 

driving keeps 

you on your 
\% toes as well. 

Slinky stuff. 
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The original PC version of Shiny 

  

Entertainment's blockbuster of a blaster 

drifts, a bit like that feather at the start of 

Forrest Gump, to the feet of number 75. 

The PlayStation version, as you'll see from 

this issue's reviews, didn’t fare quite as 

well, but that’s because it’s so piggin’ 

easy to finish. Still, it's a joy to play 

whatever the format. 

Super 

We gave this a chunky 90% back in issue 
56, and it remains one of our favourite 

PC games of the year. Gremlin proving 
once again that they’re the fellas ‘in the 
know’ when it comes to footy 
managament sims. The beautiful game. 

It's the PC version that’s nominated here 
(although there are PlayStation and 
Saturn conversions available). An orc- 

lovers C&C with a superb multi-player 
game, it might look a bit blocky but it 

plays like a steaming piglet. Nice. 

Don’t start shaking your head in disbelief. 
FF7, one of the greatest games ever to 

spin in a PlayStation, enters the all-time 

top 100 on the strength of the import 
version alone. No doubt if we compile a 
top 100 next year it'll shout its mouth off 
from a much higher position... 

Puzzle Fighter 2 

Like EA's FIFA series (97 legging it home 
at number 69 there) the hedgehog’s done 
well in your voting. Sonic & Knuckles was 
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one of GM's most fondly remembered of 
the Mega Drive set and although it’s 
essentially more of the same — spin blue 
spiky hedgehog or red spiney echidna left 

or right through six zones — its impressive 

feature was the ‘backwardly compatible’ 
nature of the cart, which allowed you slot 

Sonics 2 and 3 into it and use Knuckles to 
fill Sonic’s shoes in the earlier games. 

We'd have to agree with you there that 
the ’96 version of FIFA’s the whole nine 
yards better than ’97’s rather poor effort. 
It's the Mega Drive version that’s 
triumphant at the hotly contested 67 

Or ‘Super Puzzle Fighter 2 TURBO’, to give it its full 

title, still finds its way onto one of our office 

PlayStations on a Friday afternoon. Likkle Street 

Fighter and Darkstalkers characters get to fling 

blocks at each other in a Puyo Puyo-style puzzler, 
which when completed at various levels lets you 

access lots of quirky extras (libraries of character 
sketches and the 

like). A fabulous head-to- 

head battle mode tops off 
the power of this small 

but perfectly formed 
title, one which we’d 

seriously recommend 
on both PlayStation 

and Saturn. Get 

some in this 

weekend! 

position (there was only one vote between 

it and Sonic & Knuckles), and despite the 

dodgy goalies we'd be inclined to agree 
with you, although we still have a bit of a 
soft spot for the original 3D0 version of 

FIFA, which looked and played like 
nothing else at the time, in all its ‘virtual 

stadium’ glory. 

It's the PC incarnation of this footy monster that manages to hoof its way 
in at number 69, of which Chris is so cheesily indicating through the 

gift of finger pointing. Strange thing is, not that many people we 

speak to actually rate this update at all. Quirky goalies, dodgy Al 
and sloppy graphics. Looks like a donkey, plays like a dog, then. 

So why is it still so highly rated? That question will never 

Aah, the thumping 
great two-player plea- 

sure that was — and 
still is — Streets of 

th 

pia ata : be answered it 

deservedly finds seems, although 

its place in your 
it’s interesting 

all a thie 00 
to see that it’s Bre ‘ 
not the only 

FIFA to be 

classed as one 

of ‘the greatest 

A huge variety of 
specials moves ensured 
that this scrolling fist-fest_ would 
go down in the history books as 
one of the greatest 16-Bit 
games. And it does. 

games of all 

time’. Keep ‘em peeled... 

  

          

  

   

     

Aah. The word ‘COME TASTE THE 

CLASSIC’ would be flashing in two-foot 

high blue neon, if GamesMaster wasn’t in 

fact a magazine but an exclusive cocktail 
lounge in the bustling heart of 

Nottingham. Throughly deserving of the 

upper-case treatment there, the Mega 
Drive’s MM ’96 is one of the most 

playable games ever, proving that British 
developers are among the best in the 
world. Loads of tracks and that simple, 
skidmongous way of the micro machine 
shines through with one of the most 

addictive multi-player games ever. 

The PC version of Bullfrog’s explosive 

strategy title at number 65, then. The 

sequel to their equally gripping Syndicate 
(which was, quite frankly, a pile of sticky 

knickers on the consoles) puts you in 
charge of the destructive weaponry of 
either a religous fundamentalist group, a 

bunch of cyborgs or a biker gang. With a 
visual style not a million miles from the 

gloom of Blade Runner its one of the most 

compelling strategy blasters around. 

  

One of Cathy's favourite PlayStation 

games, she’s shocked to find it limping 

home at 64. So are the rest of us. Yep, it’s 
in here as one of your top 100 games of 
all-time, but surely it should have been a 
bit higher? Number 63 at least. 
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Wirtua Fighter 3 
This is more like it. A stormer of a beat-em-up, rich in 

moves and sumptuous graphics. Sega at their finest, 

some would say (including our sage of the fist, Les). 

It's currently only in the arcades and as such 

hasn‘t had a chance to break into the mainstream 

gamers life, but still enough of you nominated it 

for it to debut at number 63. A more 

accomplished 

game than 
Tekken 3, it 

shows that 

Sega are the 

= vs 

ones to beat 

in the arcade 

arena. You'll 

have a job 

doing that, mind 

with titles like this... 

A fine PlayStation two-player game, the 

sequel to Twisted Metal is hideously 
ignored by many people. We say DON’T! 

It might seem like an average American 
race ‘n’ blast-em-up on the surface, but 
dig a little deeper and you'll discover an 

enjoyable American race ‘n’ blast-em-up. 

So, the original — and quite frankly worst 

— of the Kombat series finds itself in the 

CHOOSE YOUR FIGHTER 

  

bottom half of our top 100. It wasn’t until 
MK2 came along that everyone started 
taking it seriously, but the first Mega Drive 

game obviously struck a chord with you. 

The PlayStation 3D platformer that BMG 
hoped would smash Crash is still as 

popular as ever with you. We'll be 
reviewing its sequel next issue. 
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Not, as you might think, the arcade 
version, or the sequel-influenced 

Killer Instinct Gold on the N64, but 

the original SNES converson of 

\ = a ad 

KI Gol NGG +e 

Rare’s coin-op monster. Not so 

much impressive as ‘how the hell 
did they do it?’, it proves that 

you just can’t get enough of a 
good beat-em-up. 

One of the finest shoot-em-ups available 
on the PC, LucasAtrs’ seminal title was 

remarkable in two cases. First, the chance 

to dogfight across a network was 

  

unmatched and second, you could be 
either the Rebels or the Empire, tackling 
each other's forces across the inky vaccu- 

um of space (in a galaxy far, far away of 
course). It’s spawned a host of imitators, 

but none captured the taste of this beauty. 
And besides, nowt else let you go 

“Wruuuuuuuaagh” in a TIE-Fighter. 
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Konami's ace battle RPG for the 
PlayStation has certainly pulled in more 
gamers to the number-crunching, turn- 

  

based way of the pointy-hatters than 
Suikoden, their first RPG for Sony’s 
machine. Simple to get to grips with, its 

straightforward, no-nonsense approach 

and sparky graphics 

   

    

        

ensured it a bit of a 

cult following. So 

number 57, we 

salute you! 

      
      

     
    

   

strange to find it 
rated higher 

than the slightly 
more inventive 

Sonic 3D. 

The SNES version of Capcom’s 2D heavy- 
weight beat both the glossier-looking 
PlayStation and Saturn ones into this 
hallowed chart. It’s a touch sluggish, but 
you still can’t beat a well-worn SNES 
joypad for a spot of Street Fightin’... 

  

  

Namco’s PlayStation conversion of their Virtua Fighter- 

style beat-em-up is now legendary. It oozes quality, 
from the moment you crank up the intro sequence 

to the lush animation, it’s Namco just showing 

off. Although, looking at the fantastic job 
they've done with PAL Tekken 2, the slightly 

duff nature of this PAL conversion is obvious 
(it’s all a bit 

embarassing- 
ly slow). 

However, for the 

Platinum-friendly 

price of £19.99 it can't 
be beat! That is, unless you 
can, um, pick up its sequel 
cheaper. Still, number 56, 

beautifully modelled by 
Cathy there. She likes Nina. 

Sonic goes isometric on the Mega Drive. 

Twenty two levels (each complete its own 

RINGs= 23 7 

  

bonus stage) of the spikey fiend, with 
beautiful graphics throughout. 

Hell fire! Is there no stopping him? A bit 

too easy to finish, it must be said, and it’s 
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The Game Boy version of the infuriating 
block-dropper shines through at number 

52. It's the definitive version, seeming 

particularly suited to the pick up and take 

anywhere nature of Nintendo’s hand-held. 
Addictive? You bet your Auntie Jackie's 
surgical support it is. 

You can pick this PC (and Amiga) classic 

up for next to nothing now and so you 

should, if you’ve never played it. Find out 
why LucasArts soon rose to dominate the 
point ‘n’ click adventure genre with this 
tale of ‘funny’ pirates. The ending 

sequence is a bit disappointing by today’s 
standards, but getting there will give you 
more pleasure per pound than a bag of 
chocolate sprouts. 

    

    



            

   
   

  

    

      

Not quite as highly respected as the 

Premier Manager series overall , the PC 
version of Domark’s footy number crunch- 

er soars like a Wimbledon through-ball to 
number 47. We have a soft spot for 

Championship Manager Italia though. 

Shadows of} the Empir     

“Sorry, Guv'na, if your name's not on the list, you 

ain’t comin’ in,” husks Robin in his Frank 

Butcher tone. But there’s no stopping it. The 

might of Darth and the lads gatecrashes in at 
the sweet central harmony of 50. 
Felt my presence? You bet. A thundering 

collection of sub game-style snacks that gels 
together rather satisfyingly. More Wagon 

Wheel multi-pack 

than Happy 

Shopper 

Broken Biscuits, 

no other game 
captures that 

Star Wars 

feeling quite 

so well. Fab 

music too. 

Taking in locations influenced by all 
three movies, Acclaim’s Doom with 

Aliens was one of the most 

eagerly awaited PlayStation 

games a few years ago, mainly 

down to the motion-capture 

footage leaking from their newly 

built motion-capture studio just 
outside of New York. 

The SNES classic, straight in at number 
45. Every one of the NES and SNES 

And still the Amiga lives on. SWOS, for 

some, still has to be bettered. The Euro 

’96 version’s still fantastic. 

  

Mario platformers was nominated for the 

all-time top 100, although not all manged 

    

   

      

    

    

    

     

to accumulate enough votes to reach the 

‘finals’. Although almost every Sonic 
game under the sun did, which is curious. 
The most radically different of the 2D 
Mario series, with scratchy, stylised 
graphics, a baby Mario who wasn’t 
under your control and an ‘egg-firing 
targeting system’ that took a bit of getting 

to grips with, Yoshi's Island shone out like 

Portland Bill lighthouse’s bulb, saying 

“Look at me! Look at me on the SNES, for 

| am great!” Nintendo once again 

proving they’re capable of surprising 

everyone, even on the 16-Bit platform. 

Rather than the stylish PlayStation version 

(which wasn’t available at the time this 

  

Top 100 was compiled), it’s actually the 
original coin-op blaster that beats Yoshi's 

Uo ee area piel] 
stinet Ge 

See, it’s not quite as bad as some would make 
out. KI Gold on the N64 hoofs its way into 

number 46. The game that launched the 
anticipation for Nintendo's console all 
those years ago looks slightly tired now, 

but nonetheless offers the best beat-em- 
up action money can buy on the N64. 
So, congratulations then Rare. Boingzoi. 

Island by just one vote. Being a gun-game 
it’s been overlooked by many, although a 
surprising amount of discerning arcade- 
goers voted in it as their favourite game 
of all-time. The ‘hide’ pedal’s a winner in 

our books, that’s for sure. 

The ‘update’ of PC head-messer Sim City 

is one of the greatest games ever. And 

that's official. So severe was the impact of 

‘The Ultimate City Simulator’ that 

numerous update disks were to follow, 
and are still coming. The graphics are 

finely detailed, the complexity of the cities 
you can build up (and ultimately destroy 

    
with the aid of natural disasters, hoofing 
great monsters and alien invasions) 
daunting and the addictive nature, well, 

SOE GS 2) EE Sh al 

  

stupid really. SNES, PlayStation and 
Saturn consoles copies were to follow, 

although none were quite as successful as 
the chunky PC version in all its mouse- 
clicking ways. We love it's face off. 

The last Sonic game to be voted into the 
all-time top 100, and what else would it 

be but the original? Looking back, it’s 
clearly not the most enjoyable of the 

Sonic series, but it was still the fastest 

platformer around when it came out, 

sporting one of the most charismatic of 

  

hedgehogs. Although it didn’t have the 
size or longevity of Super Mario 64, it 

was the instant burst of adrenaline the 

game offered that attracted many to 

Sega’s 16-Bit console. Stuff the cart into 

the slot and the super-scrolling Green Hill 

Zone still smacks you between the eyes 
with a stinking kipper. Christ, even your 

Gran’s heard of Sonic the Hedgehog. 

Sorting out the flaws of the first game, 

Psygnosis’ smash ‘n’ racer achieved an 

  

impressive 89% in last year’s Christmas 

GamesMaster. Not as exhaustively 

impressive as Psygnosis’ seminal — and 
we use that word with extreme care — 
Wipeout 2097, it still showed off how 

chillingly capable the PlayStation is at 

flinging polygons about. 
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many people’s books, you — to quote an could sneak in the odd rendered worm in ping through rings 

oft-used phrase — “ain’t lived, my son” the intro sequence). It’s the PC version that —_ and collecting the 
bonuses just isn’t 

the same using 

the regular pad. 

until you've immersed yourself in its 

shotguns and corridors slapstick ways. If 
you own a PC and haven't played it, do 

Now there’s a turn-up. The game that sold _ sort yourself out, won’t you? 

millions of SNES’ only manages to hit 

number 40. Since eclipsed by both Mario 

All-Stars (complete with the utterly 

fantastic Super Mario Brothers 3) and the 

smaller (but more enjoyable) Yoshi's Island 

on the SNES, Super Mazza World still 

stands as one of the most 

impressive platform 

games ever to enter 

your TV. Gone, but 
not forgotten. 

There's plenty of replay value 
here too. Solid stuff. 

  

hogs the limelight at 35 by the way. But 

we'd go for Worms 2 now. 

     
   

  

   
Virtual Cop 2 

Chief crayon technician Chris has always had a 
   

   
   
   
   
   

  

Ocean fair surprised everyone with the 
quality of their Sega Rally-style 

BLS pea tree ca hcurel popOAY YA PlayStation racer, which some consider It's the PC original that scoops up 32 in its 

ea , bly joes ie pare cps should put Sega’s classic conversion into fat, flapping arms. The theme park sim 
Berg Neeehrede hy Ree 2 retirement, holding back the Lucozade that introduced Bullfrog to many ranks as 

rs and porridge for punishment. The lack of one of the most entertaining rides this side 
Time Crisis will certainly do its best to 
have away with its crown now, but 

there’s no denying Sego’s proficiency in 

their home conversions. This is class. 

analogue compatibility in the final version of Blackpool Pleasure Beach. 
released in the UK caused a bit of a stir, 

but it’s still very playable in digital mode. 

  

    

   

  

. Nuns on the run! No sooner do Fox McCloud, Slippy 
It's the PlayStation version of : Toad, Peppy Hare, Steve Stoat, Geoff Weasel and 
Lobotomy’s archaelogical the lads get rid of the Star Fox 64 bit and fly 
Doom-clone that sits at over to the UK, when they’re thrown in at the 

deep end at number 36. A fab — if tiny - four- 

player mode, some impressive effects and a 
choice of routes through the single-player 
game make this a winner in Matt's book. 

      

      

  

   

                            

   
        

number 38 like a beaver 

surveying its dam. A great 3D 
engine which allowed for levels 

‘criss-crossing’ each other, 

strategy elements to sink your chops into 

and a whole stack of magical weapons Eh, eh, cheeky. Sneaking in there 
ensured this has longevity, and plenty of under the watchful gaze of Cathy 

it Mmm, yes. Still, it has come in just comes the ol’ Kombat. The finest entry 
behind the dribblingly awesome... in the series, Trilogy on the PlayStation 

“Have you got worms?” (Canned laughter —_ Rocking the funky beats at 33, we have clearly won your hearts, spleens and 
and shattering applause ripples out from the Saturn’s pseudo-platformer NiGHTS spines with its gentle charms. With 
the GM office.) “No, but I’ve got Worms, (with a small i). Control either a small kombatants from the entire series and 

my dear!” (The laughter and applause flying jester fella, a boy or a girl through a seemingly endless stream of specials 

reaches Only Fools & Horses Christmas many ingeniously designed (and initially firing from one end of the screen to the 

If Elvis was alive today, or at least not Special proportions.) One of the simplest, quite confusing) levels collecting stars and other this is choice stuff. Oh, and the 

serving 99s and cider-flavour lollies at the sneakiest strategy games in years arrived spheres. Sounds dull? You bet your knees N64 version’s absolute guff. 

end of Weston-Super-Mare pier, he’d be and proved that you didn’t need flash 3D it ain’t. Sega’s analogue is what this game 

playing this game. The king of blasters in graphics to be a success (although you was made for. Flying about the sky, lop- 
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      Worlchuide Soccer *97/ 

Sega proving that they’re not only coin-op 
conversion experts, but can dish out the goods in 

the home footy field as well. Succulently 

The cheeky little Command & Conquer - 
PC version, mind — sneaks in at 27. 

Arguably the game that had most impact 
on PC gaming in the past few years (and 
that includes Quake), the imitators are still 

coming. But ou est le Red Alert? Could zat 
possibly be up zere higher, non? 

‘Water’ great game. Fnaar. No, really, 

this is champion stuff. No other game’s 
come close to capturing the feeling of 
whizzing about on water as this (although 

Rapid Racer on the PlayStation tried its 
hardest). The waves themselves even 
surpass any see in the arcade jet-ski 
games. The analogue stick can send you 

The Zelda camp is split. While some still 
prefer the tiny-screened mono joy of 
Zelda 4: Link’s Awakening on the Game 
Boy, and why not, most plump for the 

SNES-tastic third installment in the action 

RPG series. Although the map wasn’t 
huge, by Christ there was a lot of legging 
it here, slashing your sword there, firing 

your arrows all over the shop, opening up 
secret areas and gradually — oh so 

bloody gradually — reaching the satisfying 

addictive and with an instant arcade-style 

pick up and play quality, this deservedly 

finds its way into the all-time top 100. Its 
sequel’s out now, so go for that if you've yet 
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Play this in a dark room on your own and you'll 

understand the meaning of escapism. This is 
flying. Riddled with hidden bits and sloshing with 

far too much playability for its own good, you'll 
never tire of flitting about the skies in your hang- 

glider. The challenges for each level are varied, 
and any game that includes Jesus’ face is 
destined for success, we reckon. 

Surprising industry pundits around this 
place called globe, Sega’s legendary 

to experience its delights. Says Les. 

Saturn beat-em-up isn’t in fact the highest 
charting Saturn title. It’s still one of the 

finest examples of home beat-em-uppery 
you'll ever get to chaff your thumb 

through. And it'll be dead cheap now. 

    

giddy with freedom too, and as well as 
piddling about the place on the back of a 
jet-ski, there’s even a secret ‘dolphin-surf- 
ing’ bit (as you'd expect in a Nintendo 

game, obviously). Tell you what though, 
the big N really pushed the boat out on 
this one. Fnaar. 

  

climax that’s always so rewarding in the 

Zelda games. Worth buying a SNES for 

alone. And that’s the truth, Lord help us. 

The PlayStation 3D entry in Codemasters’ 

Micro Machines series is a beauty. Ripe 
with varied courses and new vehicles, and 

kitted out with some sparkly 3D effects 
(the microscope sequence is amazing), 

this is a peach of a racer, rivalling the 
more pure approach of Micro Machines 

‘96 on the Mega Drive. It’s hardly 
original, but who cares? 

Hold the presses! It seems that the com- 
bined weight of Virtua Fighter 2 and 
Fighting Vipers has finally pushed the 

      
      

  

   
   

older VF2 off that big Saturn cliff. Fighters 
MEGAMixX (small i, again) has won the 

hearts of Saturn Saturday morning 
grapple fans. A huge achievement, with 
VF3 moves and everything. Plenty of 

secret characters to unleash too. 

Wor xsours 2OS)7/ 
Rockin’ around the Christmas tree! They'll be 

partying in Liverpool tonight with the news 

of Wipeout 2097's meteoric rise to 21st. 

The same floaty feeling as its predecessor, 
but altogether leaner, tougher and funkier. 

The choice of artists for the soundtrack is 

With vultures circling 

overhead, Bullfrog’s latest PC 

strategy game heads for 
cover under a fat, red 26. 

It took three years and 

numerous delays 
before it finally arrived, 

but by Boy George it 
was worth it. Mixing 

elements of Populous, Sim 
City 2000 and Theme Park, it 
soon rose to the coveted ‘most 

played PC software in the GM 

office’ position, overtaking even 

Netscape. A brilliantly smooth 
learning curve tops it all off. 

one made with care, and you'll never tire 
of whizzing along to Firestarter. Nope.



    

So, into the top 20 with a bang. And an 

Australian marsupial. Sony’s pseudo- 

mascot was launched into a videogame 

world that was slowly sinking deeper and 

deeper into 3Dness. Trying to offset the 
launch of Super Mario 64, Crash became 

the PlayStation’s premier 3D platform 

game, featuring both into-the-screen sec- 

tions and traditional side-on sequences. 

   
We're almost a quarter of the way 
through the top 20 and already we're at 
Theme Hospital. Bullfrog once again 

being dead handy with their sim talents, 
you’re basically thrust into running the 
NHS, although you're going to have to 

Nothing touches this on the PlayStation. 

With both addictive arcade and semi- 
serious sim options, plus all of 95's teams 

and drivers, this is the benchmark 

Formula One racer on Sony’s machine. 
Superbly realistic graphics, with circuits 

accurately recreated, and the addition of 

mad-as-a-goat Fl commentator Murray 

     

Swooping in at 12 like a diving gannet 
we have Acclaim’s Doom-clone for the 

N64. This time you're the dinosaur hunter 
of the title, a comic book hero who’s been 

brought convincingly to life by the power 
of 3D. So what's so good about it, why is 

   

it considered the 12th best game in 
history? Well, for a start you’ve never 

tasted weapons like ‘em. As well as a 

And the rest... is gaming history. Keep an 

eye out for the sequel which we'll be 

reviewing next issue. You never know, it 

might be worth getting in for Christmas... 

  

 ) £289. 707. 

  

deal with some of the strangest diseases 
known to man. The great thing about 

Theme Hospital is its sense of humour. 

Fair does, you won't be belly-laughing, 
but it does seem to ease the passing of 
the hours (especially when Vomit Waves 
start breaking out through the ranks of 
patients or you suddenly get rats legging 
it through the operating theatres). Don’t 

be thrown by its dated looks, this is one 

of the best sim titles going, improving 
over Bullfrog’s own Theme Park. 

Is there anyone who hasn’t played this 
game on the PlayStation (for which it wins 

its number 19 position)? Yes, you at the 

back? Okay. It’s one of the best versions 

because: It’s a combination of Doom and 

Doom 2, and more. It 

handles superbly. 
The sound effects 

are astounding. 

It ll scare your 
feet off. 

Walker's larynx make this one of the most 
immersive games around. And we don’t 

often use the word ‘immersive’. It should 

  

be within every PlayStation owner's 

collection, even if 

only to pull out 

at family get- 

togethers to 

piddling set of bow & arrows, you'll be 
able to pick up guns capable of starting a 

nuclear holocaust. Cathy’s particularly 
partial to the Particle Cannon, although 

Chris is more your Quad Rocket Launcher 
man. But there’s no accounting for taste. 

        
      
          
      

  

impress your 

uncles with. 

  

       
    

     
In one-player, it's Doom with polygon pan- 

taloons on but fire up the multi-player 
mode and you're taking part in one of 

the most compulsive games ever, a 
giddy, gut-spilling experience that 

brings real meaning to the phrase 
deathmatch. Art Ed Batey plays 
this once his day’s work is done.. 

It goes to extra time with Actua but this is 
our favourite footy game on the PlayStation 

and a creditable top 20 placing suggests 
you agree. Super responsive controls, 
players as silky looking as a 
Brazil kit and some joyful play 
out on the park. Comentary’s 

not exactly Motson, though. 

Rage Racer, 

    

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

   

              

   

The moody-looking younger brother in Namco’s 
Racer series, this is one of the very best arcade 

drives on the PlayStation. The speed is stuck at 
a setting marked blistering and there’s an 
explosion-in-a-Scalextrix-factory quantity of 

track and car variations which are gradually 

uncovered in classic Namco fashion. No split- 
screen but still classic stuff. 

Overtaking Doom on the inside 

comes the much funnier Duke 
Nukem on PC. A lot more 
interactive than the great 

one itself, you can 
gaze at some dolly 
birds dancing on 
podiums at a 
‘specialist theatre’, 

shoot some aliens, 

blow up a toilet, shoot some more 

aliens, play a game of pool and 
shoot up some more aliens. It’s 

only now coming to the 

consoles (Saturn first, followed 

by PlayStation and N64) and 
it'll be relatively untouched. 
Go kick alien... um... scum! 

And the last place outside of the illustrious 
top ten falls to Nintendo’s plum SNES 

racer. Mode 7 at its spinny-spanny-eye- 

twatingly finest. The best courses to grace 
a 16-Bit system. Mario, Luigi and the 
Peach bint. Marvellous. Great. Spink! 
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So there we have it. According to the very 
sharp, extremely choosy readers of 

GamesMaster Magazine (that’s you, that is), 

Super Mario 64 is IT. The bees knees, the 

puppy’s plums. 

The moment you hit that power switch 

and allow your head to be dipped in the 
Italian plumber’s 3D paddling pool, you'll be 

hooked. Sleep will become a distant memory. 

You'll gradually sprout dungarees, a cap and 

chihuahua-sized moustache. 
Persuade your ‘Uncle’ to treat you to an 

N64 this Christmas, auction your gran’s teeth 

off to the highest bidder, and get yourself that 

cart. Whatever you do, play this game before 

you die. Complete your life! 

 



  

As well as voting for your favourite ten videogames of Snark we also 
0 asked for your number one choice in all the following ca es. Here 

are your — sometimes surprising — selections for individual stardom. 

< 1857-60 PusH 
tore aprenmese = 

    

  

      

  

    
    
    
    

  

       

   

  

CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR... CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR... 
Quake (PC) Soul Blade (PSX) 

Duke Nukem 3D (PC) Fighters MEGAMiX (SAT) 

Doom (PSX) MK Trilogy (PSX) 
Virtua Cop 2 (SAT) Virtua Fighter 2 (SAT) 

Time Crisis (ARC) Street Fighter 2 Turbo (SNES) 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter (N64) Street Fighter Alpha 2 (PSX) 
Doom (PC) Killer Instinct Gold (N64) 

Virtua Cop (SAT) Virtua Fighter 3 (ARC) 

Doom 2 (PC) Killer Instinct (SNES) 

The House of the Dead (ARC) Tekken 3 (ARC) 

5M REC iS... GM RECKONS... 

No messing about here, it was obvious who was going fo win from the minute the 
voting slips began slumping through GMs flapping brass letterbox. A filthy great 39% 
of voters nominated Tekken 2 as their favourite beat-em-up of all time. It was also a 
bit of a shocker fo find Soul Blade coming in second (14% of total votes), with Fighters 

MEGAMAX now replacing VF2 as Saturn owners’ number one. At least things have 
moved on from the legendary Street Fighter vs Mortal Kombat battles of old, although 
the classic versions of each did make their presence felt. A bit like Darth Vader trying 

to spoil another Christmas for Luke Skywalker. 

    

        

    
    
    
    

      
     

CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR... 
ISS Pro (PSX) Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past (SNES) 

Sega Worldwide Soccer ’97 (SAT) Resident Evil (PSX) 

FIFA ‘97 (PC) Final Fantasy 7 (PSX) 

Sensible World of Soccer (Amiga) 

Actua Soccer (PSX) 

International Track & Field (PSX) 

Smash Court Tennis (SNES) 

Athlete Kings (SAT) 

ISSD (SNES) 

Total NBA ‘97 (PSX) 

Super Mario RPG (SNES) 

Broken Sword (PSX) 

Dark Saviour (SAT) 

LBA (PC) 

Day of the Tentacle (PC) 

Secret of Mana (SNES) 

Secret of Monkey Island (PC) 

Thebuide



  

    
    

Best Racer 

Sega Rally (SAT) 

  

CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR 
Destruction Derby 2 (PSX) 

Formula 1 GP 2 (PC) 

Scud Race (ARC) 

Micro Machines v3 (PSX) 

Daytona USA (ARC) 

Fl (PSX) 

Mario Kart 64 (N64) 

Rage Racer (PSX) 

Porsche Challenge (PSX) 

V-Rally ‘97 (PSX) 

The lights were certainly green and the ‘race was on’ once ‘the brakes were... urm... 
off?’ on the best racer category. No other section saw quite as much changing of pole 

position as the votes came in. And ultimately it came down to just 4% of you deciding 

the outcome, Sega Rally fishtailing across the finish line just ahead of Psygnosis’ classy 

F1. ‘The Rally’ is an awesome two-player experience though and if you’re still a bit 
cynical of the Saturn, we suggest you try this fella out. 

It might just sway your opinion... 

™ Best Statey 4 saul 
Cae Red Alert 

  

CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR 

CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR... 

C&C (PSX) 

Syndicate Wars (PSX) 

Dungeon Keeper (PC) 

Civilisation 2 (PC) 

Warcraft 2 (PC) 

Championship Manager 2 (PC) 

7th Legion (PC) 

Premier Manager ‘97 (PC) 

Populous (PC)     
   

    
      
    

  

     

GM RECKONS... 

Aaah, who else but the C&C pair could dominate this category? Obviously 

PlayStation owners are beginning to appreciate the original's explosive delights, 
although its PC sequel seems to by the preferred choice of most. Oh, we'll be review- 

ing the PlayStation version next issue. Anyway. Syndicate Wars, eh? Another impres- 

sive bundle of votes for this, the best entry in Bullfrog’s series so far. And their 

Dungeon Keeper didn’t do too badly either, romping home in fourth. 

rciline 3 SUMHZZAG: 

De Tetris GE?) 

  

Wario Blast (GB) 

Lost Vikings 2 (SNES) 

Super Puzzle Fighter 2 Turbo (PSX) 

Bust-A-Move 2 (PSX) 

Kurushi (PSX) Myst (PC) 

Lemmings 3D (SAT) Columns (GG) 

Puzzle Bobble (PC) Mystic Isle (PC) 

Jase ii 

ey, Tis slous vit tJ 

   

         

        
    

    
    
    
    

      
    

   
       
        

    
     

  

Sim City 2000 (PC) Transport Tycoon Deluxe (PC) 
Pilotwings 64 (N64) EF-2000 (PC) 

Sim City (PC) F22 Lightning 2 (PC) 

Microsoft Flight Simulator (PC) Sim Isle (PC) 

Theme Park (PC) Sim Tower (PC) 

Best Platform Game 

Super Mario 64 {N64i 

CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR 
Crash Bandicoot (PSX) 

Pandemonium (PSX) 

Sonic 3 (MD) 

Sonic Jam (SAT) 
Donkey Kong Country 3 (SNES) 

Sonic 2 (MD) 

Sonic (MD) 

Super Mario World (SNES) 

Earthworm Jim 2 (SNES) 

NiGHTS (SAT) 

GM RECKONS... 

WIN-NER! Fair sweeping the boards, well, two of them at least, with his brush-like 

moustache we have the plucky plumber and his 64-Bit platformer debut. Almost half 
of you voted Super Mario 64 as your best platform game of all-time. If you've still not 
had the pleasure of Super Mario 64's company for an evening, beg, borrow or steal 

a copy, sit yourself down, and realise why there are so many imitations out there. The 
Sonic series had an impressive showing. No major bombshells here!   

   
       

  

CLOSE, BUT NO CIGAR 

     
      
      

  

Mario Guybrush Threepwood 

Sonic Knuckles 
Duke Nukem Parappa 

Crash Bandicoot Max (from Sam ‘n’ Max) 

Earthworm Jim Abe (Oddworld)      

    

       

  

     

    

   GM RECKONS... 

Ooh, it was up to the wire, nip and tuck, 

you-couldn’t-slither-a-mouse-mat- 
between-them tight. Lara and Mario’s race 
to be the number one videogame charac- 4 

ter was tracked day by day. So close was it in the end, that 
the gap between them was only four votes. FOUR VOTES! 
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have you played 

64 bit Worms? all 
the classic action 

on your Jaguar 

Iron Soupier Il 
youOve never seen action 

like this on Jaguar CD - 20 

new missions, full motion 

video, brill soundtrack 

Wortp Tour RAcING 

4 or 2 player split screen 

head to head - 3 different 

race modes - customise 

classic platform game 

action, multilevel with a 

musical finish - maybe! 

   

a 16 arena battle royal, 

fast paced 3D six player 

action like youOve never 

> seen before 

. San 

  

striking new 
games available for 

Jaguar & Lynx 
TELEGAMES 

  

If you want PlayStation * Nintendo 64 « Saturn games or consoles 
= we can supply all your needs = now and in years to come. We are 

Towers II probably the only company in the world still supplying and repairing 
the RPG with hours of = games for all these systems: 
secrets and problems - e Lynx * Megadrive * Nintendo « Colecovision * Atari 2600 * Mega CD 
are you up to the La dgoldetns ¢ Gameboy * Neo CD « 3DO » Atari 7800 ° Game Gear 

you up Super Nintendo * Master System * 32X 
challenge? 

All bch latest 
<v SPECIAL OFFER 

Breakout 2000 GMAT. Buy any Jaguar game at 
another of the classic TAG pings Ades 

NEW GAMES one of the following en 
2000 series of games prop hhdg oath can be bought for “ Pater Aa! supply 
E ly £7.5 : etc plus games, 

1 or 2 players stock Zero 5 new ane specials plus you choose any one of the 
for Jaguar cartridg Cannon Fodder following: Alien vs Predator, 
ORDER NOW Brutal Sports Football Doom, Power Drive Rally, 

Zero 5 Wolfenstein 3D Theme Park, Tempest 2000 or 
360 playfield, 100% era bigs elt Wolfenstein 3D from us and 

5 5 Seen ay £79.99 for it and get shooting action, 3D The CD games you can't miss!!! Troy Aikman P the console and 

battle galaxy - sounds - in stock now 
like Zero 5 

Jaguar Leads Offer 2 other games free. 

Scart...£7.50 S$ Video...£2.00 
AV Lead...£3.00 

Nintendo 8 bit compatible games console 

| CREATION CONSO 
Comes with 2 free games, 
2 joypads and light phaser 

Only £59.99 
Plays UK/USA/Japanese software 

  

with Free Game 
Unbeatable Offer 

Gameboy Special ¢ Rechargeable Battery Pack 
¢ Why buy batteries? 

With FREE Gameboy Power Supply Unit Only £9.50 

2 Rechargeable Battery Modules 
Power Supply + leads 
Screen Magnifier 
Cleaning Kit 
Carry Case for Handheld system 
up to 10 games 

Was £29.99 

Our Special 
Low Price £16.50 

for complete 
pack 

All the latest Game Gear and Master System games available — use the 
‘Master Gear' converter to play all Master System games on your Game Gear. 

Special Price Only £5   
16 Bit Colour Handheld 

The World's first colour handheld is now the cheapest in the world! 

£39.9F wien citner: date es ‘Ultimate Chess 
* Batman ¢ Battlewheels * Super Off Road Challenge" game. 

* European Soccer Challenge Senin Powerful 2D or 
alifornia Games 3D Chess Game    

      

     
      
    

   
    

   
  

guide Tr Travis the Official Atari Lynx Pouch A LYNX 
research scientist the only andthe best! with FREE battery pack. LIMITED OFFER £9.99 

through radioactive 
ioean of extra games - 

levels & save the world choose from over 70 [Bi# 

great games including: [a 

  

   
    

  

with FREE PSU. 

Special GamesMaster offer 

£19.99 

   
   

    

4 Rechargeable 

Lynx Il 

  

Personal callers welcome at our shop at Kilby Bridge. Order Processing, Post, & Insurance - extra charge. 

Order with confidence from the largest stockists in Europe. Send SAE (A5) for game lists. (State system(s) required) 

   



In the locker room 
you'll find a keycard. 
This enables you to 
use the lift and then 
gain access to the 
lower level... 

Ga 

© 

  

Using the rainbow key she 
opens it and finds the lift pass. to the basement... 

..-by sliding the keycard 
through the access port. 

You should be. 

    <i 

fi 3 
_ it “8 : ia 

The main menu section is Look for clues in this extensive 
very simple to operate. mainframe library. 

    

cane) information L ORE SE 

Zs (66395, -6616-5 
SPEED «72 1taN 

  

A schematic of the ship and 
its four tower sections. 

Parker's wrecked apartment 
after an unwelcomed visitor. 

fame over man! 

Watch your shipmate 

bite the bullet in the 

quick cut burn-out of 

the opening credits. 

Be GAMESMASTER 63 CHRISTMAS 1997 

The yellow key operates this lift 

Laura can now descend to the 
basement and pick-up the gun. 

  

    

IS fall ALOT LOTTI... FL IS. 

  

Laura's locker is located to the 
right of the main corridor. 

=”
 

Afraid of invisible monsters? 

LERU 
arp, the fabled developers of much 

ee storm in an FMV D-cup, have done 

it_again. Our heroine Laura Lewis from D 
returns for an all-new, all-terrifying adventure. 

<- The-time? The near future. The place? Deep space. 
_The reason for her rude awakening from 

__hypersleep? The ritual slaying of crewmates by an 
unidentified mystery force (as we’re on a 
Nostromo-like ship returning to Earth this 
represents Alien reference numero uno) and the 
presence of some intruders aboard the ship. 
Invisible ETs to be-exact. 

element of the game — accessing databases, exploring 
generator.rooms, sending-videophone-messages:to. your, 
surviving Crewmates — with the realtime sections which 
find-you-running.down the-ship’s corridor, often for dear 
life. There’s absolutely tons of atmospheric build up 
which reaches its crescendo with a whopping great 
finish when you accidentally come face to face with the 
alien in question. : 

The adventure part really is dripping with plot. Your 
first priority is to try to make contact 

  

   

            

~Kenji Eno and his Warp team have fused the FMV 

Vehicle ‘The Aki * 

Returing to earth 

The homeward bound ship ... 

     

    

..-haSan alien stowaway. 

FENERGENCY PROGRAN 8173 

But the alien's already 
loose, killing off her 
other shipmates. 

with your other shipmates via a lift which needs a pass- 
key (buried in your locker). Next is a trip to the lower 
level in order to set the generator in motion. Warp have 
gone all out for atmospherics here. You spend the first 
30 minutes withouta weapon and, when you finally get 
one, it can only fire three or four shots before it needs to 
belrécharged: Talk\about making if'tough on the player! 
And the first time you encounter the:alien, a:rhythmic, 
piano-like tic-toc alerts you to its presence (thanks to the 
motion sensor ear-piece you found:in your room), the 
pitch and tempo increasing until that dreadful moment. 
You'll.jump out of your skin as it shrieks a horrible roar. 

— The Doom-style corridors are really spooky, a low- 
light ambience just adds to the feeling of creeping 
dread, Be prepared to draw a map from the off - 
getting lost.is as easy as itis frustrating and pointless. 
Warp-realise this-and don’t want to make things any 
harder on the player than they need be, which is why 
Enemy Zero comes on four discs. Four Of Them! Disc 
one has a fantastic FMV introduction and a training 
mode in which players are invited to negotiate mazes of 
corridors with or without maps 

  



Wonlithatehodyabetis 

PPVAUNENU IVR a RM III pe ie — — a TRAINING MODE 

© Three enemies are present 
~The Enemies ate invisisie 

One enemy is present. 

= Tit erty iS visite 

The map is displayed 
       PRESS @ OR START 

Hunting down the enemy is made It's pretty easy to explore the corridors Things get more tricky however, when Once the proximity alarm sounds, let _ The final mode prepares you for the 
simple in the initial training section. with a map and a visible alien. the alien turns invisible. off your shot and hope for the best. game and is very atmospheric. 

  

     

   
   

Ente Faunarsahooin! Japanese computer 
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engineer. Looks After waking from hypersleep , you'll need to explore your 
like he’s up for quarters. But by Christ, you couldn't swing a cat in here! 
target practice! same 

Hologram 

~~ | Itlooks tke a 
. ~ butterfly, but on 

; | closer inspection 
—— vanishes into thin 

ail : air. Yep, this is 
“ i spooky stuff. 

— BDieawer 

: r Rummage about in 
— o.. Laura's drawers 

eS : Se and you'll find 

Fd —_o some rather useful 
: a ee and jolly interesting 

Laura works as the co-pilot and cando _...but not quite as nifty as Captain Miss Lewis considers the carnage with little items. 
some really nifty handbrake turns... Ronny, who stays hidden like a coward. grace and courage. Isn't she gorgeous? : 

against visible and later invisible aliens. All this and more gets mixed up, regigged then leaps up we Sa E 4 piece 
The motion sensor provides information on the at you like chest-bursting alien sprogs in Enemy Zeros fon 5 

whereabouts of the invisible menace via pitch and tone _ continuing space opera epic. ada = The motion sensor 
changes — the pitch rising as the aliens get closer in front Warp have done a first class job of making Enemy ee ys earpiece is found 
of you. If it’s behind you (not often enough) the pitch Zero scary as blazes, but the burgeoning tension is Ss ! on her bedside 
gets lower. If the alien is far to the side, the frequency of finally deflated by sub-standard vocal performances _ fable. Whack itin 
bleeps is decreased (or non-existent). If it makes a from the virtual actors. Needless carping to one side, youn cal; 
charge for you, the frantic high-pitched bleeping is from the moment lovely Laura bends down to straighten immediately. 
liable to give you a near fatal heart-attack. (Remember _her biosuit, you'll find the game deeply engrossing and 2 1. 
Captain Dallas in Ridley Scott’s Alien, trapped in the extremely mysterious. This helps you forget about the Log hook 
ventilation shaft with a motion sensor? You do? That's virtual-hams waiting in the wings. : 
YOU in Enemy Zero.) While the first:CD iscan exercise in exploration, This handy ‘and 

The game itself starts on disc two and there’s plenty ...discoyery and_action, the second gets a bit Home and trendy device 
of blood being spilled. Even from the safety of her Away as the bitty cast throw their personalities into the — allows you to save 
quarters; Laura witnesses ’her:crewmate Parker being bubbling unholy-brew. Atter:a:batch of ugly:revelations policesleaas 
slaughtered over the vid-phone (blooded hands flailing and retributions it's a short hobble, skip and jump to 
past the security camera — eurghh!) in.an obviously one-... disc three, a gung-ho, action-packed -finale-if ever: there: moment. Essential 
sided encounter with the enemy and this sets the was one, featuring a squad of baby aliens that leap — — tases 
brooding tone from the outset: ts from hidden recesses at our Laura when least expected. Key 

Both game engines —.the corridor-one and its FMV. Enemy :Zero'is more of a cerebral trip than, say, : 
partner — seem to work well together, but the movie bits — Resident Evil — and more frightening because of it. The — Found in the bottom 
look’exaggeratedly slow in comparison fo the maze FMV sections of Miss Lewis and the crew are simply drawer, the key 
sections. But they are incredibly filmic:and absolutely gorgeous and the atmosphere is completely Jim Carey. gives access to her 
gorgeous. There are subtle nods to many other great sci- Tension builds up as the game progresses but at the end at ee ms 
fi moments too. Remember the bit from T2 in the lift? Or of the day the challenge it offers isn’t that great. 
the end of Forbidden Planet where the Monster From The = A By as 
Id comes crashing up against the storm barriers? Or in lain White x LS = 
Alien 3 when Ripley discovers she’s carrying an alien ‘ 2 . ees — ae ue : 
inside her. : Se a oT \ } ) 

lift-pass. Take it 

  

   
    

~ 

(GRAPHICS) OVERALL 
Gorgeous FMV Atmospheric overload — This really is Cs Plenty to keep you busy, 
tiecoghom ethos a comes via the title music tension-laden ant but once completed you 
little sluggish, and intros by The Piano’s Michael as frightening as won't be back. Not an 
to die for, literally. yman. Halloween on Mars. enormous game. 

Fatt $< £49.99 JUDGEMENT 1 you ever wanted to be Ripley in Aliens or Dekkard in Blade Runner, then this is as close as it gets. Not as tough as Torico, though. 

ew sone view EOD srccincs ries Jrerrens (pq   
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Ooh, me Chalfonts! 
Make the end of level exit door and you 
find yourself in a deserted tunnel leading 
to the next level. And more often than not, 
this tunnel is a steep, descending affair 
that you have to slide down. It's a bit like 
bobsleighing without the sleigh because 
you're on your bum. Even here though, 
the game keeps you entertained because 
you can steer, speed up and slow down 
using the joypad and there are often little 
health bonuses to collect. Think of these 
bits as a bit of light relief before the 
serious mayhem starts again. 

A yummy apple 
health bonus. 

Eat it up. 

Even when you're flying around on space-age magic 

in space, they're a new energy source that the 
world has tapped into. Unfortunately, there’s 

a bunch of evil alien-types that surf these ‘streams’ 

and - even more unfortunately - they’ve brought 
huge great mining cities with them and intend to 
plonk them down on our planet, stripping it of, well, 
everything in the process. Time for you to save the 

day, because you are Kurt Hectic, futuristic hero of 
David Hasselhof proportions! 

A pparently there are electrical discharge paths 

carpets you've got to keep your gun blasting away. 

Avoid the radar at the start of one of the game's six 

areas. If it spots you, missiles will surely follow. 

Man in exploding hand drama. Obviously this is just you wasting a 
few rounds while you wait for something to happen. 

And also the ‘K’ part of the game’s title. The M is Max, a 
dog that doesn’t make much of an appearance in the 
game at all, while the D is for your boss, Doctor Hawkins 
(no relation to our be-goggled leader Marcus), who tells 
you where you're going to be sent to infiltrate the alien 
cities. Alternatively, MDK stands for Murder, Death, Kill, 
because this is shoot-em-up action all the way. 

Coo-ee! Brian I'm 

over here! 

Multi-target shooting 
action. C’mon then! 

Fitna) i ish es  



Meeting up with one of the game's six area bosses. Get rid of the 

funny spider-things first then concentrate on Mr Big here. 

Our hero hits the 
ground with 
guns a-blazin’. 

The game first appeared on the PC a while back (GM54) 
and had our Les raving about it: “Takes the whole 3D 
genre up a level or two. A truly amazing game that you 

just have to try. An all-time classic.” But that was 
the PC version. This ain’t. 

Armed with a powerful machine gun on 

your right hand and a sniper rifle on your 
head (see ‘Left a bit, right a bit... There! 

FIRE!’ box), the game gives you 60 levels 
of frantic running around and blasting 
action set over six areas. Imagine Lara 

Croft dressed in a skin-tight black suit of 
body armour (steady...) with an Uzi strapped 
to her right mitt (I said MITT, OK) and that gives 

you a rough idea of how this game plays. 
The action is almost constant and when it isn’t it’s 

because you're either trying to figure out some puzzle — 

Looks like that cow-cutting artist Damien 

Hirst has knocked up another work of art. 

Some baddies are bigger than others. The 
bigger they are, the ‘arder they are too 

Every now and again you come across 
what are known as Alert Droids, so called 
because these Dalekesque robots trundle 
around the landscape shouting “Alert! 

Alert!” to the city’s guardians. Knock off 
the first one you meet then climb in it and 

charge around the place shouting “Alert! 
Alert!” Watch the faces of the baddies as 
they try to work out why they should be 
alerted. Excellent fun, but it only lasts a 
couple of minutes. Arse-cakes! 

Some of the levels can be confusing as it's 
so hard to see where things are. 

Do not wear this to fancy dress 

parties. You will look stupid. 

Skateboard to the shops fpr the next 
issue of GamesMaster! 

how do | get this forcefield to 
lower when the only way to 
achieve that is to get something on the pressure pad way 

over there? Or because you're leaping around 
some very alien platforms. The mix of game 

styles is mostly seamless and it works very 
well. There are even elements from some 
very old classics blended in — on almost 
every level you'll take out all the baddies 
only to discover that a couple of minutes 
later the level’s full of “em again. To 

stop this happening you’ve got to 

take out the generator that’s 
reproducing them periodically. Very 

Gauntlet and very effective. 
Another thing that works a treat is the actual 

shooting mechanics. When you’re not in Sniper 

Not to mention some of the 
characters in the game! 

Mode you just have 
to be in the general 
direction of things for 
your machine gun 
hand to hit them. A 
small green meter at the 
top of the screen 

indicates the 
enemy's strength 

Pelican Head. Yesterday. 

Groovy in his black body 
suit though eh? I'd like one 

myself. | could pull birds. 

39
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MOUFARCRTAMING RAR ALG 
Just because a game's plump with serious 
action, doesn't mean it can't give you a chuckle 
or two. On one level you have to infiltrate a 
bunch of well ‘ard robots. On your tod you'd be 
ripped apart but find one of the game's special 
weapons — in this case The World's Most 
Interesting Bomb and chuck it into the middle 
of the robots. Watch as they lose interest in you 
and gather round the slowly spinning device. 
They all peer closely as the bomb’s spin gets 
faster and then they all get wiped out when the 
thing goes off. A splendid effect especially as 
the programmers haven't overworked or 
laboured the humour at all. It works a treat. 

4 and you merely have to hold the fire button 
down until the meter empties and they explode. It 

really is as easy as that. 
MDK is a joy to play. The graphics are 

top-notch, but it can be a little confusing to 
start with because you'll really start to 
feel you're inside some alien city where 
things are largely unrecognisable. After 
a couple of levels, though, you'll work 
out what's what and it becomes less 
disorientating — until you start getting to 

levels where the platforms are perfect 
mirrors for the background graphics in 
which case you won't have a clue what's 
going on! 

longer). Obviously the Hard mode offers more of a 
challenge but even then you’re going to have burnt it out 

before too long. So, should you avoid this then 

and go for something else? The answer is... 
No, well... probably not. The fun you'll 

derive from playing this will more than 
justify its asking price. It has everything 
that’s required to make it a totally 
tremendous game. It blends in different 
playing styles effortlessly and manages 
to work in a few tried and trusted ideas 
without them standing out like sore 

thumbs. This all combines to produce an 
in-yer-face 3D blaster of the highest order. 

Manic, Delightful but over all too Kwick. 
The levels have been extremely well designed 

and, though the action throughout is largely the same sort 
of stuff, you won't find yourself thinking, 

“Oh well, here we go again...”. Instead 
you'll be shouting out, “Right, let me at 
‘em!”. Adrenaline pumping? Definitely. 
Addictive? You bet. A game to play for 
weeks on end? Ah, no... 

The only reason this game's just missing 
out on the magical 90% score is because in 
Easy and Normal modes you'll finish the 
game in less than a week. There may be 60 
levels with a sort of boss character at the 
end of each of the game's six regions, but 
some levels take mere minutes to finish (to 
be fair, a lot of them take substantially 

ae bag ofa try 

ve mel fl notice the 
excellent backgrounds. 

  

Jumping off high ledges is not good for you unless you remember your parachute. Solid advice there, 
that everyone learns at primary school. In MDK, this highly unlikely piece of kit allows you to drift 
gracefully to the ground (still firing in case anything's about) and is also very useful for gliding up to 
high platforms. Find yourself an air vent, stand on it and open your ‘chute. Up you go and the chances 
are you'll see a ledge that you can then glide onto (where you'll be right in the sights of some git who's 
been waiting for you. . .). 

Right: That's a baddie generator there so it 
needs taking out as soon as possible. 

That green thing's the radar that sweeps 
around. Don’t get caught in the beam. 

Ooh! Nurse! It's 

Excellent music and 
brat-a-tat-tat machine 
gun effects. Whack that 
volume up. 

"This is the one p art of 
that fading 

its all over iach: 

You'll always find 
a dozen or so 

villains at the top 
of an air-vent. .. 

Another weird 

landscape. It takes 
a while, but you 

do get used to it. 

> (00h, eLia@ IG] (Gethsl-e Ta 
| As you only get the one life, collecting 

health bonuses is of paramount importance. 
See an apple and run into it for a 102 boost. 

See a nice roast turkey and get a 507 boost 
See a crate and you get your full 150 health 
points back. But first you've got to catch the 
crate. Every time you go near one of ‘em 

they scream, jump up and go running about 

the place! You've then got to chase after 
‘em and get ‘em cornered to collect their 

goodies. Excellent! 

Take things slowly ole pointy head, prepare 
yourself for a big surprise... 

 



   

SPECIAL RESERVE Discount Mait OrpER - 01279 600204 ..cmoo 
Market leaders in mail order home computing, established 10 years, great web site and six amazing a Special ‘© 

See us on the web at hftp://special.reserve.co.uk for masses of information and loads of prizes to win Reserve 
Famra] Officially Authorised for Nintendo Officially Authorised for PlayStation Live @ http:// 

__[E"] ARE THESE BRITAIN’S BEST CONSOLE DEALS? —. WWE gam 
BoE As: It's easy to join, just phone 01279 600204 or send in the order form. 

~ 
PlayStation 

with Nintendo 64 Games There's no obligation to buy anything, you can be any age, and it only costs £6.00. 

Ninten © 64 isi 30 contre ay tation BLAST CORPS. .......40.99] | 4 J, ae TWO Sony controllers, pippy KONGRACING 40.99 || 1: Thousands of products to choose from - all at big = 
Sony memory card, poomeé4 ... 46.99 | | discounts, many at below trade price or under half price. 

99, 99 less £10 off any other item* Valve Pack Demo CD and RF lead EXTREMEG wo. ‘48.99 F , 2. Members receive 10 issues of our colour Club 
Official UK Nintendo ea nlcte with official 129, 99 £10 Pea eocoen te : 
3D controller and RF lead. less off any other item* GOLDENEYE 

      

    

     

  

    

  

     
          

    

  

   
    

     

   

   

      

  

   
If you don’t fancy our full Membership offers you can take a Trial Membership for just 50p 
  

1.44.99 ; : 
"29.99 | | Magazines per year, including our full catalogue of over [ 
..40.99 | | 2,000 discounted products and competitions to win     

          

   

HEXEN... ... : 44.99 i Official UK PlayStation INTERNATIGHAL SUBESRTAR Playstations and Nintendos. 
Ni t d 64 SOCCER 64 . . ..48.99| | 3. The incredible Special Reserve Book of 2001 
inrendgo with 3 *Deduct £10 off KILLER INSTINCT GOLD ~ 44.99) | Cheats (all formats) will be sent to you with your Family LAMBORGHINI 64 47.99 : 

LYLAT WARS + RUMBLE PACK 47.99 | | Membership Card. 
MARIO KART 64 WITH FREE j MEMORY GARD WORTH 7.99" .:4300 . AND choose oy oe of the FREE GIFTS below if you 
SUPER MARIO 64... ... » 40.99 uy just one item at the same time as you join. All of our 
TOP GEAR RALLY 0... ee eee oe 44.99 | | gifts are worth the membership fee or much more. 
TUROK - DINOSAUR HUNTER ...48.99 | | You can extend (renew) your membership for £5.50 

the price of 
any one item 

bought at 
F the same time as 

Pp a PlayStation and 
Mie) PAY LATER if your total 

e TWO Nintendo 3D controllers, 

Fire Pack = iis terory ca 
and RF Lead 

132.99 less £10 off any other item”    
   

  
     

  

     

    

   

    

    

  

  

      

    

   

  

   

   
      

   

  

   

  

   
   
   

    
     
     

  

   

  

   

  

    

  

   

  

         

  

    

    

    

      

WAVE RACE 64 - Fi 44.99 ‘ ° ° 
purchase is over £250, WAYNE GRETSKY 46 99 | | Just to get more gifts if you want them. 

“Deduct £10 off the subject to status WEW VS NWO: WORLD TOUR 33.99 FREE MINI BOY KEYRING CONSOLE 
\ckorkd wh na seseiens eethial eas ate ey eed bailar Miniature hand-held console with 55 variations of 4 
item bought at the - PlayStation 9.49 AC LF 2 oe 30.99 i i 
Bar adine ced X-TENDER CABLE ..................9.99 BUSTAMOVE2 .......... 18.99 classic games. Includes a Tetris style game 

Nintendo 64 and PAY LATER if MEMORY CARD (15 slots)... 02. 00.0 cos os «12.99 COMMAND & CONQUER ss sel T8 OR FREE VIRTUAL MEGA PET“ > 
“—~ your total purchase is over OFFICIAL MEMORY CARD (15 slots) vis sse eee :14.99 EADETOBLACK ............ ...18.99 Par s F : ere 

pt £250, subject to status HIGH CAPACITY MEMORY CARD (120 slots) ...19.99 FIGHTING FORCE ; “36091 | *x 8 electronic virtual pets in one. Choose QO 3 
ee , HIGH CAPACITY FINAL FANTASY 7 “36.99|| “© ® ~~ to look after a Chicken, Bird, Dog, Cat, fie € 

e RY 720 slot F ae 39. ae . ( 1 SCART EAD USES cee cB: sisal a ales cd FORMULA Oh eects ao Dinosaur, Crab, Fish or Butterfly. Pets may vary S Bid F 

F LEAD - st ve 19.99 Ene e/ 
q ay feap ove TV Sree “"g.99 LINK CABLE - PlayStation to PlayStation ... 8. INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR 35.49 OR FREE PERSONAL a 3 

pad eine CRD (amas) 799 MULTI TAP FOR PLAYSTATION ............ ..29.99 INTLTRACKA&FIELD "1799 STEREO WITH HEADPHONES AND 

1 MB MEMORY CARD (48 slots) ..... ... .. -.- -.-12.99 PlayStation Controllers POST WORLD ce, 2. tases CARRY CASE 
OFFICIAL 256K MEMORY CARD (12 slots)... ...14.99 GAMESTER STEERING MDK ...... bev tee vee 1135.99 Personal stereo cassette player with headphones 
NINTENDO 64 DELUXE CARRY CASE_...... ...24.99 WHEEL AND PEDALS ...64.99 MICRO MACHINES S ......... ..28.99 plus a padded carry case for tapes & accessories 
PAIR OF EXTENDER CABLES To extend four True analogue progressional NVC LEE SLING Lara eee 

steering, accelerator and brake © QDDWORLDS: ABE'S ODDYSEE 32.99 controller leads by an additional 1.5 metres each ...9.99 PARAPPA THE RAPPER . 25.99 
PACK OF FOUR EXTENDER CABLES ...... ...16.99 PREMIER MANAGER 98 29.99 OR 8 GAMES FREE FOR PC aga, 
RUMBLE PACK Look for games marked (RUM) 12.99 Sno ttearteee rou ve a 3 Games include: Desert Strike, Jungle ae, 

Nintendo 64 Controllers OFFICIAL CONTROLLER ....17.99 RAPID RACER... 1s. 31.49 Strike, Actua Soccer semi-final edition, ear j 
ARCADE SHARK STICK _ ...34.99 SAN FRANCISCO RUSH . 31.99 Normality Inc playable demo, Zoo! 2, VaR : 

1 5 fire buttons, view control, analogue ee ae i 3 ; von 5 Lotus 3, Toyota Celica GT Rally and > iy =) 

changeable joys eutc-tre.end LOGIC 3 CONTROL TOMB RAIDER 2 .. "36.99 ; Tea Ge ee CONE om >. 
Sou eohGn: yStCK, STATION CONTROLLER ....11.99 V-RALLY oo. cic cece ees 85.49 — ABSOLUTELY FREE fag =. 

Se er, ee a Coons 8 tly OR FREE Fa 
OFFICIAL 3D CONTROLLERS 25.99 ; Saturn Games "ea FOOTBALL 

Available in many different colours: OFFICIAL ACTUA GOLF . 18.99 |¥ Full size 82 panel stitched PVC 
Black, Blue, Green, Grey, Red & Yellow ee es DIE HARD TRILOGY 93.99 coated football. Size 5 

24, DOOM... vee ter ene vee 19.99 
SHARICPAD PRO ss sesscsue3 21.99 Dual analogue control sticks and DRAGON FORCE ............ ...34.99 Other offers available. Offers subject to stock 5 fire buttons, 4 way view control, digital directional pad | DUKE NUKEM ........... 36.99 
analogue and digital directional MAXIMUM FORCE ...... ... ... ...28.99 
control, auto-fire function, slow PREMIER MANAGER 98 ... ... ...31.99 
motion function PREDATOR LIGHT GUN FOR RESIDENT EVIL ........ vee 187.99 

PLAYSTATION & SATURN...17.99 SONIC JAM |... vn 2999 Pa ER 
| Dual format gun. 3 speed cone 1 Y I AT “= ual format gun spee TOMB RAIDER ; 36°90 (=) 

autofire, bullet auto-load, 

availability. Overseas members add £2 postage 

  

  

    

SUPER PAD PLUS ...19.99 
5 fire buttons, view control, analogue 

  

  
         I snek coool aus fis tani, pre-set number of bullets WaRCRARTD > 82881) 6 months interest free when you spend a total of slow motion function and LED display lights WIPEOUT 2097... 34.99 over £250 on ANY goods from our entire range 
WORLDWIDE SOCCER 97... ...19.99 . TRIDENT PRO PAD <i10190 Ch Book Ask at our shops or phone 01279 600204 - subject to status 

er ASAOIGE SD SAITEK MEGAPAD 11 (X6-62) | eat Books 20% deposit. Pay the balance after 6 months or commence payments 
8 way directional thumb controller, JOYPAD ...15.99 COMMAND & CONQUER from £9 per month @ 29.8 APR. Either way there’s no interest for the analogue stick, 9 fire buttons, autofire, Ergonomic hand grip design, OFFICIAL GUIDE... ... «2... «16.99 first 6 hs - th APR. 
slow motion and LED display panel autofire, 8 turbofire buttons and [% DISCWORLD 2 irst 6 months - that's 0% 

    

  OFFICIAL STRATEGY GUIDE ...15.99     instantaneous response 

     

  

   
DUNGEON KEEPER r 1 

Sony KV14-M1 14” Special Reserve ZZAP.net OO ete enetietS2e Special Reserve 
FST colour TV 169.99 a a Pentium P200 MMX 999.99 UNAUTHORISED SECRETS. ... ...9.99 

    

<—_ 
    01279 600204 

    

: e PLAYSTATION SECRETS, 
* 14” FST Trinitron picture tube * pomp aie System | STRATEGIES AND SOLUTIONS 15.99 
¢ Front A/V inputs * Simple menu * Intel jlotherboard QUAKE! AUTHORISED : ; 

* Loop aerial . Remote control ae ae * Internet ready with STRATEGY GUIDE ... ... ... ... ...17.99 OR FAX YOUR ORDER ON 01279 726842 - We'LL FAX BACK TO CONFIRM 

  

    
      

Rear scart input SUPER MARIO 64 Members only - Joi di ligation to b thi * Widescreen option Fo ney * Windows 95 SURVIVAL GUIDE ‘aia lembers only - Join as you order - no obligation to buy anything 

TRIAL MEMBERSHIP JUST 50P (One macazine, ONE ORDER) * Works & Encarta TUROK DINOSAUR HUNTER 

OR ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP £6 (UK), £9 (EC) £12 (worto) 
* 40 great games OFFICIAL GUIDE 

Annual Membership includes 10 Club Magazines, one EDGE magazine (sent 
later) and our Book of 2001 Cheats. AND there’s a choice of fabulous free 

gifts if you buy just one item when you take out a £6 Membership. 
All prices include VAT and carriage to MOST UK mainland addresses. 

(BLOCK CAPITALS please) GAMESMASTER 
1Name & Address 

  

      
         

    

SPECIAL RESERVE Bic CLuB SHOPS 
Visit one of our great shops for massive selection at rock bottom prices 

We guarantee the lowest price in town - by a full £2 

1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
| 

. | 
' iO 1o . : fax/modem SPECIAL RESERVE PEN 9.30AM TO 8PM (MON-SAT) 104m TO 5PM (SUN & BANK Houipays) 

Lleol om ala ar a it Saaeae * 3D Diamond Stealth BOOK OF 2001 CHEATS 1,99 H 

ig | 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
I 
| 
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  CHELMSFORD 
43 Broomfield Road, 

BRISTOL 
351 Gloucester Road (A38), 

    

  

   

  

   

  

   

   

      

   

  

  

      
        

  

  
  

      

Bristol. Chelmsford, Essex. Postcode Phone No Machine 
1 ‘/ miles from the City Centre Just around the corner from lente membership number (if applicable) or 

Hes Tek eas lier NeW NEMBERSN et COAL han 
se 

| 

| EGHAM NOTTINGHAM | = 
168 High Street, 164 Derby Road, titer 
Egham, Surrey. Stapleford, Nottingham. jALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT rs 

Near Windsor and Staines 2 miles from junction 25 of the M1, |Cheque/P.0. /Mastercard/Creditcharge/Switch/Visa 
Grand Opening 15TH November near Kwik Fit and Pizza Hut 

Tel: 01784 473444 Tel: 0115 949 1000 
CREDIT CARD SWITCH 
EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE. (ISSUE NO.___) 
  UPMINSTER 

209/213 St Mary’s Lane, 

Upminster, Essex. 
2 miles from junction 29 of the M25. 

SAWBRIDGEWORTH 
The Maltings, Station Road, 

  

   

    

   
   

Immediate cheque clearance. Cheques payable to 

Sawbridgeworth, Herts. e Senate sone Special Reserve a 
the corner from the train station Opposite Somerfield Supermarket 

Tel: 01279 600399 Tel: 01708 225544 PO Box 847, Harlow, €M21 9PH 
Inevitably some products listed may not yet be available and prices may change. Please phone 01279 500204, Some items carry a £1 surcharge in our shops. SAVE = Saving off full recommended price. Sent to press 28/10/97 Errors & Ommisions Excluded. Inter-Mediates Ltd, T/A Special Reserve, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG 
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ike Acclaim’s NBA 
L license and their own 

NHL, EA's Madden 
series has been chugging 
along quite nicely for over 
five years now, servicing 

that small section of the 
British gaming public who are just as 

dedicated to America’s favourite sports as all the 

rest of us are to football. Whether these games 
actually are any good or not, certainly in the case 
of the rules-heavy American Football, is another 

question altogether. Especially if you lack the 
foreign lingo that is touchdowns and first and tens. 

  

Moninamillions! 

       

    
   

   

TEAM: PEOSKINS, mp 1. 
EMEC NTO WEAVE 
FOsITION: OB 

2 
wEONT 7 te 
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* wannto: BONY 
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COuTme of 
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Opting for the serious stuff rather than, as 
Midway's recent NBA Hangtime did, a host of 
weird and wonderful characters, Madden ‘98 
sets you the task of naming, positioning and 
apportioning your player to a team. You'll also 
be able to dabble in the wonders of height and 
weight, Hut, hut, hut! 

  

Skills, then. Where to start? Well, you've 
obviously got to look at where you've 
positioned your player. Ol’ Tim’s been placed at 
QuarterBack, a pivotal part of any American 
Football team. So, he'll need high levels of 
awareness, naturally, and a good sprinkling of 
throwing power. 
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But, the Americans go mad for Madden year, after year, 
after year — despite microscopic and largely superficial 
changes — and so too the members of the Other Sports 
community, here in Blighty. So, you’d concede, it must be 
fairly good. And stepping into the minefield of 
breathtakingly comprehensive tactics and spades of 
playing options, you'd be right. This is, indeed, what ISS 
Pro is to football. 

Madden himself is still a lardy, pink-rinsed old spud 
of a man who, it would seem, has an unearthly 
knowledge of American Football. (Sorry about this Other 
Sports people, but we've just got to explain). In fact, so 
huge is he - in popularity terms, not stature — that he 
even has his own camera angle and catchphrases. 

dene edie fad 
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_ CREATE. miaye? es fis sisi 

CHOATE TIM WEAVER AT AN 
4 AWMHUAL SALARY OF $4.2m7 

VEVERLMO LES armen 4 

   

Yep. $4.2m a year. That's what I'm worth. 
About three million quid. Basically, your wage 
mirrors how much skill you've chosen to hand 
your player. And being, erm, me and 
everything. well, | guessed I'd up the old 
attribute levels as much as possible. Now | can 
live in luxury like that geezer in Jerry Maguire. 
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Though, you'll rightly wonder, what's so great about lines 
like, “That's either poor defence or great offence”. Well, 
obviously. 

On-field, you'll probably feel like you're taking a 
mathematics degree. If all the talk of gains and seconds 
and stuff doesn’t start tickling your cranial-chords, then 
the choice of six playing strategies that flash up every 
time the ball becomes dead - i.e. play stops — will. Make 
your selection — whether knowingly or not — and play 
resumes again for another couple of seconds. Then stops 
again... then resumes... etc. 

The nature of American football is such that 
proceedings were always going to be a bit like that. 
They are every year. But, there's nothing wrong with a 

  

B_ Tuomas 
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    910. SMITH = © 
66K. TRULICK i. 
29 5. TURNER ~ te a . 

  

  

31 0. POUNDS... Fe Th 79 48 
any 107 25 L. EVANS we *s ”7 7” 42 

45 8. WALKER $s 77 7" s¢ 

7s 2 TM WEAVER O68 967 «66 96 Om Poot 

And so here | am. Right at the bottom of the 
roster, admittedly, but raring to grasp my 
chance. If only all new team members — with 
no previous experience — could start playing on 
a wage of three million a year. Then | really 
would move to America... I'm a Yankee Doodle 
Dandy... land of the free(ish) here | come!



       yg, auecems GANTERICATMTTTATETATe 
B 
eI} & So, how exactly do you score a goal in 

American football? Well, technically, you 
don't see? It's more like this... 

  

5. Young here is 
your QuarterBack. 
Now, as explained 
elsewhere on this 
page. the 
QuarterBack — or 

. OB, for short (one 
S een for dropping into 

conversations, that) — 
is the link between the back of your playing formation and the 
front. Or the Receiver. The Receiver is rather like your centre 
forward, waiting for the ball to come in over the top. 

Hetes, SCUMARTBS. . e SS Sates Se 
Receiver — that's 
G. Hearst — the OB en aE em EE Ge 
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    This, then, is your tactics. Flashing 
up every time the ball dies a death, 
there's six choices available to you. 

COVELE CRUS3 ONEIDE CEPT 

I 
attempts to pick ee ee 

      

  

    

(Although, itdoes look like three, the Soy Sb SOG sei late It eo. = til a 
others are behind, see?). Selectone == Govivi vRei SATICE LP won't always veh = i = 
using B then, when play resumes, the perrallae thie COneTe 

eS NIE th) bain, sala 03. 08-42 1:0,4, sit : especially as some opponents are quicker to close him down 
be eee = = ae ae - “wa than others. But your men will always try to protect the QB so 
SURE the opp ee! cu [pee] BL sreciat he can reach the Receiver as frequently as possible. something new. Nice. = ORE RETYRN LL WEOLE HERE 

console sports game including every whim and detail Having said that, however, the visuals lack the sort _ Received! The throw 
that its real-life counterpart does. And, American of finesse the Saturn is undoubtedly capable of. They're from Young, Aah 
Football without stoppages in play is like football the same as last year, yes, but the players look strangely oP 4A Pre tr 
without goals. It’s part and parcel of the game. bland now, legging it about the field in a slightly robotic F aa » supremely oraiet 

This ‘98 version has one significant advantage over fashion. And, when the camera zooms back to show i (that is, after all 
its previous incarnation, though. It now boasts over 150 __ them lining up, you'll sometimes struggle to even see a Se what he's paid $4 2 
brand new Madden-scripted playing strategies. them, especially when its snowing. 4 g 2 million for. no?) ay 
Essentially, this means that, whilst playing, you'll be able But, visuals do not a good game make and, thus, <p iy ant Hearsty hae to 
to peruse a host of ever-more-inventive formations and _ this relies as heavily as ever on its ability to immerse the ere te ea Ris enOeSsenta: 
attack and defence manoeuvres. There'll seemingly be —_ fan into all areas of the game. And it's a job it does speed. It’s a bit like rugby now, actually, He's got it and he's p 
little between each move at first — one squiggle’s much splendidly, even if the Madden series could do with a got to run for the line, whilst being pursued by opponents 
like another — but try a few different tactics and you'll more significant injection of something different next intent on breaking his legs jumping up and down on him and 
soon see how variation in play can reap dividends. time round. It would, after all, be a shame to see such a then knawing his arms off! Well. being a litle rough anyway! 

Off the field, there’s little to choose between this highly rated series go the way of FIFA. : : 
and Madden ‘97. All 30 NFL stadiums are once again Some of us would rather experience a nasty ferret 
meticulously reconstructed from the originals — boasting _ incident than play this. But, for those in the “know”, this And he’s still 
notable features like the Detroit Thunderdome’s roofing _is the best darn slice of American footballing pie you'll going. The one 
(where Brazil played during the World Cup in 1994)- __ ever taste. Even if it is virtually the same game thing he’s got to 
whilst the players offer the same wealth of moves as they offered up last year. 3 avoid, though, is 
previously (150 in all, wouldn't you know). Tim Weaver those flying 

“ tackles raining in 
from all sides. If eh 2 

he’s brought down, tig eos es . 
the ball becomes E 
dead and play zips to That Bit Where They All Line Up 
(technical term, obviously). In every match, play is allowed to 
stop four times (called ‘downs’}) before teams are penalised. 

Touchdown! This is 
what American 
football's about. 

Legging it ina 
headless chicken- 

3 : 8 style fashion to this 
| Be [pee ey colourful area 

: Tabi behind the dead ball 
TDUCHOOWNTT. DITTR PASSES TOM. line and then, sort of 
ALS FORA GAM SO ey stopping and celebrating a bit. It certainly hasn't quite got the 
—— ES fluid majesty of a 25-yard pile driver but the ol’ Yankies live 

for it. Someone cut me a slice of Mom's homemade apple pie. 
before | start getting all weepy! God bless America! 

[GRAPHICS sounos eer OVERALL 
A bit ropey, actually. The Sati ommentary, rash t Madd 
players lo of like ve eye cated ~ § r "oN tieeemeca sd 

n constructed from and a variety of mt, (04 on gene her oll buying. If nol, 
tiny cubes. plonky tunes. could want. this is essential. 
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(Above) A iarbt body parts. 

  

    
P Handy for stewing. iy ’ , 

4 EN = aS Ae i a 
is 4 j Es : i 3 ANY , A { we 

— tae : Sues | 4 
| an ' a Cup of tea, ‘ ~—ai a a oe vicar? Piece of : ass fy Bei) cake? Suit : 

The first boss is huge, many-headed ay eNO yourself. “Riu 
and firebreathing. Bless. & rigs | 
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A bit too much er, how can we 
put it politely... arse, dear. } 

Us 

\ 
  

Bees v ; ; he ; \ \ . cin 

Dying brings on this tippy headspn-blur effect. That's the last time you tol | \ | 
Why? We've no absolutely no idea. her to do the dishes sonny. { j i\ ; : 

Tomb Raider meets Resident IN j i) | ; | 
Evil meets Tekken 2. Sounds rt a e 
good, at least. 4a x in “Q———_ ecasionaly, yout come acros a smashatle crate. Within hese 

handily scattered boxes you'll find health and weapons. Handy that. 

ELL: AREAL URES 
4) 

{ 2 A 
aay | 

Plenty of teeth on display here. 
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You can choose from the two oddbods below — your selection makes no difference to the game's overall structure — and prbascment in Spit aficds. ig i 5 os 

deploy them against the legions of the undead. Think of it as the EastEnders Christmas omnibus. ™ a 
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UP Trowbridge, dark city 
<Y ESM HNES Uglior and of the night SHALL be 

slower, but more powerful. mine. & ha aha a ha ha 

HA! etc.. 

  

N 48492 Something of a looker and 
nimble with it. Speed is her main advantage.    
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Rock boy — likes smashing Bog standard zombie — tends to Crowley — the main villain and Demon — all flailing arms and 
through walls, well it's a hobby! get up unless decapitated. always one step ahead. it 
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Two-headed demon — for you, Rock man — like his little Boss One — many headed, fire- . \ 
two heads are not better. brother, but worse. breathing. doesn’t like bullets. a 4 z 

en 
switch. You've opened the door, and letthis o 

FUMING AMUItTOUNEKIGHtiNE! 

  

Despite its cloying AG : 

atmosphere, Nightmare MS 

Creatures ends up as a = : 
fairly simple exercise in ‘ 
undead monster slapping. —_ | 4 — of ina 

Nothing wrong with thatof |. = ne s Ie ee a 

course, but thanks to its i « a 3 

y | t 
| 

wonky combat system, you = 
need only two attacks. ‘” i; 
Forget your block button, nh f Fi 

because the monsters Be aa ack Z a Ra 
attack at random, and you c : 
can't even see them Hit up and attack to take out the zombies. You need to use For any of the other, larger monsters we recommend an even 
swinging at you. Instead this powerful swinging attack to dismember them or they simpler technique. Back them up against a wall and hammer 
try some of this. .. just keep coming up. that attack button to trigger the combo system. Too simple. 

* 

| a 
t P. 3 Jeo 

items eam buttons atcess 

you've collected on the way. 

\ : ; 

el 
A tad gloomy, this London, iN c:) Nadia’s pretty tasty with a backtip, 

SOUNDS GAMEPLAY) OVERALL 
Nightmare Creatures P lity metal It looks like Tomb It’s not small, but will NO. OF PLAYERS [i song a. Derk gothic E55 Bp giant 9g Ei) Raider crossed with tov peer ie (7) 

  

Resident Evil i" id of random 
doesn’t even come Li oe ‘deaths? 

es” involvement in this 
game’s development. FROM pF SHE allel rg Ieokiog monsters. 

TPRICE/$4499 0 
a AILABLE Now J UD G EME N T Despite its brutal atmosphere and neat monsters its flawed gameplay makes Nightmare Creatures a crushing disappointment. 
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A bit of jostling a 

jocular jet boatin 
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Race 64 for the 

excellence Rapid Racer marries seamless 

water effects, pop-up free scenery, genuinely 

pacey on-wafer boating and a big name soundtrack. 

$o its foundations are as solid as a concrete 

harbour, but it fails to live up to expectations. Like 

FIFA ’97, it’s showy and slick but ultimately lacking. 
The switch from Wave Race 64's jet skis to high- 

powered, futuristic-looking speed boats is a welcome one. 
For all the beauty of the water effects and feel of 
Nintendo’s title, mopeds on water aren’t exactly the stuff 
sweat-addled dreams are made of. Sony’s intentions are 
clear — to beat all those Ninty code-boffins at their own 
game. Faster speeds, classier vehicles, better stunts. 

Bo a supremely high level of technical   

Ba 

  Gorgeous courses and 

     

  

       

  

Porsche Challenge on the Briney? Wave 
PSX 7 Mmm, not quite... 

wer-ups and pitfalls. Here's a 

Depends rather on how 

Or 

flap 1/3 

O:42:-80 

So, just how fast is Rapid Racer? Well, on straights it 

hammers along, succeeding easily in its quest to displace 
Wave Race as the quickest thing on HzO. Hit turbo and 
things really start to get manic. Especially when you're 
having to contend with bends, drops, currents, cliff faces, 

jumps and lava. 
Classier vehicles? Oh, yes. Though, these aren’t your 

standard Howard’s Way craft, you know. These are sleek, 

knife-ended, completely undercover aqua-machines that 
skim across the water at speeds spiralling into the 100s. 
They’re certainly far more enticing and trendier than 
Wave Race’s jet skis. These are the sort of 
machines that we'd all love to cruise along the 
beach front at Bognor, Brighton or Blackpool. 

kd bid bad 
EEE dd 

   

   

  

Five star! 
Up to five players can compete in Rapid 
Racer but not using a multi-tap. Basically. there's 
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one of three choices: Head-to-Head. Sudden Death and 
Winner Stays On. Head-to-Head merely sets you the chance to 
defeat a mate then gloat, whilst Sudden Death has the loser banished from 
competition and Winner Stays On is a sound opportunity for one person to dominate. 

  

So, how do those stunts compare? Ah, well that’s where 

Rapid Racer goes the way of the Titanic. It's frequently 
unbelievably harsh in its treatment of the player. Often, 
even if you clip the edges of the rocks, you spin 
uncontrollably around, unable to do anything for precious 
seconds and, for a game that so encourages speed and 
so frequently has you whipping along jostling for first 
place, it’s coronary-inducing to watch your boat unable to 
leap across the smallest of above-water mounds. 

But, even that doesn’t prevent the game from being 
ludicrously easy to finish. There’s a good helping of 

tracks, certainly, but — on Novice — 

you'll have the standard seven 
ames 4 finished within an hour. And the 

2 reason? Well, essentially, all courses 

play the same. Their layout is 
different, obviously, but they all have 
the same hazards and problems So, 

once you've grasped what's required, 
there’s not much more to test you. 
Which is a shame because, built 

around the wafer thin core, is a 

super-thrilling premise, 

uniquely twisting the likes of 

Ridge Racer and Porsche 
Challenge. With a little more 
attention to detail, it could 
have succeeded in equalling 
both of those. Oh well, here’s 

to the sequel, eh? 

Tim Weaver" 

Even with a two-player 
mode.and three 
ditfic settings, this 
won't last you long. 

water effects that ooze ‘ou like Apollo 
loveliness. This is one of 440. But, certainly, erm, 

kicking. large it! i 

  

iggles even 
nad Racer. the games solid points. 

  

   



   

  

     
   

       

SEENOUMINNEOURL 
The characters 
fall, dive and even 

strut in a realistic 

manner and the 
play friendly 
camera angles gh | Eat \ - 
allow for easy : es ae >». Cty ~S 

New york PACK PyrAMD-EITY “a Ae etn ge shot placement. —e=x—_—_""#"—-—- BYE eS 
Take a close look 
Mr Henman! 
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So good they named it twice. A fast + Deep In the mystical East Pyramid Watch your players bob up and Thrill to the responsive crowd high Last seen in the movie Spartacus, 
court good for baseline rallies. City is visually lush. down with the waves. Wicked. on strawberries and ice-cream. a very atmospheric venue indeed. 
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bi Soft’s new Tennis Arena doesn’t — enough and after a set number of shots a special move —_—_ aspiring Spice Girl, among others, 
U take itself too seriously, which is a _ (indicated by a star at the players feet) enables the ball —_ really add a uniquely comic 

good thing. It has a multi-tap to be blasted at top speed across to your opponent. element to this sporty game. 
option for a doubles match of up to four You can choose from simple baseline rallies to get your This has the advantage over 
players, which is an even better thing skill up, to edge away from the net side stand-offs. Or Ocean's Break Point, so if you 
and it gives you a choice of five simply move effortlessly between the two when the mood want a tennis game for your 

Ddifferent courts including a Roman or confidence takes you. Controlling the players couldn’t — Saturn this winter make the 
colosseum, a Stadium aboard an Ocean be simpler with buttons A + B operating the crucial break and go for this. It’s got 

liner which dips slightly with the waves ground shots while button C unleashes the specials. For bags of gameplay and 
and ~ best of all - a court in Pyramid the more advanced player top spin and side spin can be serves it up with the kind of 
City, deep in the sands of ancient Egypt —_ added with the shoulder buttons. cheeky grunt we've come 
(King Tut was a big tennis fan). Each of the five umpires have their own to expect from all tennis 

Take your pick from eight weird players —_ personalities. In New York they’re brash yet chummy, femme fatales. Sm 
"(plus two hidden ones) and as well as the five while in England they're stereotypically stuffy. The courts lain White a 5s 

©) arenas you are initially offered there’s also are small which helps to make distances fairly easy to 

        

   

    

   

   

  

hidden one. The crowd cheer with passion and judge. But the game really comes into its own in two or 
’ a big-head-mode adds to the cup of fun which four-player mode, where you and a group of mates can 
often threatens to overflow. get smash-happy, producing a real racket in the process. 

Like a Genesis album, Tennis Arena is easy to get The weird characters on offer — a Frenchman, a 

into, yielding deeper rewards the more you play. sumo wrestler, a tank-girl look-a-like, some Aussie 
The players jump and dive realistically golfing dude, a gymnast stuck in a red tracksuit and an 

  

One thing Tennis Arena doesn't lack is a sense of humour. Check out 
these crazy characters... 

      

   
   

     

    
  

   

You have a wealth of camera angles to watch the 
action from. Tennis Spice goes for a smash... 

You can almost hear the waves lapping in the 

background from here. 
     
    

    
     

  

Young Taylor is only 19, but never has to wait There's even a camera angle from the audience. Baseline rallies are a good way of increasing 
long for a doubles partner. Wonder why? It's like Wimbledon, without Sir Cliff's singing. your co-ordination before moving up to the net. 
  

Be ceiraee (311) Gactnet (20) 
: volley down the outstays its welcome. 

ennares JUDGEMENT 

    

NO. OF PLAYERS | 

= So ee = 
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racing boys and gals that you may have 

spotted in Tom Cruise’s Days of Thunder, and 

  
attraction for British racing fans, it’s "or 

made respectable appearances on 

PC and there’s no denying that this 
is an admirably effective slab of 

sporty sim-racing. 
It's yet another EA license 

extravaganza, meaning that, at the very 

least, you get an up-to-date roster of drivers 
(who have manly one-syllable names like Mike, 
Dale, Butch, Kyle and — we kid you not — Hut), an 

impressive replay suite and the full talking-head, pre-race 
build-up, courtesy this time, of ‘NASCAR authority’ Bob 

‘Tucker’ Jenkins. Cheers then, Bob. 
The game does occasionally stray from the strict 

confines of copyrighted reality to include some ‘fantasy’ 
tracks, though. Crucially, EA’s fantasies stretch as far as 

the odd unbanked right turn, meaning that you aren’t 
stuck on the deadly dull oval circuits that the Americans, 

for some reason, seem to favour. 
Yes, there’s some proper cornering to be done, thank 

T
E
S
T
E
D
 

Lap Time < 
Bo: so a eer 

me 2 REST LAP BES TOM SS 

rurt 

MN AtCOMTi quizes! 
Turn your oversteer right up, for starters, 
and you'll find tit the anacceptable wie 
turning circle disappears th ( 
your tyre pressure up while 
stop yourself _ Just 
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ASCAR - the National Association of Stock Car 

Auto Racing - is the network of good old 

NASCAR ‘98 is its first PlayStation game. engine zips along at a highly 

While the license will have little ys respectable rate, and once you 

  

What is ger as Gasek 
Southern rock is actually 
Toe-curling, electric- 
banjo-boogie. Turn it off. 

sof E 4. 

  

van 2 ANP os 

rT Seaiiigiess license over here, but a 
surprisingly smart racer, nonetheless... 

God, and it’s just as well, because it would have been a 

real shame if NASCAR ‘98's impressive performance had 
been wasted on constant banking. It’s not the best looking 

or most detailed racing game ever, but the 

compact field means that any slip-up, especially on the 
non-oval courses, leaves you a lot of catching up to do. 

NASCAR ‘98 holds its own in the sim end of the 
market easily enough but it also has a real ace up its 

sleeve. The two-player, split-screen is amongst 
the very best we've seen. There's little or no 

slow-down, even when six CPU cars are on 

screen, with plenty of detail retained. 
Most importantly it leads to some close, 
competitive racing. Compare that to the 

lonely, flat split-screen experience of F1 
‘97, and you might want to consider EAs 

unfancied outsider instead. No, Really. 

Will Groves 

    =» start tweaking your set-up, 
your stock car’s handling 
reveals itself to be both 
more complex and 
manageable than first 
impressions suggest, 

especially if you’re using an 
analogue pad. There’s a definite 

tendency to spin out when 
braking hard, but 

the odd barely 

   controlled Pa ||| 

powers , wD SLIPSTREAMING 
ossible, and \ \ | 

He ody satisfying \ LE ’ Such is the importance of this technique = =~ 
Sen tcaaieds lig Yi) —— and the admirable thoroughness of NASCAR 
a risky manoeuvre i ‘98's engine that slipstreaming is an € 
Kewevechothe at j essential skill on oval circuits when you're 
Highly compenive P», |! playing at the harder levels. It even 

racing and Vv manages to make them fun. Just get behind 
the car in front and, as you get closer. you'll 
notice your speed shooting up. Now nip out and ‘round him. Simple. 

  

   

  

    
        

    
   

  

   

      

  

peinlen ies ¢ 

01:01; 000 ae OF: OF: 

1 Bobby ieliesnes 24 Jeff Cordon 

tooding... 

    

  

    
   

  

    

  

         Plenty of tracks, all 
those car G59 figuration 
“options and a super 

  

arcade peers, 
ae ps thei. 140 87
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It’s not the first game to give you the chance y to 
play the baddie, but it is the most destructive e. 

cause on a little Vespa scooter. Crashing through 

glass-enclosed arcades, riding as gung-ho as a 

Gallagher through supermarkets, scattering 
shoppers and goods alike and smashing through as 

many roadblocks as the police can chuck at you. 
Felony 11-79s a great fun game. There’s no denying 

that. As well as your Vespa scooter you're given the 

chance to sit behind the wheel of a pick-up truck, family 

saloon and — our favourite — a mini (later you're offered 

| Be amazing the amount of damage you can 

  

Fach level has at least one secret route for you to discover and drive. In Paris you can seek out the 
Metro and play a game of chicken with the trains if you like. Of course it means you'll be outside the 
time limit but it does add a teeny bit of extra life to a game that's all over too quickly anyway. 

    

  

  

  

  

    
They're a little gly § in 
places and deci Kalin odd 
f others ni eae 
up to scratch. 

(vine we” Bry yao ao 

- ae ~ S a ee 

the chance to drive buses, dump trucks and stretch limos), 

taking each along the game’s three courses. Your goal is 
the same as in 99% of driving games everywhere — finish 
the course within the tight time limit that’s imposed. 

You know where you're starting from, you know 
where you're finishing. How you get there is largely left 
up to you. Take shortcuts through any shops and offices 
you can and complete any tasks that have been set along 
the way (the first course has you collecting five sticks of 
dynamite from within a collection of large crates in order 

to blow open some gates 

all and sundry before you 
is splendid, seeing your 
vehicle become 
increasingly mangled is a 
giggle and... Hang on! 

score then? Well, it’s like 
this... You'll finish the 

game in a day. The time 
limits are tight but they’re 
beatable. Once you‘ve 
finished all three courses 
the only thing left to do is 
drive ‘em again and try to 

  

NMIALCHINE SEL 

BUS 

ial best Teak of the : 
Super fun for the 

Srhole day buf really no 
longer than that. 

Great engines noises but 
doll and repetitive 
screams. Unmemorable 
tunes too. 

  

Smack me bus up! 

    
    

later along the route). It’s a 
right royal treat. Scattering 

Why’s it getting such a low 

a. ALS 
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do ‘em quicker. It’s top while it lasts, but let your dozey 
mate who doesn’t take GamesMaster’s advice buy it and 
have a go on theirs. Don’t shell out yourself. 

Andy Smith *! 

(ome Lime ' 

kame § “x. 

Vree Ares 

EEN 
~ ARCAI 

  
Once everything’s been 
smashed, The tiepteron 
to go b back and smash it 
again is resistible. 
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HERCRINERCRANIEVERVIEEKInauhenc! 
Fires arent the only thing Rosco has to worry about, you know... 

K, Hn i Ss R r ji F : i & 

  
  

  

throu Shout but the 
pee FX are terrific. 

  

   



FUSION UK 
4 villiers buildings, buckingham street, 
aylesbury, buckinghamshire HP20 2LE 

tel: 01296 337354 

fax: 01296 394570 
F103: 

- 150.00 
all our machines are imports so you will get a ful screen 
picture and it runs 207 faster — all our machines are 
ready to run and come with 6 months guarantee 

- 25.00 

- 60.00 

- 65.00 

- 60.00 

- 30.00 

- 55.00 

- 60.00 

extreme g (us) 

goldeneye (us) 

diddy kong racing (us) 

racing championship (Jap) 

top gear rally (us) 

zelda 

joypads 
ray, black, blue, yellow, green and red, compatible with all 
machines — please include second choice 

memory paks - 16.00 
{ meg compatible with all machines 
jolt paks - 15.00 
NOW IN model 3 convertor .- 16.00 
will let you play any game on any machine new stock every week 

Games Console 
Phone 07000 PlayStation 

i 
SONY 

SEGA LN 8 a> 
Stockists of USA, Jap and UK Consoles and Software. 

Call for full prices 

* US GoldenEye 64 £59.95 
* Tamagotchi 

ALL CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

NEXT DAY DELIVERY CALL FOR DETAILS 

555i Tel: 01252 810649 Fax: 01252 810650 

E-mail: games.console@btinternet.com 

Visa. 
cir 160 Fleet Road e Fleet e Hampshire 

No.1 for mail order and service 
First uith all neu yeleiysses ive lead, others follow 

J League Dynamite Soccer 
World Soccer 3 

Sou 
Rage Racer Mario Kart 
Bushido Blades Mischief Makers 

Blast Corps Tobal 2. ; 
Lotaheranan 64 Street Fighter Collection 
Mace ; Street Fighter X 
Tetrisphere Directors Cut Resident Evil 
Starfox Puyo Puyo 3 oe Multi Racing Championship wild Coprer pe ee Heroes isa ; £79.99 Hiryo No Ken Twin Ace Combat 2 jue cpl ) Hyper Olympics Cool Boarders 2 bd en % Virtua Pro Wrestling Street Fighter Collection xtreme J League II 3 Clayfighter Tekken 

i Blue Sabre 
ee Xn MPORTS _) Resident Evil 2 
Diddy Kong Racing mb Raider 2 

I *% of Fighters 
Banjo & Kazooie o Zar 
Yoshis Island Marvel Superheroes £5 eg seelaegene 
Nagono Olympics Streetfighter Collecti 

. Be Kingfield 1 & 2 
Quake Japan Nati 
San Francisco Rush @& one Beyond 

Ogre Battle 
Final Fantasy 7 (US) 

UNIVERSAL CONVERTERS NOW IN STOCK 

New releases coming on all systems daily - ring for details. Best deals on 
part-exchange. Lots of back-catalogue games in stock on all systems. 

NFL Quarterback '98 Magical Drop 3 

Last Bronx 
Mystical Ninja useum Encore 

WCW Vs World Tour Dead of Aliv, 

Vandal Hearts 

RING FOR LOWEST PRICES 

Trade enquiries welcome. 

Next day delivery - Over 200 Import PlayStation Games In Stock 

Lan 
Also at: 10 Mill Hill * Leeds + LS1 500 (near Railway Station/City Centre) Tel: 0113 234 1116     

       

    

TIMESTAR SOFTWARE 
29 Beverley Rise, Harraby. Carlisle, Cumbria, CA1 3RX 

Tel (01228) 20643 

Games Unlimited 
+ Where you can buy Mail Order 
games at Mail Order prices. 

* Mail Order prices in all our 
shops! 

¢ Unique part-exchange system 
from £3 

* All formats carried, both 
hardware & software, at 
unbelievable prices 

Find us at; 

   

   
   

   
All PlayStation Games 

PRONE FOR LATEST SOFTWARE & PRIGESI 
Send cheques/Postal Orders to the above address and make 

payable to TIMESTAR SOFTWARE 
Postage & Packing FREE UK maintand only 

   
   

  

Sun-Wed 9-5-30 

Thurs-Sat 9-7-30 

Mail Order Hotline: 01895 255325 

0 nes 

To atlvertise in the UK's fastest 

growing multi-format mag 

call Tarik on 

01225 AA22A4 
Free design/typesetting service available 

   OFFICIAL 

    

   
       

    

   

  

    

    

SONY — 
CENTRE ~ 

TAMWORTH GAMES Games Addiction ——_praystttion 
PlayStation treatment centre! ere 
Saturn PC CD ROM     

Best cash & trade-in BEYOND 
prices on Earth! 

  

     Tottenham 
Ct. Rd. 

Q171 434 0755 
NINTENDO 64 SONY PLAYSTATION SEGA SATURN AMIGA PC-CD-ROM ACCESSORIES CONSOLES GAMES NINTENDO 64 SONY 

THE WOODLEY TRADING POST LTD : 
@ LATEST TITLES - EXTENSIVE RANGE 

Also a large selection of second hand games         

  

Tel / Fax 0181 648 4469 

297 Tamworth Lane, Mitcham, Surrey, CRq 1DD 

     
    

@ SAME-DAY DESPATCH FROM STOCK ON CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
@ MASTERCARD/VISA/AMERICAN EXPRESS WELCOME 
@ INCLUSIVE PRICES - NO HIDDEN EXTRAS FOR UK DELIVERY 

© EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

@ ESTABLISHED 1994 

CALL FOR OUR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFERS AND STOCKLIST !! 

TEL O118 - 9616781 FAX 0118-961 7465 
E-MAIL WTPOST@AOL.COM 

-& = = i PlayStation. 
ANOS $9 OONZININ SIWVD STIOSNOD SHLOSSTIN WOL-DD-d VWY NRNLYS VIPS NOLWSAY Td ANOS #9 OANZININ 
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Nintendo 64 £ 

Bomberman 64 41.99 

Diddy Kong Racing 42.99 

Doom 64 42.99 

Duke Nukem 64 phone 

GoldenEye 007 42.99 

Lamborghini 64 46.99 

N64 Hardware f£ 

N64 Console + Pad 79.99 

Carry Case 9.99 

Control Pad 19.99 

Memory Card 1MB 9.99 

PlayStation Hardware 

PlayStation with 2 109.99 

Controllers + 1MB 

Hyper Control Pad 8.99 

Memory Card 1MB 9.99 

Memory Card 8MB_ 19.99 

Pocket Gameboy 34.99 

Pocket Gboy + Tetris 42.99 

PlayStation 

Abe's Oddysee 

Destruction Derby 

Fade To Black 

Formula 1 '97 

Independence Day 

Jurassic Park LW. 

Nuclear Strike 

V Rally 

PC CDROM 

Abe's Oddysee 

Dark Reign 

Worms 2 

Lylat Wars + Rumble 42.99 

Mace phone 

Mario Kart 64 39.99 

Mischief Makers 42.99 

Rampage World T. phone 

Super Mario 64 39.99  
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Get tooled up and ready to rumble, it’s a martial >. 
arts-faithful beat-em-up for the real devotee... ao 

WARRIORS 
Ml 0 (| p = I] S lj le | Where would the heat-em-up be without its many modes? Doesn't bare thinking about. Dynasty Warriors has everything you'd expect: one-player. two-player, practice, 

time attack, endurance and a nice tournament game with a World Cup Wall Chart-style diagram of who's fighting who. 

  

TOURNAMENT 

ee. Fee es SP ee Re 

The ‘real’ characters and locations —_ Time Attack has John from Gladiators —_ A Training Mode a la Tekken 2. Watch The heads’ under the life bars And where would be without a classy 
makes one-player compelling. timing you with whistle in hand. those buttons along the bottom. indicate who's up next. Tournament Mode? Scuppered. 

tt 

hice \ Cockles ant Mosous. (Sorry) 
Dynasty Warriors lets you come back with only a sliver of life 
left. Just as your opponent is readying their smug victory dance 
you can unleash a Mosou Attack. Produce enough hits to fill the 

bar at the foot of the screen up and with a flash of lightning you 
can inflict some serious damage and pump your energy bar 
back up. It's not over till it's over. 

  The ching of steel and it lacks in dazzle ie to start sie ee (0) ERG) cn pcre Tn ee ee 77 
flashy Blade and correct : defensive ff ££, xX 
bot still, not bad. Somaliypical Joy beck fig Satistyi Ee a |   

   



THE PREMIER 
TECHNOLOGY 
MAGAZINE 

INSIDE THE 
LATEST iSSUE: 

50 of the best gadgets to beg for this Christmas 

Handheld computers: which one’s right for YOU? 

Amazing new hardware, direct from Japan 

Focus on digital photography — is it worth investing in? 

PLUS! The very worst techy Christmas tat 

AR |  - EVERY MONTH 
ST NEW HARDW NESE 

FIRST WITH THE BE . HOT NEW JAPA' ] 
EXCLUSIVE: WARDWARE, PLUS... 

cept cars | 

3 trial issues for only £4.50 
@ Save £1.45 an issue on the cover price 

@ Each issue delivered free to your home 

Title (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)............0000+0004Nitials. 

SUMAME .rersesseeesseen 

Address....... 

POSTCODE scsesssinsseres 

Daytime telephone... 

| would like to pay by 

C1 cheque (payable to Future Publishing) _] visa L] 

Access 

Card number 

sunEXpiry date 

Date 

SIQMALUCE.scsssscssesseersrseee 

Offer ends 31 December 1997. Valid in the UK only. 

Return to: T3 Subscriptions, Freepost (BS4900), 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 6BR 

ORDER HOTLINE: 01225 822511 
Code T3T3 

  

Issue 15 
on sale now! 

£2.95 
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Assault! 

Dubbed in English * Approximately 30 minutes 
Catalogue No: VHSBW/003D ¢ RRP £12.99 © Certificate 12 

te 

Part 2 : Ghost Ship 
Dubbed in English * Approximately 40 minutes 

Catalogue No.: VHSEL/002D © RRP £12.99 © Certificate 12 

" 

QROER YOUR GOPIES NG! 

send aes CHEQUE/ 

’ POSTAL 
ORDER FOR 
£13.99 for 1 Video inc. P+R, 
£27.48 for 2 videos inc. P+P 

MAKE PAYABLE TO 
A.D. VISION. 
SEND YOUR COMPLETED 

ORDER FORM TO: 

A.D. VISION UK 
PO BOX 9 

BANGOR, GWYNEDD, 
LL57 1ZA 
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3 Play Station PC GAMER December es et 26 November 

Power |e =canen 
SPEQIAL 

TOMB Trguilt: al 
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Street Fighter Ex Plus Alpha! 

MASSIVE 

POSTER? 

 



SWS. ist 
WSH O 5:01 

ist GOAL : 
ASSISTED BY'GRUNBER! files 

INN eNNOliNiGallymconMectueRsian! 
Or the PC version as Amazing. Spend a few hundred ... spend hours installing it in ... bloody thing to work and you 
it will be known quid on a piece of hardware... your PC and getting the... can have graphics like this. 
when it hits the 
shops. These shots 
show off just how 

good your ice 
hockey will look if 

you bung one of 
those lovely 3D 

accelerator cards 
into your machine. 

MatchineMmEsullt! 
These players are paid millions per season to perform but all sulk 

like little kids when they get sent to the sin bin for persistent 

nasty fouls or fighting. A foul will cost you two minutes in the bin 

while a fight will cost you a whopping five minutes. So 

remember, “If you can't handle the time. don't do the crime” as 

Ice Hockey coaches are inclined to yell at their charges. 

‘5 through! Swi 3 1st 
see WSH 0 7:33 
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Wid 1st 
WSHO 7:50 He's on his own. 

: Oh you dirty 
#£*¢, that was a 

= foul ref. 
Anything blatant 
like this and 
you'll be off for 

a couple 

of minutes. 

When your 

player reaches 
the sin bin he 
starts waving his 
arms around, 
making gestures 
at the ref and 
generally 
behaving like a 
spoilt brat. 

aie 
“you ® to = cal _ effects ahve round. J : : 

ee La & 3 wer EN a This ste deere slice of psychotic sports pie is one of the most entertaining American sports games yet. 

Se ne rsa OT ne  



   
      

  

     
hings were much simpler in the old days. at the D-pad bumps the slimy hero in the wrong 

  

    
: Q —eee oe a 

- = T:: colour of your BMX bike was how you direction — you don’t have much margin for error. i ‘i A: 
, v) judged a man, you knew exactly who was This is not easy nor is it much fun either. Most —_—— — 5 = —— = = 
- _ ¢arrying on with who in Brookie and arcade levels involve Frogger trying to rescue some little - . 
- games had you nudging frogs across roads so chums that are scattered around the level — 

they didn’t get patéd by a thundering stream of within a ferocious time limit. The frustration ee 
passing cars. level is very high and despite the fact that a +! ? Peeerice: 

And = thank my aching thumbs — Frogger’s back! the levels are all varied the action’s the same a? TONguetastic U 
This time though, he’s brought some polygons with him throughout and it soon pales. Frogger was Frogger s got a new sticky tongue! As you 
for full-on 3D frog-hopping action. There are some 40 fun back in the early ‘80s because people Toveeroint trellevele heretre tasty 

| levels of action here, including a retro stage that sees our —_ expected high levels of frustration with their morsels to be gobbled up. Flick out 
hero once more negotiating busy roads (but this time games — you felt as funky as Snoop Doggy Dog ! Frogger’s tongue when you're near an 
populated by 3D cars, lorries and bulldozers). Despite when you'd actually finished a stage. These days OURISTTE DS SIE 
their different themes, all of the stages demand precise we want more from our games. These days a Fiisiihere <eienacknetheeite 
timing and accurate control of the pad wielder. With only challenge should come from clever design, not . P ; : Prctbisk : ; b ; . r 66 OS __ feally dark but if Frogger eats some of 
three lives in total — and one lost every time a tipsy stab cheap tricks. The two-player mode is = than ‘ 62 ba the fireflies that buzz aa 

Inspiring too,simply = eS » becomes much lighter. 

Split-screen hi-octane 
action it ain't. 

2 Andy Smith 

oe! 

7 a i 
Retronightmare! ‘ oe 
| — a little froggy mates. 
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msplatest jet-fes to the 
liecommendation? Urrrt. 

impressive display of what the PlayStation 
could do. Mixing a dynamic flying ‘feeling’ 

with homing missile-based shoot-em-up action and 
spreading it over a series of reasonably varied 

missions. It provided a superb sugar-rush of short- 
term entertainment. 

FlaSHiyMundencal glallemmtty! 
Another new feature which kicks in after 

| original, named Ace Combat, was a This time round the missions are perceptively tougher. 
They take similar themes to the first game — blow up a 
city here, attack a plane convoy there, ease your way 
down a weasely tight ravine without clipping the sides 
and so on. You can select a wingman for some of the 
more testing assignments — either Edge the gloriously 
polygonal laydeee or Slash the stubbly rent-a-muscle - 
and you can choose exactly what you'd like them to 
concentrate on, ranging from ‘Cover my tail’ to ‘Secure 
the city’. And your choice really does reflect the outcome 
of the mission. 

Prior to this mission, you’re given a breakdown of 
what's expected of you and the resistance you can 
expect to find. And, in a new twist, you get to watch a 
red line Weave about a small map at the first of the 
results screens, showing exactly how you tackled the 
scenario. Which can be a bit embarrassing. The 
presentation has really been improved since its 
predecessor, with the plane selection process offering a 
more detailed look at your slinky jets. 

Relatively little has been changed to the in-game 
features so you still get that Top Gun feeling, skimming 
over the ground upside down. You always feel in total 
control of your fighter. 

The short-term nature of its arcade heritage 
ultimately starts creeping through. True, there are three 

First-person through-the- 
windscreen is the only way to fly, 

difficulty settings and a healthy amount of missions, but 
you're still given far too many missiles. You often find 
yourself swooping around the landscape locating your 
targets, unleashing a 
barrage of rockets when 
they’re still relatively small 
dots on the screen, and 
spend the rest of the time 
poncing about in your plane. 
Its not as if your fuel’s 
seriously limited either. It’s a 
shame, because after a few 

days of flying fun, we 
wouldn’t buy it! 

Marcus Hawkins > 
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Pick up the Sniper Rifle in the 

= 

first guard tower. 

—{+ r-—~ 

am [nem 

= perenne Ni 

Take out the compound 

personnel from distance. 

  

Use the lorry as cover from the v's one quart on each of : There's one g| guards in the second compound. the dam towers. 

Theres a Sniper rifle in the first control 
tower, James. Use it to kill the quards im 
the tunnel, the pillbox and the dam towers. 
Once in the dam corridor use the rifle to 
kill the quards at a distance. No need to 
get intimate on this trip, James... 
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flon't forget to visit the all YOUR tips & cheats in 

Consoletationany secrets 
ag ht) ae 
Gi, ik 102 

  
      

Tricky blighter of a game, 007. Take this Q- 
Branch hints and tips manual and digest its 

contents fully. Oh, and 007 - 
.try not to break it. 
   

       

  

numbered pages are 
heremone aftershave, IT’S 

Page on the required area, 
‘ re Bik luck, 007, 

Shoot the scientists on rs cret 
Agent and they'll fire back! 

Dr Deak will te easy to spel, James, 

hes the only one of the white-ceated 

scientists whe wont run away or rarse his 

hands when you appreach him. Jt seems 

aYrMS. ++ 

   

  

Wait until 006 is about to be everyone else can resist Your, ch 

, executed before detonating. 

  

on 8 
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There’s one solitary guard as 

rom 

distance will help ensure you gather “Ss of a 

following, James. Just one other thing, a glitch 

in the game will prevent you from entering the 

ventilation tower untess all the padlocks have 

teen shot clean away from the grill. 

Shooting quards with the sniper rifle a 

  
Only get in the plane once the 

Here's the key — it's in the hut hattery has been destroyed. 

you leave the loading bay. on the left of the bay. 

The DK cheat is ateut the easiest there is te 

get im the game. J expect youve found that 

out already, though, James. 

        
    

Don't let this man set the alarm 
off — all hell will break loose.      

     

The last thing you want to do 

here is make any undue noise. 

: 

You need to take Boris to the 

Blowing up these barrels takes 
eet 

out two guards at once 

Don't destroy it! Power down 

with the B button. 

This is a difficult 

jen like you mi 

downloading the 

level. Oh and 

level, James, Even an experienced 
ght want to fry practising 

computer room data on the easy 
use your silenced ‘PP7 otherwise those 

alarms will qo off early! 
This is the ventialation shaft. g Ind we know how you 

Climb up the ladder to get in. like to atout things. 2 
Awe 

Only use the Kalasnikov if you take your time 

run out of PP7 ammo.



    

             

     

od 
o.% a) 

Find a body armour pick up and Rocket launchers aren'ta terribly ‘Hello there, could you please Hn 

hase your game around this area Pm sensible weapon — more often | lend me your sidearm? Thank you Don't bother b owing sags 

of the level. Sneaky! 7 than not you'll blow yourself up. very much.” 
jest et on wits yo psc 

— ” 

3 

This is the satellite you need 
f (th, 

The left-hand arc is your heal 
eh hn 

indicator and the right-hand is for 

your armour. 

Now, J Forget subtlety, get the 

oes ie careful — this is an extremely Kalashnikov out! Ss my : tough I nt, | i 
e ae soly ss your cheats to Hy, i. oe nt, You might want to start using the e: ‘ play pre-played levels — not t ldlashmikov as secon as pessitle a having the quards 

~~ | advance further in the game. come le you ts often easter than trying te shect them 
while they take cover behind crates. 

Ouromoy will shoot with 
unerring accuracy, 

The multiplayer options are the 
most comprehensive ever in a 
deathmatch game. 

   

    

   

    

   

   Hello
 sir. Bond's the name. 

James Bond. Goodbye. 

    

Will Rare do a Tommorow Never 

Dies? We wonder. Down in the engine room, 
things can get hectic. 

ll 

You see, use a rocket launcher The grenade launcher is quite U Se the sniper rifle to take out 

and you'll only hurt yourself. good fun in an open area. distant enemies. Always aim first at the baddy 
with the hostage. 

  

Use your silenced DSH Deutsche or this mission — 

the stealthy approach will prevent a whole horde of 

PC 7 ; ‘ 

quards chasing after You. bi Care jul. Jame Si Grenades are useful but can dl 

you serious damage as well. 

      
od weapon feels nice but its structive power's not up to much, The silenced DSK Deutsche is a superb weapon. 

The famed Saturn Power editor 
Dean Mortlock is in the game.



Plant the mine on the 
helicopter and run! 

    

                 Firing with un-silenced video : The hut you want has a weapons wil atract attention. 
camera on its outside. 

     

       

    

Use the watch to Dick up the 
safe key. Cunning!     

Pick up the staff list as quickly 

as possible, 

The ey tase is heavily . , 

uarded H you can sneak mt 
G , . : ‘ 

il the alarm being sounded 

foul stand a tetter chance — 

‘icky for someone whe sets se 
tru y ¢ : . h? theres 

many alarms ringing, ¢ ¢ hea 

an alarm switch en the ine 

f it, James. 
hut. J knew you can dé 

     

    

    

Cameras will auto-trigger the 
alarm if you're not quick. 

I you must rescue that 

Natalr a woman, James, itd 
pretably te test to de all the 
difficult work while shes still 

  

       

Doesn't matter if You destroy 
the computer. now. 

safely locked in her cell, Shell 
only get under your feet if you 
let her cut too early! 

      

  

     

   

      

      

    Stay to the left as go into the 
yard. Valantin is on this side. 

    

Put your gun away at the end 
of the level and walk out 

This is the statue of Lenin you 

need to find next.      

    

Don't shoot Valentin, Well, just 
a little one in the foot 

Dent use the shotgun you get from 
Janus bodyguard — the Kalashniker ts 
more effective. 

  

All paths lead to Janus ‘sociea 

You get another go in the tank Cuban hase. 

later on as well! 

  

   

   
    

The prison level is a tricky 
GoldenEye highlight 

      EEES



“ao ad ready to tear round    

  

     

those tracks... < 

# m T enexe the most | 

j tf ‘ 

< pee ae : sttaiabd sions | it’s > 
ey best to keep a low 

downforce setting, 
favouring the rear. 

To compensate for the understeer 
use smaller brake discs and set the ° 
brake bias toward the front. 
Estoril. A deceptive right-hander which 
requires skilful feathering of the 
accelerator to avoid veering onto the 
rass. Stop the power just before the apex 

then continue round and into the straight. 
Adelaide. This hairpin can be deadly, 
especially when stuck in traffic. Pull oe 
wide to the left and then hit the brakes 
before turning to avoid locking the wheels 
and sliding into the bollards. 
180. Drop right down into 2nd and 
feather the throttle to maintain speed and 
avoid being pulled too far to the right. 

  

Bonjour, mon frere! Ou est le poulet? Je pense 
que c‘est dans la jardin de ma tanta. 

placing, so rev your engines : and Gel 

: 

     

    

1:18.610 
Length: 2.64 miles 

Laps: 72 

Imola. 
feather the 
throttle for this 
long right-hander, PU 
out r. to the left and ~     stick to the racing line then (a t 
accelerate up to the chicane so 
Lycee. Just before the pit entrance “i a: 
tight right-left chicane which can be take bat 
in 2nd gear as you pull out just in time to oe . = 
hit a really hard right i in Ist. Use the space nme 
to the left of the track to skim the hoarding 
and accelerate into the finishing straight. 
  

Dogleg. som 6th to 3rd to efoto this 
ki 

good balance of straights 
and tricky corners 

in the track. 

A requires a mid-range 
downforce set-up. Brake bias 
should favour the front to gain 
time around the Silverstone’s 
elk corners. 

se. This very fast right can be taken 

  

   

  

apex then hit it hard to power around 
these otherwise slow corners. 
Stowe. Can be taken slow but it’s better 
to let go of the accelerator whilst staying 
left. Turn right and hit the power at the 
same time to sail past any other more 
careful drivers. 
Club. A tight 90° left should be taken in 

1996 Winner: Villeneuve 
1996 Fastest Lap: Villeneuve 

       

    

oak or fifth with ond Mainiain the same speed and 1:29.288 
pedcious use of the jm» 4 ey sthe track to the right Length: 3.200 miles 

? aE eae. Pull fae ~ then accelerate Laps: 61 
The sand traps can be deadly, so steer cle wide to thealen 4 y/ i J dain the 

then hang in. 477 Conse Straight. 
aie Maggots, : 4 y P | ee Abbey. Similar to Stowe, a tight left 
or5 Ere Becketts and | // na follower by a curving right. 

Chapel. More © aids 2 Priory. Use the extra space on the right 
skilful ; of the track to pull wide before dropping 
acceleration is \ ~ : eS Baainto 2nd, leaning left into the corner and 
required so : s Riding across the rumble strips ready 
avoid the brake at “ \ Brooklands Mor Brooklands. 
these three. Let up on 5 | Brooklands. Can be taken in 2nd 
the gas just before the But be careful not to drift to the 

‘ a round ihe ce Pull 
jard left to get in line for the 

* "Bre a5" N Hong right. 4 
Jgtheld’ By coming out of 

ame slowly you 
nee % ‘e" are left with an easy 

; right-hander with a 
, yee rumble strip at the end. 

Stomechdiipersteid to Hist eo Dann iis probaly eb rine 
er... sneezing, dodgy steering wheel... . — feeling rather smug ee = Egetl nay have made. 

S078 1982 right now! ua 23 

  

Oi, I've just cleaned that! 

  QA) Newspreview Jarviews orci. i rice —)



     
    

    

   

    

    
   
   

            

   

    

      

    

  

   

    

  

    

  

   

    
    

Opel-Kurve. If you approach on the left power around thes 
this long right-hander can be taken flat “curves will enabl 
out. You can always use the pit lane exit to squeeze insi 
if you make a mistake. any drivers wh 
Jim Clark Chicane. Drop from 6th to are ee this 

J : 4th and brake late as you go into this curve wide 
1996 Winner: Hill twisting right-lef. 

ca
ge

 
R
e
a
 Ne

e 

before tearing! Jim Clarke 
1996 Fastest Lap: Hill Ostkurve Chicane. This ugly right down the 

1:46.504 4 unexpectedly so brake hard home straights 
Length: 4.239 miles before you reach the brow of the hill 

Laps: 45 and turn inside to avoid the patch of 
grass that covers the left. Accelerate 
round to the right of Ostkurve.    assive straights require Chicane 2. You need to drop to 90mph 

M both front and rear to make this a simple left-right. 
downforce to be set Agip-Kurve. Any higher than 130 and 

very low. Although there are no you'll be off across the grass. Take this 
serious corners it’s worth right-hander wide and turn late. 
risking a brake bias favouring _Sachs-Kurve. Use the accelerator to ; 
the front. negotiate the first left. Gentle use of 4 

Co
me

” 

  

Remus Kurve. Possibly worse than 
Castrol. Again, drop to second and be 
prepared to steer right for a long time 
to cover this nasty hairpin. 

_ Gosser Kurve. Deceptively tight right- 
. hander must be taken in Bnd Be ready ' 

1996 Winner: N/A to dab the brakes to avoid veering too 1996 Winner: Villeneuve Castrol S. Stay wide to the left and this 
1996 Fastest Lap: N/A far to the left. 1996 Fastest Lap: Hill right-left series of curves can be taken 
Length: 2.670 MILES Niki Lauda Kurve. This fast left can be 1:21.363 in 3rd. 

Laps: 71 taken without touching the brakes. Use Length: 2.831 miles This 90-degree left can be taken 
the accelerator to stay on line. Laps: 71 fast and wide but slow down into 2nd 
Jochen Rindt Kurve. Slow into 2nd to for the tight right which follows. 
make this hard right, accelerate Dunlop Kurve. Take this corner on the 

ith some fairly long along the short straight and back inside, brake hard then power round to 
stretches and some into 2nd for the Al Kurve. ‘ the right. 
nasty corners a mid- Bit-Kurve. Another corner best taken on 

range downforce should the inside. The exit is wide enough to 
maintain the car’s handling on get around in 3rd. 
the turns, but allow for Veedol Shikane. Brake hard after the 
overtaking on the home straight, slam 1 nd and accelerate 
straight. Faster turning can be around to the right. 
achieved by pushing the brake Coca-Cola Kurve. With your wheels on 
bias toward the front. the rumble strip to get as wide as 

possible pull to the right early and 
er into the final straight 
vith dreams of glory. 

  

Castrol Kurve. Hidden at the crest of 
the hill this tight right must be taken 

GIS wide in 2nd.    

   

     

  

        

   
   

  

straights and a face 
dangerous curves keep 

the downforce in 
\ mid-range or es " 

\ favour the rear a On i 
and put brake e 
bias toward 

>, the front to 
\ gain speed 

and aid 
cornering. 

      

    

   

  
    ~~ 

 



    
1996 Winner: Hill 

1996 Fastest Lap: Villeneuve 
1: 44.043 

Length: 3.644 miles 

  

There are a couple of nasty bends on this track but 
lenty of trouble free straights I 

  

1996 Winner: Villeneuve 
1996 Fastest Lap: Hill 

1:20.093 
Length: 2.465 miles 

Laps: 77 

lenty of overtaking 
ed opportunities on these 

corners so set the 
downforce quite high. Larger 
brake discs are necessary to 
cope with the heavy braking. 

turn Drop'from 6th to | to take this 
tight hairpin. You may need to use 2nd 
midway around if you go too wide. 
Turn 2. Drop down a gear into 2nd and 
back to 3rd to cover this left-hander. 
Turn 3. It is possible to take this at full 
speed but safer to drop down a gear to 
avoid the gravel traps. 
Turn 4. A long right-hander which 
should be taken in 3rd before a7 

track rage as you take a spin. 

   

  

     

  

Veer 

Ithough there are some © 
A sharp turns the 

downforce should be =a . 

kept low enough to take . See 
advantage of the two massive Se 5g 
straights on the second half of very 
the track without sacrificing the _ tight left. ™~ 
turning ability needed for the Spoon Curve. 

     
    
         

    

   
    
    
    

  

early winding sections. After a windin 4 
stretch the first left | 

First. After reaching 6th gear in the can be taken at “© 
start/finish straight, drop down into top speed but try 
3rd for this long right-hander. that at the second a 
Dunlop Curve. Before you reach this your tyres on the gr 
bend, go through a series of lefts and gear and take this | 
rights. Avoid the brakes and let the 130R. Hit 6th gear 
power drop as you approach the apex _ keep it there. Pull wi 
then power round. The Dunlop curve turn early to take th 
can be taken in the same way. along at top speed. 
Degner Curve. Two hard rights which — Chicane. If you onl 
need to be taken in 3rd. The second When you see this ti 
corner can be taken faster than the first up cutting across the gravel. So slow 
then power under the bridge. down eal 
Hairpin. The only way to keep off the — immediate a 
grass is6 drop to 50 or 60 around this _ on both si 

Rivage. A tight hairpin which should be 
taken in 2nd or 3rd gear to make the 
most of the run up to Malmedy. 
Pouhon. Use the straight to get some 
6 and take these twin lelt-handers 
in Sth. 

1996 Winner: M Shumacher LGR Cu eke ele ool oR URL 
1996 Fastest Lap: Berger saa then accelerate around the 

  

1:53.067 left if you're feeling brave. 
Length: 4.329 Stavelot. Gain time on these two rights 

Mirror, signal. manoeuver.... time for a little bit of Laps: 44 by slowing down for the first then 
accelerating around the second. 
Blanchimont. No problems. Take this 
long left at top speed. 

  

    
ven though there are some __ Bus Stop. Very tight chicane. Slow right 
deadly corners this track down or you'll be into the pits. Use both 
provides stretches where a _ rumble strips to accelerate past 130mph 

good top speed is an out of the circuit house. ~ 
advantage. Keep the downforce 
low but favour the front so 
cornering is not too hazardous. 

fe : Nese La Source. Slow right down in Ist to 
os a make this hard right. Use the full width 

BB of the track to accelerate out and down ot 
sthe hill. Can be nasty in traffic.    

Eu 
b Rouge. Use the 
ae i - rumble strips on™ > 

    

™ 

  

    
   

      

   

    
   

    

Sat entering this left- 
= +1182 . a right-lelt and take it at 

i? (18426) yO) top speed. 2 

A portect time to build up some speed and try to Les Combes. At the end of the 

get ahead of this tricky little Canadian. poise use 2nd at 100mph or you'll | 
need to hit the slip roads to stay off 

accelerating into the straight. the gravel. 
Dogleg. This right-left should only be 
attempted in 2nd otherwise oil need 
to cut across the gravel to recover. 
Turn 6. An easy left which can be taken 
in 4th but keep left as you exit to cover 
a tight right. 
Turn 7. Take this right at full speed and 
use the rumble strip to straighten up. 
Turn 8. Take this left in 2nd and use the 
throttle to control the turn. 
Turn 9. Longer than you think. 
Approach.wellito'the left and bank right Au getting a litle close for comfort. Rember nat, 
fo power into the start/finish straight. to try overtaking by hitting your opponent... 

  QP) news /eneviews/aeviews/irecints ME cerrens 
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1996 Winner: M Shumacher 
1996 Fastest Lap: M 
Shumacher 1:26.110 
Length: 3.585 miles 

Laps: 53 

o avoid being overtaken 
on the straights keep the 
downforce low so be 

prepared to brake early at 
corners to stop going wide. 

T 
Variante Goodyear. After the'long 
start/finish straight the first chicane 

can come as 
a surprise 
»,so drop 

to 3rd 
for the 

      
        

   

   
   

   

  

     

      

   

      

1994 Winner: M Shumacher 
1994 Fastest Lap: M 
Shumacher 1:25.040 
Length: 2.621 miles 

Laps: N/A 

   
    he ability to quickly 

T negotiate the long corners 
outweighs the high top 

speed usually needed for this 
circuit's two straights. Raise the 
front downforce slightly to aid 
cornering without sacrificing too 
much speed. 

Curva Expo 92. After the start/finish 
straight this easy right can be taken in 
3rd or even 4th gear. 
Curva Michelin. This very tight right can 
be entered in 3rd but you may have to 
drop into 2nd to exit cleanly. 
Curva dry Sac. This extremely ugly 
right is made even more difficult as it 
taliows on from this circuits longest 
straight. From top speed drop ae 
through the gears to 2nd or even 1st 

separated by a straight. Take the first in 
3rd gear and enter the straight in 4th 
then continue accelerating through 5th 
around the second corner. 
VIP. Take this left in 3rd and use the 
throttle to stay on the track before 
iott@betstrcight. 
Parabolica Interior. Down into 3rd gear 

   

                  

   

              

   

  

1996 Winner: Villeneuve 
1996 Fastest Lap: Villeneuve    

40.445 — 1:22.873 at 60 mph for this hairpin left. 
a — een He's Length 2.709 miles Corkscrew. A tight right followed b an 

inly the beat on this trie Laps: 70 even tighter uphill ie The right- 
corainly i 4 mh hander can be safely taken in 3rd but 

it's best to drop to 1st up the hill then 
right then accelerate for the next. 
Curva Grande. Looks tighter than it is 
so step on it and hit it at full speed. 
Curva del Roggia. A tight 90° left 
leads to an easier right so enter in 3rd 
and leave in 4th. = 
Lesmos. The first of these twin rights 
can be taken in 5th gear, keeping the 
speed up for the second. 
Variante Ascari. A tricky seriessof 
curves which can be:started in 3rd 
and finished in 4th. 
Curvo Parabolica. You can stay in 4th 
if you use the accelerator to limit your 
speed on this very fast left. 

power right into the straight. 
» Parabolica. This long right- 

hander can be taken at 140 
. mph. If you find yourself 

being pulled onto 
the grass use the 

accelerator to 
avoid a 

spin.       

  

   
he 

T massive 
start/finish 

straight benefits 
from a good top 
speed but the ability 
to take corners quickly © 
aids overtaking so keep 
a mid-range downforce 
setting with a brake bias 
favouring the front. 

    

  

   

      

   

      

    

   

Curva 1. Two long right-handers 

  

HIS LAP 
62 

15 TAG MEVER Ome Tring 
This won't help your chances of triumphantly 
Pouring champagne over Shumacher's head! 

5 om +0,168 

(+0,055) 

Estoril isn't on the Grand Priox circuit this year but 
still remains as part of F197. 
    

gear. It is all too easy to misjudge this 
corner and spin across the gravel. 
This right is best approached as two 
corners separated by a short straight. 
The first should be taken in 3rd, go 
back up to 4th along the straight 
then back down to 3rd for 
the next corner. 
Another nasty turn 
after a straight so 
pull wide to the right 
and turn in early 
whilst dropping into 
3rd. You can hit 4th 
at the apex and then | 
floor it as ‘ power your 
way into the final straighten 

  

    
    
        
    

    

         

      

Ea
 

ALES! 
00 

Mmmm, | want a nice cool drink, | don’t know why. 
“Barman a glass of your very finest Bridgestone!” 

  

ae a >| 
Who said the camera never lied? Upside down 
Formula One is a simple bit of computer magic. 

Beg 

Of course this is the real thing. F1°97 is as close as 
most of us will ever get to driving this beast. 
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V-Rally ’97, Tekken 2, 
py, Yombug! What you Warcraft 2, Syndicate 
need for a happy game : “e; Wars, Dungeon Keeper 

laying yuletide season (7 
er ing yu and lots of My ‘! Target, Resident Evil, 

them. Come pull m my Bh })}/ _ Tetrisphere, Hexen, 
I AY « Super Mario 64 cracker.of wicdons 

Tekken 22 It’s my favourite beat-em-up ever! I’m 
depending on you GamesMaster 

I’ve had enough! Please tell me that there’s a cheat What | need, oh great and really rather brainsome 
for-V-Rally! I’m sick of the twisty turny tracks and GamesMaster, are some cheats and/or passwords 

r-flipping crashes. Anything at all will do, so how for Warcraft 2. I'm going nuts what with my 
about it GM2 seemingly inability to get any where with it. Please 

help. 

 



PlayStation 

1am a PlayStation lover and Ive just bought 
Syndicate Wars. \'m having trouble killing the police ee 

in the van on the fourth level of The Church of the Thanks very much for the Dungeon Keeper _ 

     
New Epoch. Could you please tell me how to guide, but are there any cheats | can use to 
eliminate them and any other tips (not cheats) on speed things up a bit? Id be grateful if y you could 
how to get through the game? Thank you. either write back or answer in your next issue. 

  

PAOTECT rvoun 

BARAETHAEN AND THE 

TEMPLE 

~ [have recently bought, on your recommendation 
_ X-Com: Apocalypse. But now for the real 

question, are there any cheats or tips you can 
give me? Thanks GamesMaster. 

PSS give    
    ; ARK E iG HI think it is pretty good in a sort of Afterburner way. 

F iad Anyway, the question, in case you haven't guessed 

CON j ELIC ig eT is, are there any cheats for it? Thanks for your help. 

« ; % Bob Surgans, Middlesex 
BS? Gihaie Ne 732 

| recently purchased that excellent space shoot-em-up 

Darklight Conflict for my trusty Saturn. Any chance 
you could give us a hand with some cheats? 
MERRIE, NOME NTE 

  

  

Dear Gunissiiasiar 

I've just got Resident Evil for my Saturn. Basically, | 

need to know how you kill Plant 43 
Ed Smort: Newcasl 

   BEV Ici eswiasiey, 

Don’t laugh but I’ve just bought Sky Target. In fact | sre he flying dinosaut 

 



| yamesmasterclass 
KK Kx Bt ene    

O great one, | seek your assistance on the game = 

son DA ATA SO Aenea eae * 

known as Tetrisphere. Can you please see your way sop % 

clear to providing me with some cheats. | am “ } 

playing the US version. Thank you, Master of { 
Games. | am forever in your debt. Py 

SUPER MARIO 64 SUPER | HEXEN 
Can you help me on Super Mario 642 | am 
particularly stuck on course 13 - Tiny Huge Land. 
How do you beat the giant Koopa Trooper and Are there any cheats for Hexen out there? It’s 
where are driving me mad! Thanks GM. 

  

MOST WANTED 
Your chance fo vote for the game you most want fo 
see ripped apart in these very pages. The game 
with the most votes will be the subject of our most 
intense investigation 
Stuck? = On what, where? 

Give us your tips. Please. We might even give you a prize 

Who are you? Where do you live? 

Consoletation Zone 
30 Mermebth Street  
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we 
Try entering the following as the 
Driver’s Name for some excellent 

cheat modes: 
1. VIRTUALLY VIRTUAL — VR mode 

2. LITTLE WEELZ - Oversized wheels 

   
3. PL MAN — WipEout mode 
4. ZOOM LENSE — Helicopter mode 
5. BOX CHATTER — Murray and 
Martin sprite commentators 
6. BILLY BONUS — Four extra tracks 

  

7. CATS DOGS - Raining frogs! (set 
weather to wet) 
8. SWAP SHOP - Background music 
and new sound effects 

—_ 
PlayStation 

What's up GamesMaster types? Hope alll’s 
well at the yard. No problems, | gather, well 

apart from playing too many games, ‘ard life 
innit? Anyway, enough matey banter, onto 

why I’m checkin’ you. I’ve got a rather sexy 

bunch of tips for a new game namely Street 

Fighter Ex Plus Alpha. | know it’s on import 

but these cheats should work on the PAL 
versions. So on with the show... 

Street Fighter 2 Barrel Game: 
Highlight practice mode on the selection 
screen and press Start then @, @, », @, , @ then 

  

     

    

   
Oh, Games, your 

tips send me wild 

with passion! 

Start. A message will appear to confirm, HOw: 
pick the new bonus option that appears under 
the Practice Option (pity that car bonus game 
ain't here as well). 

CPU Controlled Team Battle: 
Select team battle. Hold L2+Select at the Vs 
Screen until the fight begins. The CPU controls 
your fighter for one round. 
See How Many Hits in Survival Mode: 
Simply press Select on the Survival results 
screen. Your hit count is now visible... 
Hide Your Fighters: 
Hold down L2, then pick your fighters. When 
you release the button, instead of your 
fighters there'll be 2 Pointless really, innit 
(mainly for team battle mode). 

Hidden Fighters: 
In Expert Mode, when you complete certain 
tasks, you're rewarded with points after 
certain amounts are built up, hidden 

fighters are available. Here’s the chart... 
Evil Ryu = 100 points 
Evil Hokuto = 200 
Cycloid Gamma = 300 
Cycloid Beta = 400 
2nd Vega = 600 
2nd Gouki = 800 
New Garuda = 1000 

To select the second versions 
of Vega, Gouki and Garuda, 
just highlight them and hold wy 
Start until the green gauge 
dissapears in Arcade Mode. 
Now push any button. After 
you've got all seven fighters a 
barrel appears and keeps track 
of your missions. Complete 220 

missions and the options Plus menu 
is yours. There’s only one option 
available at first but if you 
complete the game in various 
ways, new stuff is your reward. 
Secrets Within Options Plus Menu: 
Vs CPU Gouki + Garuda... 
Firstly make sure the Options Plus 
menu is activated then set the wits 
Enemy option to Plus. Now you f 
can fight against CPU Gouki+Garuda but 
they take the place of Sakura and Dhalsim in 
the journey. Select a game in arcade on any 
setting and difficulty. Now for eight missions 

While that international console sp 
another stunning, damsel, we've bee 
from his bow-tie mounted micro-ca 
another top secret. 
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you can't lose one round. During the tenth 
against Bison, Akuma will jump in and lick 
Vega with his hell murder and the offer you 
out. Note: even if you lose, you can continue 
and pick a different player. In other Street 
Fighters you couldn't find CPU Gouki if you 
were playing as Gouki, you can here and 
when CPU Gouki’s been slapped up a new 
menu appears in the PLUS menu. It’s only 
other training mode stuff, mind you. 

CPU Gouki ‘Bug’... 
Following my above steps when you face 
Gouki, join in on Second Pad. Now with 
Player Two’s fighter, batter Player One then 
before Player 2 Vs CPU match starts continue 
on pad one, pick a fighter, smash up player 
two then when you finally start against Gouki 
again, it'll be reset to battle one. The fight will 

still be against Gouki but in Thailand, the 

next ten battles are against Gouki in 

his neck beads smash off. Wow 
wee! 

Fight CPU Garuda... 
To fight Garuda, you must 

, with any character perform 
\ two perfects, four super 

combo finishes before battle 
ten. Also you must perform a 

Level 3 Super Combo finish on top 
of that lot. You must perform a 
combo in the game with the 
following amounts of hits: 
Allen Snider + Darun Mister = 6 
hit 
Blair Dame + Cracker Jack ane 
Ken = 7 hit 
Pullum Parna, Ryu + gief=y 
hit 
Guile, Holcuto, Kairir = 
Skullmanaia = 8 hit 

» Gouki + CPU Gouki= iit 
%, Doctranie Dark = hit 
= Chunners = 12 hi 

Garuda, CPU Garuda, Vega, CPU Vega Ryu 
evil + evil Hokuta = 13+hit combo. 

Well that’s your lot until | find out some 
more, especially if it’s the much rumoured 
Shen Long or Evil Sakura or anything at all. 

file of mega-cheats... 

    

But for now, it’s all over, hope you enjoy. 

Laters, people, take it easy. 
Gary Smith, Stevenage 

ON 
Banana Trick 
Nope not the musical note job but a totally 
different trick!! It is virtually impossible and is 
done on purpose with difficulty and by 
accident with, well, difficulty! Anyway, here is 
what you must do. When slipping on a 
banana skin, accelerate and keep 
accelerating. Sometimes and hopefully a 
heavy weight characetr will drive up 
behind you, try and stay with 
him as you skid. Now you 
will be pushed along and 
when you stop skidding 
you can now speed off to 
victory! 

Richard Milham, 
Wolverhampton 

€0 
Type in on 

any screen: 
BUS — School bus 
BMW — BMW car 

JEEPYS — jeep 
VOLVO — Volvo. car 
SEMI — Big truek 
QUATIRO = Audi 

MIATA = Mazda 

PIONEER = access all secret cars 
ARMYTRUCK — Army. truck 
LANDCRUSIER = Toyota 4X4 

Kypros Petrides, Nicosia, Cyprus 

   
    

    

    

  

a 
Praysation 

These are my cheats = treat them with care! 
On Tomb Raider on the PlayStation whilst 
paying press Select then the following buttons: 
L1, @, 12, R2, R2, L2, ©, L1. This should give 

you all the weapons and a stupidly large 
amount of ammo. 
B Oliver, Coleford 

i ad 
PrayStation 

When | was playing Tekken 2 on Demo 1



    
Enter the password below to enter 

division 1 
Lift IVAN G6BE M7TH 

Qbst - Osw cGVC MBLD 

Carl Thomas, Cardiff 

In the dark-world near the bottom of 
Gannons Pyramid, there is a crack in the 

wall. Use the Super Bomb to open it. Once 
you're inside throw in your red sword and in 
return you will get the Golden Sword which 
will prove very useful when fighting Ganon. 
Also you need to throw in your arrows to get 
the silver arrows and also if you throw in an 
empty bottle, you will get a full bottle of 
magic restorer, this will happen every time. In 
case you want to know where the four bottles 
are here are the places: 

1. Buy one bottle off the man with a turban in 
Kikariko village in Lightworld. 

2. There is also another bottle in Light World, 
go in the back entrance of the longest house 
and you will find a chest and inside will be 
the second bottle. 

    

(The CD you get 
free when you 3. This third bottle can be found under the 

   buy a bridge next to the entrance to the maze 

PlayStation!) that contains the Eastern Palace but to get 

you have it you need the magic mirror. 

to choose 
between 4. The last one can be found by 

getting the silver chest in what would 
be the Blacksmiths house in Dark 

World. Get the chest, warp to light world 
using the mirror then taking it to the man in 

Jun or Lei. Choose Lei and 

press Start and Square at the 
same time. Do the same with 

Jun after you've checked out the 

new clothes! the entrance to the Desert Palace and he will 

J unlock it for you. 
vei Luke Roberts, Gloucester 
This is a top tip for Tomb 
Raider so listen up! When 
you are fighting a monster, 
always do lots of side flips, 
forward flips and back flips. 
When you come across Natla 
(when she turns into a monster) 

keep shooting with the UZIs and 
wait ‘till she starts firing. Then do 
a right side-flip then a left 
side-flip and keep 
repeating that until 
she falls. But watch 
out, she gets up and 
start shooting you after 

a while! 
Ben Davies, Hereford 

; Got to the title screen and select Password. 
Imput yyour name as Prof. Poohscoops and 
the password as 7AAABAACAAG that will 
give you £65 million. Now select Northern 
USA to begin your theme park. Go to the 
bank and put market research up to 

maximum and that will give you the 
theme park of your choice. 
Matthew Lewis, Berks 

| have found a cheat for Worms on the 
PlayStation. Go to the middle of the Weapons 
Option screen, making sure you do not 
highlight any weapons. Press ®, ®, ©, ®, ®, 
©, ®, ®, ®. Mines and cluster bombs should 
now change into sheep and banana bombs. 
Repeat this sequence to change back to the 
former weapons. Terrific! 
Scott Gladwin, Halifax 

Enter these passwords on the name 
screen: 
savage — start with a turbo 
moomoo — race as a cow 

krazed — race as an Fl car 
shadow — race as a shadow 
sprinter — go staright to the 
pro-league 

chocmilk — bovine warrior mode 
guardian — Acid grand prix 

—_> 
Praystation 

For the special team all you have to do is 
press @, @, 9, 9, «,™, « », ®and © on the 

press Start screen. 
(PSX) Hyper Formation Soccer 

For 100% fitness all you have to do is 
choose Exhibition Mode and before your 
match, slect team condition then on the 

menu press ®, @, «, ¥ and ©. 
Nathan Drozario, Birmingham 

Enter the password below for $1 billion in 
original mode 
OFFOFOOOFOO000 
FFFJCGAD6AGEIH 

spaceman — race in nearly zero gravity 

Go to the character select screen and press 
A,B,C, A,B, C, A, B and you'll hear a 

chear. If you hold A and Right you can now   

select different cars by holding A and 
pressing up. 

Big Boy, Birmingham 

9 
Type your name as POOSLICE. 
Then during play press Shift + Q for full 
weapons. 
A+C to complete level. 
A+T to teleport your active agent fo the cursor 
location. 
(PC) Moto Racer 

Instead of your name type: 

CESREVER — Reverse all the corners 
CTEKCOP — Pocket bikes 
CONALSI — All tracks enabled 

€ 
If you rename the powerup.TXT file to 
Dpowerup.TXT every single power up on the 
game becomes available. 

eo 
When choosing your team, choose a couple 
of other teams as well as if in a multi-player 
game. Your manager can make small offers 
for star players of the other teams you 

control. Make these other teams pay a silly 
transfer fee for one of the donkeys on your 
team. This will eventually make your squad 
decent and you'll have a healthy bank 
balance. The other teams will soon dissapear 
as the manager gets sacked. 

eo 
>| aa RDall — All 

items and =<¥ 
full health 
RDClip — Toggle 
clipping 
RDDebug — Toggle 
debug mode 
RDelvis — God mode 
RDGuns — All weapons 
RDinventory — All inventory 
RDitems — All items 
RDkeys — All keys 
RDMonsters — Toggle no 
monsters mode 
RDrate — Shows frame 
rate 

RDskill?@ — Changes skikll 
level to 2 
RDunlock — 
Toggle locks 
Show Map — 
Show map 

Daniel Tinnelly, 
Dublin 

5 
Cheat Menu 
In the hanger, press Up, 
Down, Up, Down, Up 7 times, 

Down, Down, A, A, A. This will bring a cheat 

menu. 

i 

If you want to get to any level on the 
password screen enter FLYTO and the no. of 
the level you wish to get to. 

SF 
Extra Car 

Press X, Y, Z, Y, X at the main menu. 

SF 
Enter the password LOADSOFSTUFF. This 
password gives you infinite ammo. 

ix 
Animated Sequences 
Enter these passwords for some animation 
SPACEXXX 

EGYPTXXX 
ARMYXXXX 

   
    

    
   

      

   

oe R2 

Ls 
L2, R2, R2 

Super Car; (2, «, », a, 9, R2 

dep al ySaMibe 
Pe 

In the Options there is a 
password. It is ZZZCYX. 
Scavenger’s death rattle 
should utter the word “correct” if you’ve 
entered the code successfully. If not, try 
again. 

Lee Byrne, London 

     

  

       

    

     

                        

   

    

    

   
    

  

   

  

     

   

    

  

    

        

    

  

   

        

    

——_S 
Paysation 

| was mucking around with the names and 
put WEEOO as my name and | was given all 
the cars except the Suicide Pro car. Cool! 
Kevin Seeney, Suffolk 

NN 
Race For Penguin 

First you need to get all 120 stars. Then go to 
Snowman’s land and choose Big Penguin 
race then go down the chimmey. Easy. 
John Hall 

~~ 
Paystaton 

Infinite Money 
To get lots of money, just complete Normal 
GP (all classes) and wait for credits to end. 
Save the game into a new block at the Save 
screen. Go back and play the Normal GP at 
class 5 and you'll be able to choose Gnade, 

then press Race Start. On the countdown, 
press Start and Retire. Enter Normal GP 
again, class one and there you go. 

——_ 
Praysation 

Do these on thelmenusereen: 
Big cars; LI R2 SEZ ae 

No damage: #) «, «#8, L1, R2 
Sticky cars: #, L1,/R2, R1, «, R2, R2, 

Chinook Gheckpoint: L1,,L1, RT, RT, 

No name and address 

N 
For lees of lives really quickly go to the 
vanish €ap course and rundlong to the 
secOnd to last row that goes down the slide. 
Go @6Wh Gnd as soon as you see a ledge 
with @ yellow box, jump and pull back. If you 
time tffight you should land on the ledge. 

After you've collected the life from the 
box, jUmp left so that you can slide 
down the next full strip. Again if 
you get i right there will be a 

ledge With'a life on ik Next go 
straight off Wheredhererls@ierown.on the 
ledge and you sheulel lane: on anoiner 
ledge with a red Coleone JUmpitontherlett 
where there will be anolheniten When 
you get to the bottom of thestice: just 
jump off to exit the course. You can keep 
on repeating this and get more and more 

lives! And some tips for beating Bowser; 
straight after he says 
something run 
away from him 
towards an 
orb. This 
will 

make 
him 

charge at you so 
be ready todoa 

backflip when he 
does. You should be near an orb so it 
should be pretty 
easy to 

throw him into 
one. 

wN 

If you want to race against the course ghosts, 

you must go to the time trial and get a better 

time than these: 

a      

  

   

    

   

       



DEP BS Sw Ls 
Royal Raceway — 2'40”00 
Mario Raceway — 1'30”00 
Luigi Raceway — !’52”00 
The ghosts will be saved on 
your cartridge. 
A short cut for Mario Kart: 

On Koopa Troopa Beach, when you get to the 
first rampbut don’t take it. Instead go to the 
right of it along by the sea and around the 
rock. As you get tound the rock you will 

notice a causeway across the 

water. Now you should 
get it first but look 

out for the 
crabs! 

   

iN 

To make the first 
rocket belt level go to night, 
you must fly to fhe waterfall and find the cave 
on Holiday Isalnd. Fly into the cave so far that 
you reach the metal grating. Fly back out fo 
find that it’s suddenly nightime! 
John Mitchell, Derbyshire 

me mad 
Payson 

Plane Select: Enter Mr_Happy (_ is @ space) 
as your name on the Options screen, then go 

to game selection sereen and quickly press 
these buttons: « @, ®, ©, ©, ®, ¥. Now you 
can choose @ plane on the options screen. 
City Select: 
As before, enter FOX_ROX:as your name. Go 
to Game Select and press this sequence: «, », 
@, ©, @, ®, 8. A specific city can be picked 

from the options screen. 
Invincibilitys 
On Options, enter your name as LIVE_FREE. 
Go to game selection screen and press: «, », 

©) ©) @)@ 8 Again goto options to turn 

invincibility On or Off. 
Reload faster, Damage Bonus and Weapon 

Options: 
On the Options Screen, enter name as 
GO_POSTAL. Again, go to game select 

screen and press «, », ©, ©, @, @, ¥. Optiions 
will appear that let you reload faster, destroy 
alien generators and vehicles with a single 
shot and let you have unlimite firepower. 
Kill Civillians and Wing Men: 
On Options, enter your name as GODZILLA. 

Go to game select and press «, », ©, ©, @, @, 
¥. Go to options and if you turn Kill Civil and 
Kill Wing on, you can shoot civillians and 

your wingmen. Great fun! 
Extra Options: 
On options, enter your name as Tourist. Go to 
the game selection screen and once again, 

press , », ®, ©, @, © 8. A special cheat 
menu will appear with City (choose whether 
you're in a city or not), Tourist (no aliens), 

demo cam (camera control on D-Pad) and No 

Time (turn time on/off). 
Cheat Mode: 
For all the cheats together enter DAB_DAB as 
name, go to game select and press «, », ©, 

@, @, @, ¥. Go to options and all will be 
selectable. 
Hope these are helpful GamesMaster! 
Jon Street, Bournemouth 

a ad 
Paysttion 

1) To be Minion: L1, @, ¥, « 
2) To be Sweet Tooth: @, L1, @, = 

3) Secret Stages: Jet Moto; @, ¥, =, RI 
Rooftop; 9, R1,%,« Cyburbia; ¥, a, L1, RI 

4) Advance Attacks 
Minions — @, ¥, @, @, R2 

Back Fire — «, », 9 
Freeze — «, », @ 

Mines —®, «, 9 

Napalm —», «, @ 

GAMESMASTER 63 CHRISTMAS 1997 @) PP GAMESMASTER 63 CHRISTMAS 1997 f   

Jump — @, a, « 

Shield — a, a, » 

Invisibility — », ¥, «, @ 
Sam Cooke, Hamilton, New Zealand 

mse: Hunter: All Compy DNA 23 Lives... 
©, @ @, 8 6 ©, 6, 8,0,080 
Raptor: All hunter DNA 36 Lives... 
©, © ©, 8, © © © 6,6000 
T-Rex: All Raptor DNA 34 Lives... 
@, ©, ®, & 6 8,898,668 
Sarah Harding: All T Rex DNA 21 Lives... 
@, ©, 8, ©, @ © 0 6,0,608 
Gallery: Compy... ©. ®.©.@. @.6.6@@ 
®©8,® 

Hunter... ®, @, @, ©, @, @ @ ® ©, 
6,© 

Raptor... ©, ©, ®, ®, ©, ®, 

@, © ©, 6,6,@ 
T Rex... @, ©, ®, @, ®, ®, @, 
©,8,6,68 

Sarah... ©, @, ®, ®, ©, ® ©, ®, ®, 
@,©,® 

Also on level 6 with the Compy, there’s two 
lives. Pick up both then kill your self. Repeat 
this to boost your lives up one at a time. You 
can do this on most levels. 
Kenneth Haddock (and no fishy jokes 
please), Staffs 

  

~ ) 

On options screen, type in: 

BABBBBBBBB — Super kicks 
AABBYYXX — Dream team 
BARBYL — Curve ball 
RRRRRLR — Super offence 
XABYYBAX — Crazy ball 

9. 

Select Character, whilst in 2-player mode, 
hold Up or Down and corresponding stage 
code stage on first pad: 
Ice Temple — UP QP — Glacius 
Infinite Cave - Up MP — Sabrewulf 
City Rooftop - Up MK — Orchid 
Ice Sculpture — Up FP — Glacius 
Castle Roofttttop — Up QK — Spinal 
Wooden Bridge — Down QP — Thunder 
Desert Rooftop — Up MK — Cinder 
Bloodbath — Down MP — Riptor 
Lava Bridge — Down FP — Eyedol 
City Street - Down QK — 222 
Castle - Down MK — Eyedol 
Factory — Down FK — Fulgore 
Air-box — Down MK —- 222 
(A reminder of the buttons — QP-L, QK-R, FP- 
X, FK-A, MP-Y, MK-B) 

How to become Eyedol: 
Select Cinder, hold R on D Pad and press 

LRXBYA all on the Vs screen. 
Mandip Bhamra, Birmingham 

con reson 
Go to password and enter COVETOPS. This 
will give you some new and VERY hard levels. 
This works with both the Nod’s and the GDI's. 

Ww 
To get three capes, the first is in the basement 

and go in the door without a star on it, swim 
under the wall. On the other side there will be 
a small pool with two platforms. Do two 
ground pounds on both on them. The water in 

the moat should drain and a grid will open at 
the bottom. This leads to the vanish cap stage. 

After you have got the first star on the 
secret slide, a | ight will shine on the floor. 
Stand in the light up at the window that the 
light is coming from. This will leas to the wing 
cap section. 

On Hazy Maze Cave, get on Nessies’ 
head. Look around and you will see a 
platform with a door on the far wall. Jump off 
Nessies’ head and go into the door. 
This will take you to the metal cap 
stage. 

> Pascoe 
Type in these passwords: © ® 
OR OKC ORO RR ORORC) 

and ®@®@@@@®@ 

Matthew Pritchard, 
Birmingham 
P.S. Could you mention 
my two brother Chris 
and Dan to keep them 
off my back? 

5 

Money Cheat 
Right, Left, A, B, C, Z, Y, X, 

Right, Left. 
Laser Code 
X, Y, Z, Right, Down, Left, Up, X 

For this to work you must have the Orca 
chopper. Instead of shooting missiles it'll shoot 
obelisk rays, heh, heh! 
Nuke missiles, lon Cannon and (or) Airstrike 
To get one of these (free on any level) you 
press: 
Start, A, B, C, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, 

Jamie Woodword, London 

SP 
Go to a corner of a room. Press and hold 
Left+Right shoulder buttons. Whilst holding, 
press and hold Up, Left and Start. The game 
will freeze, now press Y whilst still holding Left 
and Right shoulder buttons, Start and Up-Left. 
The word Enterance will appear. Go under it 
and press Right Shoulder button. Now Casper 
can float over walls. 
Lyndon Roberts, Tipton 

— vet 
The Bazooka 
There are two ways to get the Bazooka. You 
can can get it or Barry can get it for you (this 
only works for Jill.) 
1. After you and Barry split up ignore your 
own words and don’t check fhe room on the 
other side of the hall, insted go Upstairs to 
the right, now go to the farend door on the 
right side of the second) Hoon Ifyou've gone 
through the right door yeu should be in a 
corridor with a sorter window behind you. 
Run down the corrid@r admiring the tomato 
ketchup stain om tne right side of the corridor 
by the door you"te about fo go through. Ohh 
look, you're ouside (sort of). Walk into the 
room a little moreand you ll get an over the 
shoulder shot, Walla minute what's that 
bloody mess imine scorer go over and 
examine it. AAPIFIFINS ifs Forest Spreyer (Life 
is like a box-Gsehoeme | SAID SPREYER NOT. 
GUMP). He’s Been peeked fo death. You 
should stay andi fight like any man, | mean 
woman should bubif | was you I'd run like 
crazy. Enter again ane they should be sitting 
in a row on the rail target preatice. Go and 
examine Forest once more and you ll pick up 
the Bazooka. Have fur 
2. Basically, the same a$ @bove bur you have 
to go into the room you sdidiyeu Would check 
out. Go in through the groovy blue @oors), 
follow the same procedure as before exeeph 
when you enter the room with crows, Baz 
himself will be there and almost mistake you 
for a blood sucking zombie. There'll be a bit 

f (AV -NEWS/PREVIEWS/REVIEWS/SPECIALS 

     

  

   

    

    

more bad acting and some naff dialogue, 
then he'll give you Forest's Bazooka. 

—S 
Pystation 

All the cheats 
User car jumps — ©, ©, ® 
All cars jump — @+@, #+@, 0+@, 0+@, 0+@, 
0+©, 0+® 

Mirror mode — #+@, ¥+@, »+@ 
Mad racing — @, «, »+Select 
Fish eye lens — @+@+®, L1, L2, R1, R2. 
High voices — @, @, a, ©, ©, a, ©, @ 

Invisible cars —- ©+@, L2+R2, @+@, L14R1, 

Jamie Sanders, 
Hounslow 

Press T on key board to write cheat: 
God Mode — | Wanna Be Like Kevin 
Two Weapons — Ganz 

All Weapons — IDAHO 
Thi Nguyen, Perth, Australia 

To get any level on Sonic 1 press Up, Down, 
Left, Right. If it has been successful, you will 
hear a ring sound. Hold down A, B and C 
and press Start. 

To get to any zones , go td sound select 

option and choose 19, 65, 9 and 17. Press 
Start and soon you will be back at the Sonic 
and Tails logo screen. Hold down A, B and C 
and press Start. 
Nick Akam, Amersham 

Come on, he a 
Game Spong! 
This is your chance to join the ranks of the 

GM Secrets Service and prove what a 

thoroughly sinful gamesplaying bloke/lass 

you are. Send us your tips, cheats, codes, 

hints and just plain old in game quirks and 

we'll print them each issue. All of us know 

at least one game a bit too well — our Robin 

knows Resident Evil just a bit too intimately 

for instance — but that’s something to be 

proud of. So go on, prove to everyone what 

a top game spong YOU are! This is set to 

become THE most comprehensive source of 

tips you can get your swealy little hands 

on.. 

Tips by ink 
Secrets Service 

GamesMaster 

Future Publishing 

Beauford Court 

30 Monmouth Street 

Bath BA] 2BW 

Tips by wire: 

mhawkins@futurenet.co.uk 

ellis@futurenet.co.uk 
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Weaver <> Wistona Ryder 

CAME! Copland SEX! One-Night Stand 
SONOAGE! Tomorrow Never Dies !\). 1)/R°£! Spice: The Movie 

SAS superstar ANDY MCNAB on movie gunfights & Make your own straight-to-video turkey 

& And much, much more about STARSHIP TROOPERS 

TOTAL FLY) ISSUE 12 ON SALE 28 NOVEMBER
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DESIGN-A- 
If we needed any extra proof that you guys out there are completely insane, this 
competition gave it to us. Your ideas for games range from the blatantly ripped off 
to the you-should-really-get-some-psychological-help, and soon. Are you mad 
enough to be a winner? Check it out and see... 

| did we know when we kicked off this competition with the guys at Interactive Studios exactly what we 

  

would all be letting ourselves in for. We were inundated with entries. Some conventional, some thinly 
disguised copies but most were just mad-as-a-mackerel. After much deliberation we narrowed it down to a 

final ten, which are listed here. And then, with much argument, debate and threats of violence, we found 

ourselves a winner. So let’s take a look at the finalists... 

    

    
   

; 64’ - Mark Wilkin - 
Age 15 - Wivenhoe, Colchester \ 

n Visitor you are an alien creature able to mimic of, as you may think, a homage to the favourite 
| other arthropods (hard shelled insects to us) and saying of one Homer Simpson. Dohmania 64 is a 

can clone your body when almost dead. The game 3D world in which evil forces controlled by the 

involves two houses and two gardens - both very totally unpleasant Axen, have found a way back to the 

different. The first house is a family residence and the world of good and are wreaking havoc. It is up to the 
second a designer residence. The gardens are 3D Doh people, a cast of wonderfully imaginative 

rendered and they provide a characters, to fight of the 

virtual world to inhabitants of the evil 

traverse. The object 4 world and collect the 

of this game is to = 12 pieces of a 

escape the planet 4 scattered jewel 

and you can start = ae / which will close the 

with basic skills and : porthole between 

gain abilities along : the two worlds and 

the way. An Ye banish evil forever. 

interesting and es } All very well 

original concept with a “97 thought through, 
hint of Doom for creepy- j excellent presentation 

crawly, icky folk. NVA ee | aay and very well illustrated. 

man of authority, or Chase Fuller, a fit and 

determined female fighter. Then explore fictional 
3D «city, hunting out crime and bringing the culprits to 
justice. Other characters such as the DA and chief of 

police also play major 
roles but are they 
for good or for 
bad? The player is 
never sure whether 
he is being led into 

an ambush or 
helped along the 
way. A well thought 
through game and 

some excellent 
characters, especially 
the foxy Chase. 

    

| n this game you control either Leon Brock, hard 

  

     

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  

     

  

\ 
he player takes control of Syren, an odd he player controls Clare, a friendless schoolgirl, 

| aoe character with an inter-dimensional- who hates all her teachers but finds a cute little his game is set in a magical world of warlocks 
ripper-cannon, which looks very home-made and animal (Kalamazoo) who has no one to care for | dwarves. The great warlock Sauras lives in 

is probably one of the oddest weapons to appear in a him. All the teachers want to capture if and put him in the jungles in the south of the planet. The object 

game design. It fires anything from baked bean bombs the circus. The idea of the game is to protect of the game is fo retrieve the warlock’s book of spells. 
to magic rabbits. The idea is to chase various, Kalamazoo and get past the teachers in the various You control Gort a strong, but dumb dwarf who uses 
unintelligent life forms around the world, shooting <lassrooms, having punch-ups on the way. Some very various weapons ~ double- 

them back to their bizarre ideas for handed axe, a magical 
own dimension. members of ; sword and a portable 

Characters such as staff. Awell cannon. You meet 
Beaver Bush Boy = presented and various 
and Mechanik, thought out characters on 
a crazed sheep : game. : : the way, The 
with a ; Kalamazoo is Terror, 

machine gun BSE @ great name Gardain, a 
made of oe \ fora \ villager who 
various parts character, and ie will gives you 
including, yes JO the whole “ magical spells, 
believe it or if concept is : . are among others. 

not, a bird se . certainly 0% BS We liked the 
house. Very 5 »e original and one sii setting and use 
wacky! Seek help! 7 ONG . we've never seen - of spells coupled 

as in a game before. - with a cannon.  



  

manager and build your own supermarket chain. — 
I: object of this game is to become a successful 

In the game you have checkouts, shelves and 

shops, customer services in case of complaints and a 

mop for when you have enough money you can dean 

the dirt away. There is an option of hiring and firing 
staff and an ordering system. Extra large and small 

trolleys are used along with baskets, and security — 

cameras for any burglaries that may occur. This may 

not be the most exciting activity in the world, but it’s 
an interesting and original — 

idea. A sort of Theme — 

  

   

  

   

_ Tescos. All they 
need is the 

Granny 

: were before the 
war. Nice one! 

‘Spoon’ - John Downie - 
Age 12 

      

_doddering old | 

Gime isa “(hickoa whose mother 

Winners 

aut is a 3D underwater adventure suitable for 
all ages starring four humanoid characters” 

Fy based ona turtle, spider, shark and a dolphin, 
each with their own underwater transport. You are the 

| head of a specialised $.U.D.$ team operating in the 
| South Pacific but beware of M.U.C.K. who will try and 

    

  

| travel back in time and recover artefacts from sunken 
| Soviet vessels efore they are excavated to clear them 

| of incriminating papers. A nice original idea dearly put 
hegethnr: The tad blue briny has always beena 

: é popular setting for — 

games including — 
Sub Culture, 
Ecco the 
Dolphin and 
Aquanauts 

      

   

              

    

causing a — 

hoe aves cee 
James Pond 

checkouts 
and Depth 

vhile she _ among — 

Bean | others. We 

about how | as 
good things =|, really 

impressed with 

}| 
this one! 

Truro, Cornwal 

is missing and with only seven 
days until Christmas he rightly 

fears the worst. There are three levels 
to this game with a boss i in charge of 

‘each. You travel through jungles, 
underwater and even the pyramids 
encountering different enemies, which ' 

include dung beetles, snakes and frogs. We 
particularly liked the range of weird and 

wonderful characters that Spoon’ll come up against 
in his quest to save mum from being the main 

course. Nice one, chap! 

|_| hinder your progress. The idea of this game isto 

characters placed in the safety of ‘The Sink Hole’ 
| after the treat of an alien invasion which never 
happened. The characters are humanoid big cats, 

| Panthra, Leonis & Taygra. After returning to the 
| surface you must battle the Nunonian Troopers (the 
| bad guys), however you could end up being a 
| Nunonian yourself in a vast 3D world. Nunonians are 
robotic cat-like creatures and seem intent on doing no 

| n Ara the player gets to choose from one of three 

| oe The art work and effort that Phillip put into his 
entry was superb 

\ and it also 
forms part of 
his art project 
for school. We 
would 
recommend 
an excellent 

grade! This 
was our 
favourite 
for a long 
time but it 

just got 
pipped at the 

a post by...     

    

   
   

            

Well done to everyone who entered the competition. It looks like 
we ve got a host of potential games designers out there (even if you do 

seem to be a little mentally unbalanced. Look out for more great 
competitions in the near future!



NGIVEAWAY 
OF cae Lelia Hilal taken with’somevorysramousmolning: GamesMaster 

GOUDENGIVEAWAY 
D 

Wow. The chance to get your hands 
on one of the hottest machines on the planet 
right now. Our mates at Ocean have come 
up with the goods for you to join in the 
videogames revolution. As well as a shiny 
new console, you'll receive a copy of top 
oriental smack-em-up Dynasty Warriors (see 

pg 84). Get a pic of you, someone famous 

and a copy of GM and it could be yours. 

Q 
Platform games on the PlayStation 

won't come much bigger this Christmas 
than BMG’s Crash Bandicoot beater, 
Pandemonium 2. It's bigger and more 
stunning than the original with 
improved graphics and gameplay. 
Grand Theft Auto is shaping up to be 
one of the more controversial games 
You work for the mob, carrying out 
missions, gunning down and running 

down pedestrians. Ouch! That hurt! 

It’s still a huge seller in the 
video charts and has quite 

rightly taken its place as one of the 
most successful movies of all time. Get 
your hands on this smash hit special 
effects extravaganza. Get that picture, 

and it’s yours. 

The game is going to be in the headlines, so 

be the envy of your mates and have it 
emblazoned across your T-shirts. If you're 

lucky enough to win they'll be joined by a 

load of stickers and an exclusive 
Pandemonium 2 lava lamp which’ll brighten 

any gamesplayers life. Where’s that camera? ’ Or 

    

   
   

    

    

      

   

     

      

   

      

   

Get your hands on these hi-tech flat torches 
as well as a brainbusting 3D puzzle. Then 
throw on your Lone Soldier T-shirt to enjoy a 
game of Excalibur or Speedboat on the PC. 

What could be more fun? Camel 
wrestling possibly! 

The only videogame characters to be 
Flovably cute and psychotically violent at 
the same time. That's the worms. Win 

special Worms 2 T-shirts and copies of 
Worms 2 for the PC. Throw in 

copies of C&C killer 7th Legion 
on the PC plus some very weird 

— X-Comalien poppers and you 
have a top old gaming bundle 

Where'll you get that photo? 

No computer set up is really complete without 
a novelty mouse mat and seeing as the 
Simpsons is easily the greatest cartoon series 

on TV, you may as well have a Simpsons 
mouse mat. Croc’s turning heads and 
burning up the charts now so help 

yourself to one of these Croc T-shirts 
4 and stay ahead of the crowd. Now dust 

off that old camera, and make sure you're 
always carrying a copy of GamesMaster 
with you! Find someone famous and get 
that photograph! The winning entries will 

be shown in issue 65. 

Closing date for entries 8th January 1998. Judges decision is final. 
TOP LAUGH FELLA! a Please write the prize number on your entry (one number per entry). 

| = i wu td 7 
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PlayStation J M aa zine ey PlayStation 

THE BEST PLA STA TION GAMES IM 
THE WORLD EVER... 

Essential 
—-Plgyotation 
  

She returns to front the i Too Xtreme? 

girls in gamesiieycluiios : Risk your virtual life in 

our massive 8-page 

adventure special! 

Priceless! 
The gaming gems 

that deserve 

a full five stars 

Get Smart... 
Strategy games that — 

  

are too clever by half... 

Rage Racer 

Exhumed 

Warhammer: SOTHR 

Excalibur 2555AD 

Destruction Derby 2 

Pandemonium INWAEGEAN Z IN E 
Little Big Adventure 

Reloaded 

Monster Trucks 

  

Street Racer  
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DO NOT PANIC! You may have missed the odd issue and the fantastic tips books and videos that go with them 

but hope shines eternal. Simply phone those brightly burning beacons at our subscriptions office. They Il 

have an issue to you before you can say. “GamesMaster brings meaning to this muddle we call life!” 

   The most comprehensive 

     
   
    

Bite! S, 

- “ a An exclusive look at The |. coverage of E3, featuring i>. 
az; ther totally free 22> F . 4 a 

First shots of Tomb Ne? ye nek aad a cecil ae Lost World: Jurassic ie Gd the air dor bs mie ne 

ee 2, Ss OU Vs TE sdesiva look at Batman & Robin. gates on ee siete Sool sh eds se Me tips brings you the low 
ind Ninja from - As d new coin-op. 

Fighter fies out while Torok and - cao seas pus io 1S$64, for Super Mario Kart 64, Rage Racer down on V-Rally and Dungeon Keeper 

consoles a 
and Micro Machines all driven to 

Super Mario 64 get busted wide open 

3 

within an inch of their lives. 
in the tips section. Tips book 

number four free with this issue! 6 

ISS Pro, Turok and Fighters MEGAMiX 

get the busted . 
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Exclusive news on ri EVER. Exclusive shots of Fraps Ss = e Bomberman blasts its * Way 

Mortal Kombat 4 and eT Earthworm Jim and a — way on to the pages : zx 

an in-depth look at Street Fighter first look at Diddy Kong Racing. on GM, while those td he 

EX Plus Alpha. The Lost World hits Reviews of GoldenEye 007, F1’97 Super Heroes and SFEX Pl lus Alp i 

the arcades and we review it on the and Panzer Dragoon Saga as well as lead the beat-em-up reviews. is t 

PSX. Spy games galore and the Z number nine in GM’s fantastic tips miss your chance to see over 1 

eighth tips book in our series... \. book collection. games on the free 30-min video. 
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about complaints and 

rr. a NTRS A ean ES ree em | 

Dear GM 
LOOK | SMASHED UP MY 
VIRTUAL PET! 
Steven Spud, Rugby 

No half measures here Mr 
Spud. You've adopted a 
belt and braces approach 
fo seeing off your cyber 
chicken. Er... well done. 

    

Dear GM 
Do you know what really irritates me? The way that 
people write to you saying, “I have a PlayStation/ 
N64/Saturn/MD/PC, why are all the games on this 
system rubbish?” 

Tough luck folks! You’re the ones who bought this 
system so you should put up with it or just shut up! 

So when are you going to stop doing your 
fantastic tips books? Surely even your massive games 
tips reserves must be drying up! 

Oh yeah, while I’m at it, have any of these 
parents with kids who are hooked on “computer 
generated sex and violence” ever done anything to 
stop their offspring from playing on 

SANTY KLAUZ 

Yakkity yak! 

  

Your gaming utopia? 

Tales of genetic mutation! 

Attempted bribery! 

these games? No, | doubt it! Anyway violence and 
blood in games are fun. 
Jonathan White, Haywards Heath 

Wow, relax old boy. This is the season of goodwill to 
everone, so don’t get your novelty festive-long johns in 
a twist. In a way you're right. Every system has 
something different to offer but we hardly ever get 
letters from people complaining about the system they 
own! As for the tips books theyll be back as soon as 
we stop spoiling you with all these free gifts. Our 
deep well of tips is a long way from drying up so 
don’t panic. 

Dear GM 
First of all | want to say thanks 
very much for the Greatest Tips 
Book Ever in the World number 
eight. It really helped me and 
my brother to complete 
Broken Sword. 

When will Broken Sword 
be coming out for the 
PlayStation? | can’t wait to get my hands on it! 

By the way who’s that Kole who pulls the face on 
the Secrets Service section of your mag. There really is 
no need for that sort of behaviour! What's more he’s 
starting to scare my little brother who can no longer 
read this part of your magazine, he’s just too scared! 
Nathan D, Birmingham 

Hey Nathan, no problemo hombre! Broken Sword is 
already out on the PlayStation and the sequel should 
be out in the first half of next year. Our fingers are 
also trembling at the thought of more point and click 
adventure fun. 

As for the guy in the Secrets Service section he’s 
none other than our resident Games Spong, An 
Dyer. He's a very sensitive man and was ae urt 
to hear that anyone could react in that way to his 
photograph. So, he’s now sunk into a catatonic sulk 
under Les’ desk. Thank you VERY much! 

Dear GM 
After reading every bit of GamesMaster issue 60, 
especially my favourite bit, the G-mail section, | felt | 

had to write in to scare a few folk. | am talking, of 
course about the Bobby-sad-but-gratefuls of this world 

    

who have one aim in their gaming life - to work out 
how to get Lara’s kegs off! OK, so Soul Blade's 
Sophita is a qodels Eat she’s a character in a game - 
nothing else chaps! 

Have we turned into a nation of gaming perverts 
or what? Most people are happy playing a game to 
death, writing into your excellent mag asking for a 
few cheats and then carrying on with their normal 
daily lives! Not these saddos by the looks of things. IF | 
read anything of this nature again, I'll be forced to 
come round and suck your eyebrows out! 

By the way has anyone else noticed the similarity 
between your reviewer Robin Alway and Rik Mayall 
from Bottom? 
Mr Pink, friend of Mr Black, Northants 

Right, first things first. Robin is in fact the produce of a 
night of passion shared between Ronald McDonald 
and Sue Pollard. So, any similarity he may bare to 
Mr. Mayall is purely coincidental. He would like to 
state that he is available for panto or supermarket 
openings as a Rik-a-likel 

As for the question of age to see Ms. Crofts 
nether regions or being able to dabble with the 
underware choice of various fighting foxes, well 
variety is the spice, my dear Mr Pink. Games are for 
playing but it’s not surprising that some have other 
things on their minds when faced with the impractical 
te of Lara and co. Different strokes for different 
folks! We get loads of letters and telephone calls each 
week from people still looking for that illusive Lara 
cheat. IT AIN'T THERE. Still we can all dream! 

Dear GamesMaster 
Your Tamagotchi article was dead good an’ that. The 
phrase “I laughed out loud” is eval only found on 
the back of not-very-funny books by newspaper 
columnists and is gael believed to be untrue. But | 
did indeed “laugh out loud”. This was much to the 
surprise of my mother who was passing my room at 
the time and suspected the worse when whe heard 
assorted snorting and cackling noises. | particuarly 
liked the observation that many Tamagotchi owners 
“Breath through their mouth and shudder when they 
pee...” | don’t know where you've been hanging out 
to notice the latter characteristic but no doubt it’s all in 
the name of quality investigative journalism. As a sort 
of post-script to that article | though you’d all like to 
see this “Star Letter” that | found in the Young 
Telegraph (don’t ask). | really do feel that it captures 
the essence of the anti-Tamagotchi argument very 
nicely indeed! 

EASTER BUNNY 

Blah-de-blah! 

  

Ho-hum... that’s no fun! 

Stories with little imagination? 

Giss somin’ freeeee? 

ba LE eee?



eS Stee ee oe i aceaea te charts 

AND OUESTIONS TO As you probably know, we're always looking to improve 
- — oe aera Ee GamesMaster even more and as it’s your magazine, we 

ar ee eee want to know what you think of its development. So, 
‘ “~ please name your three favourite bits of this issue in 

order of preference — they can be specific pages or 
sections in general. Whatever — just be honest... 

1 

3     And let us know which bit you didn’t like this 
month (and why)...    

he does. 
Why do people laugh at your Saturn? Who 
knows, young Anon? Not us! 

REALITY BYTES!] 
y family and | have two 
cyber pets and together 

we have come up with the idea 
of a cyber boyfriend or 
girlfriend. The idea is to get 
wfony with your partner and if 

    Also, tell us which three areas of GamesMaster 
you'd improve (and how)... 

  

    

  

Dear GM 
I’ve been watching the production of Nintendo’s      

      
    
    
    
         

you're successfal then you gee 
married! There could be a number games of late and I’ve inally come to the 1 

af icons. For example, one for going out, one for conclusion that they are going to fail if they 
what to do (cinema, disco, restaurant) and one for don’t do something drastic, soon 
cooking the dinner or dusting the house. And So far none oftheir ames have managed 2 instead of growing, the cyber Partner could go 7 g 9g 
through different stages of a to impress me all that much. | feel we have 
relationship like proposing and come to something of a wall in videogaming 
getting engaged. Each cyber partner where we're running out of original ideas for 3     could have a different personality - 
if you don't treat them properly, 
then they will leave you, ls there 
anywhere I can send my idea? 
Katie Hobbs (12), Nottingham 

Well Katie, it's already won you a 
Sporty GUL watch. What more 
could you ask for? Ed. 

both graphics and gameplay. Right now almost 
all games are 3D and the amount of polygons 
that a machine can handle doesn’t make too 
much difference to the gameplay. What 
developers should be aiming for now is 
complete and utter realism. Only the 32-Bit 
consoles seem to be working towards this right 
now with games likeV-Rally ‘97 and F1‘97. 

    
Please cut out or photocopy this completed form and 
send it to: Revolutionaries, Letters, GamesMaster 
Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. It'll help 
us to help you. 

       

    
      
     

     
Every issue we'll put the Revolutionaries replies in 
a dirty great bag - the first one plucked receives a 
hoofing pile of gaming gear! 

Ford, Cardiff (so we hear!) 

Yep! That just about sums it up! Cheers for that Ford. 

AND DON’T FORGET YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS 

F197 has superb graphics and 

  

      

    

  

Dear GM also stonkingly good gameplay! 

I'm finally hooked on your magazine. It didn’t take 
long, By about a couple of issues. Anyway, | was Nintendo on the other hand seem to think that 

lying in bed the other night and | fein ajaedl being — mip-mapping everything will make their gamers 
troubled by some gaming conundrums. Can you all happy. But none of the graphics look real, do 
help to ensure that | actually get a good nights sleep? they? | don’t think that the ture looks too 

1. After reading your review on Resident Evil | went bright for Nintendo. 
out and bought it straight away. I’ve had it a couple Personally I’m looking foward to the new 

of weeks now and | was wondering how long it took —_ range of consoles like the M2 which should be 
you lads to finish this top game? able to produce games with that added realism. 
2. Can | clean my Saturn CDs the same way | clean James Berry, Wolverhampton a 
my music CDs? 
3. Why do my PlayStation owning friends always take Wethinks they may have done something fairly ) 
the mick out of my Saturn? drastic quite recently. I’m sure you're aware 
4. Where is the cheapest place to that th row raced price “s N64s to = 

: 2 : 
buy a PlayStation at the moment? just under £100 and all the games have a a 

experienced a similar price drop. That will Anon, no fixed abode 
certainly go someway fo improving the situation 

é : » & : ; 
It took Robin, the biggest Res Evil and it makes all of us gamesplayers very happy james because, and correct me if I’m wrong, the 
fan in the office, shout tees a , indeed! i thing has been around for a few yodes now. In 
days to finish the game. That f k As for “utter realism in games”, we'd rather have comparison the Nintendo is a meer fledgling. Give it 

was three days e ard, fe : top-notch playability any day. a few years and it'll be swimming in a large pool of 
s . Les reckons it too! games. 
ep ey the same time. Anyway, enough of this drivel and onto more 

Yes you can clean gl important stuff... | loved your review of Croc. Your 
games CDs in exactly the same Dear GamesMaster reviewer Dan Griffiths had me in stitches from 
way as you clean your music CDs. Les What's all this verbal fighting going on between your _ beginning to end! 
has asked me to remind you that you readers? One says Sony is the best and the next writes As for MY view of the meaning of life it goes 
should take care to clean from the in to say that Nintendo is actually far superior. Well! something like this... For existence to be there has to 
centre of the CD to the edge. Bless would just like to add my informed comment to the be some sort of non-existence. From the perspective of 
Les, he may have a slightly demonic debate... blah, blah, blah, blah! There really is no non-existence I’d say that existence is good. Enjoy it 
edge to him but he does care, really point in arguing about whether Sony have more while it’s here. Be kind to other people but most 

 



  

5 

"Waa 

pall 
~ importantly of all everyone should ky to 

play as many videogames as possible! 
Tom Holwell, West Sussex 

All this verbal tussling, is called debate 
and we love it! Keep sending in those 
letters. FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT! 

By the way, Dan says cheers! 

Dear GM 
I’ve just bought a second-hand 

copy of Mario Kart for the SNES. 
Although it’s a great game | quickly ran 
into trouble with it. “It’s all right,” | 
thought, “Ill just look it up in 
GamesMaster. They'll have something 
on it for sure!” So | faithfully hauled out 
every issue from number one. And do 
you Bho what | found? Absolutely 
nothing. Nada! Niente! NOTHING! Not 
one players guide and not even a 
feature. All | did manage to turn up was 
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ART EDITOR Chris Bates 
DEPUTY EDITOR Les Ellis 
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one measly cheat tucked away in the 
1996 GM diary. 

| was shocked. Is this anyway to 
treat a game that came seventh in your 
last All-Time Top 100? A game that was 
the biggest release of its time. | know it 
was a ready out when your mag started 
but that is no reason to ignore it! 

Tell me I’m wrong. Tell me that | 
missed something! | know it's a bit late 
complaining about it now, but until I’m 
proved wrong I'll remain really rather 
miffed at you! 
Suzanne Leeming, Notts. 

We've looked high and indeed a little 
low for any sign of a tips special for 
Super Mario Karts for the SNES. We're 
sorry Suzanne but we couldn’t find a 
darn thing anywhere. Les’ sure that we 
did do a special on it once but he’s got 
no idea where to find it again. So it 
looks as though we may owe this great 
game an fc You may have to get 
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in touch with the GamesMaster who's 
currently away at an intergalactic 
syncronized xylophone playing 
competition, such a busy man! 

Dear GM 
| read your feature on the game.com 
and I’ve got one or two questions for 
you about it now. 

First of all are the carts that go with 
it (ie Lights Out, Batman& Robin etc) all 
in colour? Are the graphics on these 
games any good? And finally would 
you games boffins at GM recommend 
it. Well would ya’, come ahn’ you guys 
ya’ gadda tell me! 
Alan Bragg, Northants 

Mmmm, game.com eh? The first an 
is “NO!” All the games are in fantastic 
monochrome without a hint of 
technicolour playing fun, sorry about 

er 
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that. The graphics are of a similar 
resolution to the Game Boy. On the 
whole the games aren't all that 

FESTIVE FROLICKS? “gy 
Dear GM 
Happy Chrimbo chaps! 

See you soon, love you 
all loads! 
Lara, China 

; Raping but we'll have to 
wait and see what it comes | 
up with. 

Cheers Lozzer, we love 
you too! Hope you liked 
the jumper, Robin and 
Les brite it specially. 
Tombs can get a litle 
chilly and you don't 
have many sensible, 
warm togs, do you? 
See you soon! 
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“The sheer amount of thought that has clearly gone into each 
section makes a mockery of just about any other computer game 

you care to mention. There’s not one lazy moment.” Pc 

PC Zone 94% : sg 

“Tomb. Raider 2 takes the original by the scruff of the neck. 

Who'd have thought it could get better?” 

Official PlayStation Magazine 10/10 STARPLAYER 
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